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Abstract
We consider relations of structure and dynamics in complex networks. Firstly, a dynamical
perspective on the problem of community detection is developed: how to partition a graph into
sets of nodes which have stronger relations to each other than to other nodes in the network. We
show how several approaches to this problem can be re-interpreted from a dynamical perspective.
It is demonstrated how this perspective can circumvent limitations of commonly used, structure
based community detection methods such as Modularity or the map-equation, which are prone
to over-partition communities of large effective diameter.
Secondly, we present graph-theoretical measures to quantify edge-to-edge relations, inspired by
the notion of flow redistribution induced by edge failures. We demonstrate how our measures
can reveal the dynamical interplay between the edges in a network, including potentially non-
local interactions. We showcase the general applicability of our edge-centric measures through
analyses of several example systems from different areas.
Finally, relations between structure and dynamics are discussed in the context of neural networks.
We show how the topology of networks of leaky-integrate-and-fire neurons can be changed such
that a “slow-dynamics” arises, in which groups of neurons vary their firing rates coherently,
and discuss how this is reflected in spectrum of the network’s coupling matrix. We further
consider the problem of detecting cell assemblies, groups of neurons which share a more similar
temporal activity pattern when compared to members of other groups, in time series of neural
firing events. Using a biophysically inspired pairwise coupling measure we can infer a functional
network from the data, and map the task of finding cell assemblies onto a community detection
problem, which can be solved within our dynamical framework.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Many complex biological, economic, technological systems can be understood more completely
when considering not only its constituent parts but also their interactions. These systems may
be represented as networks or graphs, in which the individual components of the system are
denoted by nodes (or vertices), and interactions between these parts are represented by links (or
edges) between the vertices. By considering a network perspective, it is hoped to gain a deeper
understanding of system-level properties beyond what could be achieved by focussing solely on
the constituent units.
Facilitated by a growing availability of relational data and increasingly powerful computational
resources that can be employed for the analysis, recent years have seen a surge of interest in the
study of complex networks [12, 20, 22, 50, 60, 142, 161, 181]. Classical examples of such network
systems are the Internet, in which each node may represent a router and each link a physical
connection between two routers; ecological food-webs, in which nodes denote species and a
(directed) link is drawn from vertex A to vertex B, e.g., if A is a predator of B; or social networks,
in which nodes represent individual people or groups and links are assigned according to whether
or not there is an interaction between two persons/groups [12, 20, 22, 60, 142, 181]. Researchers
have also started to investigate biological networks including genetic networks [124,152,189,190],
protein-protein interaction networks [40, 55, 120, 170, 187] and neurophysiological networks (see
e.g. Ref. [33, 90, 201–203]). Indeed, it appears that modeling systems in terms of networks has
become a pervasive paradigm across scientific disciplines.
In most cases, complex networks are far from being unstructured and one focus of current
research has been on analysing their structural composition in more detail [22, 138, 142]. In
particular, a large body of research has been devoted to find relevant sub-groupings in networks,
called clusterings or communities, which can be further organized into multi-scale (including
hierarchical) structures [60]. Clearly, a dynamical process taking place on such a network will
be shaped and constrained by such network structure [20, 22] and thus, vice versa, observing a
dynamics may reveal insights into the structural properties of the network. This notion, that
structure and dynamical behaviour are inextricably linked and influence each other is the central
idea that will be explored in the present thesis.
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1. Introduction
1.2. Thesis Outline
The core of the thesis is formed by chapters 3–8. These chapters do however not present a
simple, linear story, but have a quite different focus. The common theme is that they all
examine different aspects of the interplay between structure and dynamics on networks. The
main chapters 3–8 are preceded by a chapter collecting some prerequisites and background
material, followed by short conclusions and an outlook on (possible) future research.
Initially, our focus will be on the problem of community detection, which is a central issue in this
thesis. Some of the methods and results developed in this context will be used selectively in the
later chapters. Instead of adopting a purely structural approach towards this problem, we will
present a dynamics based perspective on community detection and gain a deeper understanding
of the foundations of community detection from this viewpoint. We will then switch the focus to
a different aspect, and develop techniques to quantify edge-to-edge relations in a network based
on a dynamical point of view. In the last part we will discuss how relations between structure
and dynamics may be used for applications in neuroscience and neural networks, before coming
back to the community detection problem and examining it from a somewhat more general,
abstract perspective.
As the chapters explore quite different topics, most parts of the chapters in this thesis are
essentially self-contained, which allows for an alternative reading of the manuscript. To facilitate
an easier navigation between the topics discussed, a dependency diagram of the different chapters
is produced below.
Chapter 8
Generalized perspective on
dynamics based network 
analysis
Chapter 9
Conclusion
Chapter 7
Detecting cell assemblies
in neural networks
Chapter 2
Background
Chapter 6
Structure and Dynamics 
in leaky-integrate-and-fire 
networks
Chapter 5
Edge-to-Edge relations
Chapter 1
Introduction
Chapter 3
Markov Dynamics 
to reveal communities
Chapter 4
Analysing community 
structure via dynamics 
A brief overview of the main topics considered in the core chapters, including some of the key
results presented, is given in the following.
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• Chapter 3 introduces our dynamical viewpoint on community detection, which leads to
the stability method, a community detection framework based on a Markovian dynamics
unfolding over time on a graph. Relations to other (structure based) community detection
schemes are discussed. In particular, it is shown how several other measures can be
interpreted as special cases of this dynamical scheme.
• Chapter 4 explains why a dynamical approach towards community detection can be crucial
to uncover important network structures at all scales. We discuss how a number of different
standard community detection schemes and benchmark graphs implicitly assume that
community structure has to be dense (clique-like). It is shown how in the case of networks
emerging from geometric constraints this assumption is often invalid. Despite this fact,
meaningful substructures with large effective diameters may be present in these networks,
which can be naturally interpreted as long-range communities. We demonstrate how using
our dynamical perspective on community detection we are able to extract these long range
structures. In contrast, common methods which adopt a clique-like notion for communities
are prone to over-partition networks, an effect we refer to as ‘field-of-view’ limit. We give
a detailed analysis of why the so called map equation method is subject the field-of-view
limit and derive an indicator measure for its occurrence. We further illustrate how we can
translate our dynamical viewpoint to this method, thereby eliminating the aforementioned
issue.
• Chapter 5 introduces an edge centric perspective for complex network analysis. Graph-
theoretical measures to quantify edge-to-edge relations inspired by the notion of flow re-
distribution caused by edge failures are presented. It is shown how these measures can
reveal the dynamical interplay between the network edges, including potentially non-local
interactions. In this context we also define the edge-embeddedness, a measure of how
strongly an edge features in the weighted cuts of a network.
• Chapter 6 discusses relations between structure and dynamics in networks of so-called
leaky-integrate-and-fire neurons, which are highly stylized models of real neural networks.
We investigate the influence of different topologies on the networks’ propensity to generate
slow activity, defined as simultaneous increase in frequency and synchronization of action
potentials in sub-groups of neurons. We show that the ability of networks to support slow
activity can be determined essentially by evaluating the spectrum of the synaptic weight
matrix where a separation of eigenvalues is observed. This separation of eigenvalues comes
in line with a localization of the associated dominant subspace of the weight matrix on
groups of neurons, leading to spatially aligned, group-based dynamical activity. We show
how such a separation of eigenvalues can be introduced using low-rank perturbations of
an otherwise balanced synaptic weight matrix. We are thus able to design alternative
connectivity paradigms to create a slow, localised dynamics in the network, which have
different ramifications in a neuro-scientific context.
• Chapter 7 considers the problem of detecting cell assemblies, groups of neurons that co-
operate within large neural populations. We introduce a simple biophysically inspired
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measure to extract a directed functional connectivity matrix between both excitatory and
inhibitory neurons based on their spiking history. Using the resulting network representa-
tion, we can transform the problem of finding cell assemblies into a community detection
task, which can be readily solved within our dynamical framework introduced in chapters
3–4. This methodology is assessed using a range of synthetic spike trains as well as sim-
ulated data from leaky-integrate-and-fire networks and its use is exemplified through the
analysis of experimental data, where we are able to detect known features of neuroscientific
importance.
• In chapter 8 we return once more to the question of community detection from a dy-
namical perspective. A generalized framework for the construction of further dynamics
based community detection schemes is given, which provides us with additional links to
algorithms proposed in the literature. Moreover, considering a linear systems perspective
we derive complementary interpretations of the stability measure, e.g., in terms of the
covariance matrix of a random noise process, and discuss important aspects of the method
when applied for the analysis of directed graphs. In passing we also provide additional
interpretations of our edge based measures.
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2. Background and Prerequisites
In this chapter we give a short introduction to some background material and recall a few
prerequisites we will build upon later. The notation we use is essentially standard and most of
the material reviewed here is mainly for the convenience of the reader. The reader familiar with
these topics may thus skip this chapter and refer to it only if needed.
2.1. Notational Preliminaries
Throughout this thesis we will consider only finite, (weakly) connected graphs of order N and
size E, i.e., there will be N nodes and E edges. For simplicity, we will normally assume that our
graphs are undirected, if not stated otherwise. Most of the presented work will however extend
seamlessly to directed graphs and extensions will be discussed, where applicable, as we go along.
The following standard notation is used throughout the manuscript. The topology of a graph
is encoded in the weighted adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N , where the weight of the link between
node i and node j is given by Aij . By definition, for undirected graphs we have A = AT . The
weighted degrees (or strengths) of the nodes are given by the vector d = A1, where 1 is the N×1
vector of ones. We denote the total weight of the edges by m = dT1/2. For directed graphs
we define the corresponding vectors of weighted out-degrees as dout = A1, and of weighted
in-degrees as din = AT1. The total weight of the edges is then given as m = dTout1 = dTin1.
When dealing with diagonals of matrices we will use ‘MATLAB’ notation, i.e., for a vector x,
diag(x) will be a diagonal matrix with the elements of Xii = xi, while for any matrix Y , diag(Y )
will be the column vector containing the diagonal elements of Y .
We define the combinatorial graph Laplacian as L = D−A, where D = diag(d). The normalised
graph Laplacian is defined as L = D−1/2LD−1/2. For undirected graphs, it is well known that
both Laplacian matrices are symmetric positive semi-definite, with a simple zero eigenvalue
when the graph is connected [41,131].
For directed graphs we define the (out-degree) Laplacian as L = Dout − A. Note that if the
directed graph is strongly connected we have again rank(L) = N − 1, as for the undirected
case [131,151].
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2.2. Community detection
Community detection, or graph clustering has its origins mainly in the Computer Science and
Sociology literature (where the name community comes from) [60] and can be seen as a revitali-
sation of the ‘old problem’ of graph partitioning. The difference is that for community detection
the number of groups is not defined a priori but to be revealed by the analysis as well. With the
advent of ‘network-science’ [142], new interest was sparked in this area by some seminal work of
Girvan and Newman [72,144]. Since then a plethora of studies has been published investigating
potential modular or community structure in networks, including a still increasing number of
methods to discover community structure in networks.
In a prescient piece, Simon [193] hypothesised that a modular system structure exhibits evolu-
tionary advantages and, in particular, the ability to reuse components or to facilitate efficient
local processing have been studied thereafter. Moreover, parts of a system operating on given
scales could be represented with a simplified description at an appropriate level of coarse grain-
ing [194]. Thus, apart from the interest in the structure of these networks, the hope is that
by finding a meaningful decomposition of these networks we will gain understanding of the
relationship between the structure and the functional (dynamical) behaviour of the system.
However, how to reveal community structure in a complex network, or alternatively how to
obtain a meaningful partitioning of the network remains a challenging problem. In parts this
is due to the fact that community detection in itself is an ill-defined problem. Depending on
the application area, different notions of community can be reasonable (as we will also see in
chapter 4), and hence to date a common definition of what constitutes a community has remained
elusive. What most people would agree on is perhaps that a community is a group of nodes that
possess (under some given context) a stronger relation amongst themselves than to the rest of
the nodes in the network.
2.2.1. Community detection methods – a selective overview
To apprehend the majority of community detection methods it is useful to divide them into
several categories, each following a certain paradigm. To limit the scope, here we selectively
highlight only some of the most prominent approaches that have been taken, and bias ourselves
insofar as we will discuss mainly methods that pertain to our work in the following. It should
also be noted that the following categorization is not unique and a lot of methods could well be
placed into multiple groups. Due to the vast number of methods that have been proposed, only
a brief overview of some of the main contributions and ideas can be given.
1. Spectral methods Graph partitioning algorithms based on the spectral properties of the
adjacency matrix or the graph Laplacian and the corresponding eigenvectors have a long
tradition dating back to the seminal work of Fiedler [58, 59]. More recent work following
this route comes predominantly from the Computer Science literature and especially from
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the field of “data clustering”. Prominent examples are the publications of Kannan et
al. [93], and especially of Shi und Malik [192] and Ng et al. [146].
2. Modularity and combinatorial methods Starting with the work of Girvan and New-
man [72, 144], who introduced their modularity measure to assess the community struc-
ture of a graph, many methods – some designed as extensions or special optimization
techniques of modularity – have been proposed, which are mainly based on combinatorial
arguments [7, 21, 24, 99, 119, 140, 141, 191]. The underlying idea is that nodes within a
community should be strongly linked to each other, while being only weakly connected to
nodes outside their community. The link density within a community is usually compared
to some expected density (e.g. in modularity), which is obtained by considering the link
distribution under some predefined random graph model (“null-model”).
As the connectivity properties of the graph are also reflected in the graph spectrum, most
of the above mentioned methods are strongly linked to spectral methods [143]. In fact
Newman [140] proposed an algorithm to optimize modularity, which is reminiscent of
using the Fiedler eigenvector of the graph Laplacian in spectral partitioning.
Note that considering the still very popular modularity measure, newer studies have shown
that modularity is computationally hard to optimize [28,76], and moreover, it suffers from
a so called resolution limit, which renders communities of certain sizes (relative to the
whole graph) undetectable [61,105].
3. Methods from statistical physics An analogy to spin systems from statistical physics
has turned out to provide a useful way to look at community detection. As shown by
Reichardt and Bornholdt [167,168], community detection may be phrased as the problem
of finding the ground state of a Potts Hamiltonian, with couplings induced by the network
topology. A number of extensions and modifications of this scheme have been proposed to
date [171,172,211].
4. Methods using information theory An alternative perspective on community detection
can be derived using information theory. In this view community detection is essentially
seen as a data compression problem. The idea is to define a code-description of the graph
or of a process acting on the graph. The presence of community structure will introduce
redundancy in this encoding, which can be exploited for a greater compression of the
description. Finding the best communities is thus made equivalent to finding the best
possible data compression. Prominent examples for methods that take an information
theoretic perspective on community detection are the Map equation formalism of Rosvall
and coworkers [174,176] and the Information Bottleneck method [209,233]. Although not
obvious at first sight, some information theoretic methods can in fact be linked to spectral
methods and spectral properties of the graph [164].
5. Dynamical Methods Methods aiming to understand community detection from the
perspective of dynamical systems fall into this category. These include methods based
on random walks or other diffusion processes [159, 222]. Other methods falling into this
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category are based on synchronization phenomena in complex networks [10,11]. Important
characteristics of such dynamical systems are of course again reflected in the spectrum of
the graph, connecting these measures to some of the algorithms above. Our framework,
which will be discussed in detail in this thesis, is part of this category.
Many other methods exist, which do not fall squarely into any of the categories given above
(see Ref. [60] and references therein). As important examples, e.g., the classic Kernighan-Lin
algorithm [98] or stochastic block-models, often used in combination with Baysian Learning
methods [15,86], should be mentioned here.
2.2.2. Different types of community structure
In addition to the methodological diversity in the community detection literature, a lot of re-
search has been devoted to identifying different forms of community structure. For instance,
the detection of communities with multiple scales (including hierarchical structures) has been
the focus of many publications [13, 42, 48, 107, 114, 168, 171, 176, 178]. Likewise the detection of
overlapping community structure, with its own challenges and requirements has triggered the
design of new methods [154,204]. Within the context of overlapping communities, work done by
Ahn et al. [5] and Evans & Lambiotte [54] should be highlighted here. Using slightly different
methods, the authors of both publications assign community labels to edges, thus allowing each
node naturally to belong to multiple (overlapping) communities according to its adjacent edges.
Community structure may not only exist in a number of different organizational types, but also
in a number of different graph types. While most community detection methods that have been
proposed to date can deal with weighted graphs, community structure may as well be found in
directed and/or signed networks. The number of methods that explicitly make use of this type
of information encoded in the graphical representation is however comparably small, especially
in the case of signed networks [210].
2.2.3. Optimization and Robustness
Two important aspects of community detection that have been considered far less prominently
in literature are the issues of optimization and robustness.
Many community detection algorithms define a quality function for a partition or a community.
Finding the optimal community structure translates then into optimizing this quality function.
Yet the majority of quality functions are non-convex and difficult to optimize (modularity opti-
mization, e.g., can be shown to be NP hard [28]) and thus in most cases the proposed community
detection algorithms have to rely on heuristics. However the assumptions and limitations of the
optimizations methods, such as simulated annealing and the so-called Louvain method [21], will
not necessarily match well with the proposed quality functions and can thus influence the results
obtained by a particular community detection method.
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Finally, after having obtained a presumably optimal community structure, the important ques-
tion remains how robust the found communities are [45,70,94,106,175]. Most studies considering
this aspect investigate the robustness of communities with respect to perturbations of the graph
structure [70,94,175], although it can also be sensible to test for robustness with respect to small
perturbations of the quality function and the optimization algorithm [45,106]. Ideally the found
community structure should be robust with respect to all these changes. Nevertheless, in most
applications of community detection to date the robustness of the found community structure
has not been tested.
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3. Markov dynamics to reveal community
structure in complex networks
In this chapter we introduce a dynamical perspective on community detection which leads us
to the definition of the stability method, a dynamics based framework for the detection of
communities in complex networks. We give a variety of different interpretations of this measure
and show how a range of other community detection methods can be understood as special
cases of this framework and thus be explained from a dynamical point of view. We conclude by
discussing how further generalizations of this method can be created, by giving a general scheme
for the construction of dynamics based community detection methods.
Most parts of sections 3.1-3.3, are contained in Ref. [47]. This material is reproduced here with
kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V. (see Appendix A). However, in the
following we also provide some previously unpublished results.
3.1. Dynamics on graphs and community detection: the stability of
a graph partition
As outlined in the previous chapter, there has been a lot of interest in the analysis of complex
systems recently. A unifying concept in the study of complex systems is their formalisation as
networks comprising a large number of non-trivially interacting agents. Naturally, the study of
real-world systems leads to highly complex networks and a current challenge is to extract intelli-
gible, simplified descriptions from the network in terms of relevant subgraphs (or communities),
which can provide insight into the structure and function of the overall system.
A desirable outcome of community detection is to find a meaningful, simplified structural de-
composition of a network that can shed light on the functional (dynamical) behaviour of the
network and its components. Conversely, when a dynamics takes place on a network, it will
be constrained by its graph structure and could potentially reveal features of the structural
organisation of the network. This notion, i.e., that structure and dynamical behaviour are inex-
tricably linked and influence each other, is the seed from which our perspective on community
has emerged.
The central idea underpinning our dynamical approach is the following: Considering a diffusion
process on a network, we ask ourselves what this very simplest of dynamics can reveal about the
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underlying community structure of the graph. This idea is readily illustrated by the example
of a vessel filled with water in which one were to put a small droplet of ink and observe how it
diffuses. If the container has no structure, the dye would diffuse isotropically. If the container
is structured (e.g., compartmentalised or comprising a set of smaller vessels connected via some
tubing), the dye would not spread isotropically but would rather get transiently trapped in
certain regions for longer times until it eventually becomes evenly distributed throughout the
whole vessel. Therefore by observing the time dynamics of this diffusion process we can gain
valuable information about the structural organisation of the container. This notion is illustrated
in Figure 3.1.
Diffusion dynamics evolving with increasing time
Network
.. ..
Figure 3.1. | Illustration of a diffusion dynamics on a network evolving in time.
3.1.1. Defining the measure: stability as an autocovariance
Let us now make more precise some of these ideas and consider a Markovian diffusion process
defined on the graph. One of the advantages of the method is that it allows us to choose the
dynamics used to reveal the structure of the network from a variety of discrete or continuous time
processes (see an extended discussion of these issues in Refs. [107, 109]). The dynamics chosen
will have distinct dominant diffusion paths and thus will lead to the emergence of potentially
different community structure. The flexibility in the choice of dynamics allows us to incorporate
any a priori information we might have about the intrinsic dynamics in the system under study or
to base our detection on a particular heuristic for the defining characteristics of the communities.
In this work, we discuss mainly the generic case of an unbiased random walk governed by the
following dynamics:
p˙ = −p [D−1L] (3.1)
in continuous time or, alternatively, by
pt+1 = ptD−1A ≡ ptP (3.2)
for the case of discrete time. Here p denotes the 1×N dimensional probability vector and under
the assumptions made above (connected, undirected graphs) both dynamics are ergodic and
converge to a unique stationary [29,66], distribution given by pi = dT /2m (where in the discrete
time case we have additionally assumed the graph to be non-bipartite). While the discrete-time
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random walker jumps from one node to the next at unit-time intervals, the continuous-time
random walker waiting time at a node before the next jump is a continuous memoryless random
variable distributed exponentially with unit expectation. Whenever a jump occurs, the jump
probabilities between nodes are identical for both processes. Hence the discrete-time random
walk can also be interpreted as an approximation of its continuous-time counterpart (see also
Section 3.2.3) and our numerics show that the two processes lead to similar community structures
in most graphs of interest.
Consider also a given (hard) partition of the graph into c communities. This partition is encoded
in a N × c indicator matrix H with Hij ∈ {0, 1}, where a 1 denotes that node i belongs to
community j. Observe that, for any N × N matrix Q, [HTQH] is the c × c matrix whose
(k, l)–th entry is the sum of all entries Qij such that node i is in community k and node j is in
community l. It is also easy to see that HTH = diag([n1, . . . , nc]), where nk is the number of
nodes in community k.
Now we define the clustered autocovariance matrix of the diffusion process at time t as:
R(t,H) = HT
[
ΠP (t)− piTpi
]
H, (3.3)
where Π = diag(pi) and P (t) is the t-step transition matrix of the process: P (t) = exp(−tD−1L)
for continuous-time and P (t) = P t for discrete-time.
To see that R(t,H) is indeed an autocovariance matrix associated with the c communities of
a partition, consider the N -dimensional vector X(t), a random indicator vector describing the
presence of a particle diffusing under the above dynamics, i.e. Xk(t) = 1 if the particle is in node
k at time t and zero otherwise. Given a partition with indicator matrix H, Y(t) = HTX(t) is
the community indicator vector. Using the definition of the transition matrix, it follows that:
R(t,H) = HT
[
ΠP (t)− piTpi
]
H = HT cov [X(τ),X(τ + t)]H
= cov
[
HTX(τ), HTX(τ+t)
]
= cov [Y(τ),Y(τ + t)]
(3.4)
where we have made use of the linearity of the covariance.
If the graph has well defined communities over a given time scale we expect that the state is
more likely to remain within the starting community with a significant probability over that
time scale. Therefore the value of Yi(0) is positively correlated with the value of Yi(t) for t in
that time scale leading to a large diagonal element of R(t,H), and hence a large trace of R(t,H).
In other words, if we observe the Markov process only in terms of a colouring assigned to each
community, a good partition is indicated by a slow decay of the autocovariance of the observed
signal. This statement presents a dual (but equivalent) view to the description of a community
in terms of a subgraph where the diffusion probability gets transiently trapped.
We now define the stability of a partition encoded by H at time t as:
r(t,H) = trace R(t,H), (3.5)
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which is a global quality function for a given graph and partition that changes as a function
of time (according to the chosen dynamics). In view of the formalism outlined above, stability
serves as a quality function to evaluate the goodness of a partition in terms of the persistence
of the probability flows in the graph at time t.
A brief technical aside. The full definition of stability for the case of discrete time dynamics is
r(t,H) = min
0≤s≤t
trace
[
HT
[
ΠP s − piTpi
]
H
]
, (3.6)
and includes a minimisation over the time interval [0, t], which is not necessary in the continuous-
time case. To prove this, note that P (t) = D−1/2 exp(−tL)D1/2, where we have used the
normalised Laplacian L = D−1/2LD−1/2 [41]. Then it is easy to see that
d(trace R(t,H))
dt
= −trace HTΠD−1/2L1/2 exp(−tL)L1/2D1/2H
= − 12mtrace H
TD1/2L1/2 exp(−tL)L1/2D1/2H
(3.7)
This is obviously strictly negative since the matrix exp(−L) is symmetric positive definite.
The additional minimisation in (3.6) ensures generality of the definition but in most cases of
interest it is not necessary. In particular scenarios however, such as for a bipartite graph, trace Rs
can oscillate in the discrete-time case, indicating poor communities or even ‘anti-communities’
with a rapid alternance of random walkers between communities. We therefore take the lowest
point of Rs over the interval as the quality function. Indeed, numerical experiments [116] have
shown that
r(t,H) = min
0≤s≤t
trace R(s) ≈ trace R(t,H) (3.8)
for the discrete-time case too.
The stability r(t,H) can be used to rank partitions of a given graph at different time scales,
with higher stability indicating a better partition into communities at a specific time scale.
Alternatively, r(t,H) can be maximised for every time t in the space of all possible partitions—
resulting in a sequence of partitions, each of which is optimal over some time interval. Although,
as is the case for many graph theoretical problems, this optimisation is NP-hard, a variety of
optimisation heuristics for graph clustering can be used (see Section 3.3). The effect of time in
the stability measure is intuitive: as time increases, the Markov process explores larger regions of
the graph, such that the Markov time acts as a resolution parameter that enables us to identify
community structure at different scales. In general, the relevant partitions become coarser
as the Markov time increases. Importantly, stability does not aim to find the best partition
for the graph, but rather tries to reveal relevant clusterings at different scales through the
systematic zooming process induced naturally by the dynamics. A relevant partition should be
both persistent over a comparably long time scale and robust with respect to slight variations in
the graph structure and/or the optimisation [45,106] (see also Section 3.3). We remark that the
systematic sweeping across scales provided by the Markov dynamics is a fundamental ingredient
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in our approach leading to a multi-scale analysis of the community structure.
3.1.2. Stability from a random walk perspective
Stability can be readily interpreted in terms of a random walk by noting that each entry
[R(t,H)]ij of the clustered autocovariance (3.3) is the difference between two quantities. The
first is the probability for a random walker to start in community i at stationarity and end up
in community j after time t, while the second is the probability of two independent walkers to
be in i and j at stationarity. In this view, communities correspond to groups of nodes within
which the probability distribution of the Markov process is more contained after a time t than
otherwise expected at stationarity. To make this perspective more explicit, one can rewrite the
stability of a partition H with communities C as:
r(t,H) =
c∑
C=1
PAtHome(C, t)− PAtHome(C,∞), (3.9)
where PAtHome(C, t) is the probability for a random walker to be in the same community C at
time zero and at time t (possibly leaving and coming back a number of times in-between). By
ergodicity, the walker at infinite time holds no memory of its initial position, and PAtHome(C,∞)
coincides with the probability of two independent walkers to be in the same community.
3.1.3. A free energy perspective: stability as a trade-off between entropy and
generalised cut
Stability may also be interpreted as a trade-off between an entropy and a generalised cut measure,
thus providing a link with the concept of free energy. To consider this perspective, we first
observe that stability at time t = 0 is essentially equivalent to the so called Gini-Simpson
diversity index [195]:
r(0, H) = trace
[
HT
(
Π− piTpi
)
H
]
= 1−
c∑
i=1
(pihi)2 ≡ Diversity, (3.10)
where hi is the i-th column of the indicator matrix H. The diversity index (or equivalent quan-
tities up to some simple transformation) has appeared under numerous names in various fields:
the Hirschman-Herfindahl index in economics [85], the Rényi entropy of order 2 in information
theory [169], or the Tsallis entropy of parameter 2 in non-extensive thermodynamics [213]. This
quantity may be interpreted as a measure of entropy and favours partitions into many com-
munities of equal sizes (in terms of degree weights for the unbiased dynamics) over partitions
where one community is much bigger (in terms of degree weights) than the others. For instance,
the diversity index of a k-way equal-size partition is 1 − (1/k), while a partition with a very
dominant community and k− 1 small communities has a diversity index of almost zero. The di-
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versity index is minimal for the all-in-one partition and maximal for the partition into one-node
communities.
Secondly, consider the variation of stability between time zero and time t:
r(0, H)− r(t,H) = 1− trace
[
HTΠP (t)H
]
≡ Generalised Cut(t). (3.11)
This quantity is the fraction of walks of length t that start and end in two different communities
and may be thought of as a generalised cut size, i.e., the fraction of edge weights hanging
between communities for a graph with adjacency matrix A˜ = ΠP (t) induced by the dynamics
of the diffusion process at time t [107,109].
It then follows that stability can be written as
r(t,H) = Diversity−Generalised Cut(t), (3.12)
which provides us with an interpretation of stability as a trade-off between an entropy and a cut
measure moderated by the Markov time. We will see below that when considering the linearised
version of the stability r(t,H), this interpretation allows us to write stability as a kind of free
energy that balances an entropy (diversity) and an energy (cut) with the time t playing the role
of an inverse temperature.
3.1.4. Stability for directed graphs
Let us now show how the above discussed methodology can be readily extended for directed
graphs. Our discussion here will be closely aligned with the discussion in [107].
In our definition of the stability measure above we have tacitly assumed that our dynamics are
ergodic with a unique stationary distribution. This is not necessarily true in the case of directed
graphs, for which these two statements only hold if the underlying graph is strongly connected.
Let us initially assume that the graph is strongly connected. Using again the unbiased random
walk in continuous time
p˙ = −p [D−1outL], (3.13)
or in discrete time
pt+1 = ptD−1outA ≡ ptP (3.14)
as our prototype dynamics, we can define the stability analogously to the undirected case. The
strong connectedness property implies that both dynamics are again ergodic and have the same
unique stationary distribution [29,66] (in the discrete time case we additionally have to assume
that the graph is non-bipartite), which is given by the dominant left eigenvector of P , which we
call again pi. The stability is now defined exactly like in the case of undirected graphs
r(t,H) = trace HT
[
ΠP (t)− piTpi
]
H, (3.15)
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with P (t) = exp(−tD−1outL) for continuous-time and P (t) = P t for discrete-time.
If the graph is not strongly connected we can make the dynamics ergodic by introducing a
teleportation parameter as it is well known from the famous page-rank algorithm [30, 107]. In
that case the discrete time transition matrix becomes:
P ′ = λD†outA+ [(1− λ)I + λdiag(a)]
11T
N
. (3.16)
Here λ ∈ (0, 1) denotes the probability that a random walker will follow an outgoing edge
(described by the first term), while the walker will be teleported, i.e., jump to any other node
in the network chosen uniformly at random with probability 1− λ (as described by the second
term). As there may exist dangling nodes in the graph for which dout,i = 0, we have to use D†out,
the pseudoinverse of Dout, to describe the transitions along the outgoing links. The vector a
here is the indicator vector of the dangling nodes with ai = 1 if dout,i = 0 and ai = 0 otherwise.
The inclusion of this ‘dangling’ term in the second part of (3.16) guarantees that upon arriving
at a dangling node, a walker will be teleported with probability 1.
For the continuous time case the infinitesimal generator [−D−1outL] = P − I of the Kolmogorov
equation (3.13) governing the diffusion now becomes P ′ − I, and the t-step transition matrix
P (t) = exp(t(P ′ − I)) for continuous time, accordingly [29].
Let us remark on a few differences of directed stability versus its undirected counterpart. First
note that in our definition we have dropped again the minimization over time as done previously,
i.e., we have assumed r(t,H) = min0≤s≤t trace R(s) ≈ trace R(t,H). While for undirected
graphs, in continuous time, it can be shown that this is actually not an assumption but an
exact equality, this is not true for directed graphs. The difference is that the Laplacian matrix
is not necessary positive semi-definite for directed graphs, and thus the stability of a partition
does not have to decay monotonically in time. This lack of positive definiteness, and indeed of
symmetry, which is essentially due to the non-reversible nature of the diffusion in the directed
case, also implies that the stability for directed graphs can in fact not be interpreted in terms
of a covariance matrix (see section 8.2.4). The interpretations of stability in terms of random
walks and of a free energy remain unaffected of this however.
Finally, observe that the directed stability may always be written in terms of symmetric matrix.
If we define Z(t) = ΠP (t) − piTpi, than it follows from the fact that stability is essentially a
quadratic form that r(t,H) = trace HTZ(t)H = trace HT 12 [Z(t) + ZT (t)]H. This equivalence
is particularly useful as the latter form can be employed in many heuristics initially designed
for the optimisation of modularity, which thus are made applicable to stability, too [107].
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3.2. Stability as a unifying framework for other community detection
methods
Stability provides an unifying framework for a number of different graph partitioning and com-
munity detection techniques and heuristics that have been postulated in the literature under
different premises. We now highlight some of these relations to provide further insight into the
stability framework, while at the same time establishing a dynamical reinterpretation of some
key measures widely used in community detection. Most of the results shown below can be
found in Refs. [48, 107].
In the following, we will use shorthand notation to distinguish between the discrete-time version
of stability (denoted as rt(H)) and the continuous-time version (denoted by r(t,H)).
3.2.1. Discrete-time stability at time one is modularity
Modularity [144] is usually defined as:
Modularity = 12m
∑
C
∑
i,j∈C
Aij − kikj2m (3.17)
where the first sum is taken over all communities C and the second sum is taken over nodes i, j
in the same community. Here ki is the degree of node i and m is the total weight of the edges.
Modularity is a popular cost function which is maximised to find the best partition of a graph.
Noting that the stationary probability pii = ki/2m, it follows easily from our formalism that
modularity is equivalent to discrete-time stability at time 1:
r1(H) = trace
[
HT
(
A
2m − pi
Tpi
)
H
]
= Modularity. (3.18)
Furthermore, from Section 3.1.3, it is easy to see that Generalised Cut at time t = 1 in the
discrete-time case is simply the fraction of edges between communities, i.e., the (standard) Cut:
Generalised Cut(1) = 1− trace
[
HT
A
2mH
]
= trace
[
HT
L
2mH
]
= Cut, (3.19)
whence it follows that
r1(H) = Diversity− Cut = Modularity. (3.20)
Therefore, Modularity can be seen as a compound quality function with two competing objec-
tives: minimize the Cut size while at the same time try to maximise the Diversity Index (which
favours a large number of equally-sized communities) thus resulting in more balanced partitions.
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3.2.2. Stability at large time is optimised by the normalised Fiedler partition
The asymptotic behaviour of stability at large t is determined by the spectral properties of
the graph and leads to the dominance of the Fiedler bipartition (a classic heuristic in graph
partitioning) as t → ∞. Consider first the discrete-time case. Elementary spectral theory
implies that the eigenvalues λi of P ≡ D−1A as well as the left and right eigenvectors of P are
real and obey the relations Pvi = λivi, uiTP = λiuiT and ui = Πvi. Consider the spectral
decomposition of P :
P = 1pi + λ2v2u2T + λ3v3u3T + . . . (3.21)
and assume that the second largest eigenvalue λ2 is not dominated by the smallest (i.e., λ2 >
|λN |), which is the case if the graph is not ‘almost bipartite’. Then asymptotically we have:
lim
t→∞ rt(H) ∼ λ
t
2 trace HTv2u2TH.
It is not difficult to see [48] that this leading term is maximised for the partition H that classifies
the nodes into two communities according to the sign of the entries of v2 (or, equivalently, u2).
This partition is called the normalised Fiedler partition [192], a variant of the classic Fiedler
partition proposed as a heuristic in spectral clustering [58,59].
Therefore, spectral clustering, usually presented as a heuristic for the solution of combinatorial
optimisation problems (see e.g. [192]) emerges here as the exact solution of the large time
scale stability optimisation. It is worth noting that for the continuous-time case we can obtain
similar results—here P (t) behaves asymptotically as e(λ2−1)tv2u2T leading to the same optimal
partition.
3.2.3. The meaning of the linearisation of stability at short times
We now show that several heuristics for community detection that have been introduced from a
statistical physics perspective appear from the linearisation of stability at small times.
Consider the continuous version of stability in the limit of small times t→ 0 and expand to first
order. This leads to the linearised stability [48, 107]:
rlin(t,H) = r(0, H) + t
dr(t,H)
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= r(0, H)− t trace
[
HT
L
2mH
]
. (3.22)
Linearised stability as a type of free energy
It then follows from (3.19) that
rlin(t,H) = Diversity− tCut. (3.23)
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This linearised stability can also be seen as a linear interpolation for the discrete-time stability
between time zero and time one: rlin(t,H) = (1− t)r0(H)+ t r1(H). Incidentally, this highlights
a further connection between the discrete-time and the continuous-time stabilities, since the
former can be seen as a linear approximation of the latter. We emphasize however that linearised
stability is meaningful for all times, whether smaller or larger than one. Indeed, renormalising
this expression as [48]:
− rlin(t,H)
t
= Cut− 1
t
Diversity (3.24)
makes it clear that the linearised stability can be viewed as a free energy to be minimised: the
diversity index acts as a type of entropy measure; the Cut acts as an energy cost (as an analogy,
think of the edges as bonds to be broken, whose energy is the weight of the edge); and the
inverse Markov time plays the role of temperature.
Linearised stability is equivalent to the Reichardt & Bornholdt Potts Model heuristic
Reichardt & Bornholdt (RB) proposed a Potts model heuristic for multiscale community detec-
tion based on the minimisation of the Potts Hamiltonian [167,168].
HRBγ = −2m trace
[
HT
(
A
2m − γpi
Tpi
)
H
]
, (3.25)
where γ is a tunable resolution parameter. From above, we observe that:
rlin(t,H) = (1− t)− t
( 1
2mH
RB
1/t
)
. (3.26)
Hence maximizing the linearised stability is equivalent to minimising the RB Potts Hamiltonian
HRBγ with γ = 1/t. Having established this connection enables us to provide an explicit inter-
pretation of the ‘resolution parameter’ γ in terms of the Markov time t and also to interpret
the RB Potts model heuristic as a free energy, corresponding to a trade-off between entropy and
cut [48]). Note that this view differs slightly from RB’s initial interpretation in terms of energy
only.
Linearised stability with combinatorial Laplacian dynamics is related to the Constant Potts
Model
It is worth mentioning briefly that several other recent heuristics also correspond to the linearised
stability obtained under a different dynamical evolution, namely when the dynamics is governed
by the combinatorial Laplacian [107]:
p˙ = −p L〈d〉 , (3.27)
where 〈d〉 is the average strength of the nodes in the graph.
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It is then easy to show that maximising the linearised stability rCLlin (t,H), which follows seam-
lessly from this dynamics, is equivalent to minimising the Hamiltonian of the so-called constant
Potts model (CPM) introduced by Traag et al. [211]:
HCPMµ = −2m trace
[
HT
(
A
2m −
µ
2m
)
H
]
, (3.28)
where µ is a tunable ‘resolution parameter’.
To see this we note that the stability for combinatorial dynamics is given by
rCL(t,H) = trace HT
[
Π exp(−tL/〈d〉)− piTpi
]
H, (3.29)
where the stationary distribution of the dynamics is given by pi = 1T /N and Π = diag(pi) = I/N ,
accordingly. Now, linearising this expression for short times (t→ 0) yields
rCLlin (t,H) = trace HT
(
I
N
− D −A
N〈d〉 t−
11T
N2
)
H (3.30a)
= trace HT
(
I
N
− Dt2m
)
H + trace HT
[
At
2m −
11T
N2
]
H (3.30b)
= (1− t) + trace HT
[
At
2m −
11T
N2
]
H, (3.30c)
where we have used the fact that N〈d〉 = 2m.
Therefore,
rCLlin (t,H) = (1− t)− t
( 1
2mH
CPM
2m/tN2
)
, (3.31)
and the optimization of the combinatorial linearised stability is equivalent to minimising the
CPM with resolution parameter µ = 2m/N2t. Notably, it can be shown that by using combina-
torial Laplacian dynamics, the corresponding linearised stability measure does not suffer from a
resolution limit [61,211].
Linearised stabilities with different dynamics at time one are equivalent to the modified
modularity of Arenas et al.
Arenas and coworkers [13], studied a variant of modularity in which they replaced the original
adjacency matrix by a self-loop augmented adjacency matrix A˜ = A + βI, where I is the N
dimensional identity matrix. This results in a modularity Qaugβ that can be written as:
Qaugβ = trace
[
HT
(
A˜
2m˜ − p˜i
T p˜i
)
H
]
, (3.32)
where 2m˜ = 2m+Nβ is the total strength of the self-loop augmented graph, and accordingly p˜i is
the equilibrium distribution (null model) for the augmented graph, i.e. p˜ii = (di+β)/(2m+Nβ).
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Following a similar procedure as above we can define stabilities for dynamics of the form:
p˙ = −p [D˜−1β L], (3.33)
where the matrix D˜β = diag(d˜) is defined in terms of the strengths d˜ = d+β1 of the augmented
graph and acts as a regulator of the transition rates at the nodes; it is moreover interesting to
note that as also discussed in Ref. [13], the graph Laplacian stays fixed when adding self loops.
The corresponding stabilities raugβ (t) for these dynamics can be defined as:
raugβ (t) = trace
[
HT
(
Π˜ exp(−tD˜−1L)− p˜iT p˜i
)
H
]
, (3.34)
where we have as above defined Π˜ = diag (p˜i). Expanding this expression again for short times
yields:
raugβ,lin(t) = (1− t) + trace
[
HT
(
A˜t
2m˜ − p˜i
T p˜i
)
H
]
. (3.35)
Now it is easy to see that optimizing the self-loop augmented modularity variant of Arenas
et al. [13] is equivalent to using linearised versions of stability at time t = 1 with varying
dynamics according to β. This provides an interesting interpretation of this augmented version
of modularity: instead of scanning through time it can be interpreted as scanning through
different dynamics, while fixing the Markov time at t = 1. The parameter β is responsible for
regulating the transition rates of the corresponding Markov process (in a heterogeneous way),
with an increase in β corresponding to a slower emission of random walkers at each node.
3.3. Computational aspects of the stability framework
3.3.1. Optimisation of the stability measure
Stability defines a quality measure on partitions and one can use in principle any graph clustering
algorithm (even if based on different principles) and assess and rank the quality of the found
partitions a posteriori with our stability measure. Some well-known algorithms that we have
used in this way include the methods proposed by Shi and Malik [192] and Kannan, Vempala
and Vetta [93], which operate divisively to obtain finer and finer partitions via recursive spectral
bi-partitioning. The partitions thus obtained can then be evaluated at different time scales
according to stability: as outlined above, for short time scales we expect the finer partitions
to be more relevant, whereas for larger time scales coarser partitions will dominate. Using the
spectral clustering methods in such a way turns them effectively into a heuristic for optimizing
stability, which performs well in many cases [48].
Stability, whether linearised, continuous-time or discrete-time, can also be considered an objec-
tive function to be optimised, i.e., for each time we have to find the partition Hˆ with maximal
stability
Hˆ = arg max
H
r(t,H). (3.36)
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However, as is the case for most non-trivial problems in clustering and graph partitioning,
including modularity optimisation [28], the optimisation of stability over the space of all possible
partitions is an NP-hard problem. Therefore, except for asymptotic times t→ 0 and t→∞, we
must employ heuristics to optimise stability and these come with no guarantee on the obtained
results.
A helpful feature of stability is the fact that it can always be written as the modularity of a
time-dependent network evolving under the Markov process [107]. Therefore all the computa-
tional heuristics that have been developed for modularity optimisation can be naturally applied
to stability optimisation too. These include not only divisive spectral methods [140] but also
agglomerative methods, such as the efficient Louvain method [21] based on a fast greedy opti-
misation that can deal with very large graphs. In all applications discussed in this thesis we will
use this method to optimise stability, if not otherwise stated. Other methods have been devised
specifically for stability optimisation over a time interval [116].
One may as well combine different methods to optimise stability, at the expense of greater
computational cost. For instance, one can improve a Shi-Malik spectral partition with a local
Kernighan-Lin scheme [98]. A wide range of heuristic stability optimisation procedures can
therefore be devised.
As is the case with hard non-convex optimisation problems, it is important to assess whether
these different optimisation methods yield consistent results, i.e., to check that the value of
stability obtained by the use of different optimisation algorithms is robust. Numerical experi-
ments have shown that this is indeed the case specifically when the partitions found are most
relevant [45,48,182].
3.3.2. Assessing the robustness of a partition
Related to the question of the robustness of the optimisation is the question of the robustness
of the partitions found, which we use as an indicator of the relevance of the partitions found.
One simple mechanism to detect the robustness of a partition is already built into the stability
measure via the Markov time: a robust partition should ideally be persistent over an extended
range of time-scales. When the graph has a strong community structure, this can be observed
as plateaux extending over Markov time intervals during which each corresponding partition is
found.
As a second indicator for the robustness of the partitions, we evaluate the dispersion induced
in the optimised partitions by a randomisation of the optimisation algorithm. In particular, for
each Markov time we compute an ensemble of randomised Louvain optimisations of stability
(started from a random initial node ordering) and check how different the optimised partitions
are, as established by the variation of information [129]. Let p(Cα) be the relative frequency of
finding a node in community Cα in partition Pα, i.e., p(Cα) = nCα/N , where nCα is the number
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of nodes in community Cα. The variation of information between two partitions Pα and Pβ is
defined as [129]:
VI(Pα,Pβ) = 2H(Pα,Pβ)−H(Pα)−H(Pβ) (3.37)
whereH(P) = −∑C p(C) log p(C) is the Shannon entropy andH(Pα,Pβ) is the Shannon entropy
of the joint probability p(Cα, Cβ). Within this thesis we use a normalised variant of the variation
of information obtained by dividing the quantity in Eq. (3.37) by its maximum, logN . A low
variation of information indicates optimised partitions that are very similar to each other, indi-
cating that the partition is robust to changes in the starting point of the optimisation. Borrowing
freely some terminology from dynamical systems, robust partitions can thus be considered to
possess an attractor with a large basin of attraction for the optimisation process.
Finally, one can also consider the robustness of a partition to small changes in the underlying
graph either through random perturbations [106] or through the creation of surrogates for specific
applications [45]. All these measures of robustness are used to select the relevant partitions across
Markov times.
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dynamical perspective
In this chapter we discuss several applications for our previously developed dynamical viewpoint
on community detection. We illustrate why the zooming through scales, which is inherent in our
dynamical approach, provides a crucial advantage when considering communities in networks
that arise from geometric constraints and/or are embedded in space, in which long-range com-
munities with large effective diameters can arise naturally. We further illustrate how we can
translate our dynamical approach to the so called map equation [174], and how this can help to
avoid overclustering of long range communities.
The following section 4.1 is based on Ref. [182]. Section 4.2 has been published in Ref. [183].
The material presented in this section is c© APS, and reproduced here with permission (see
Appendix A).
4.1. Non clique-like communities and the field of view limit
4.1.1. Introduction
Community detection algorithms are based on diverse notions of what makes a good community
[61, 181]. Different mathematical and computational heuristics, some of them based on graph
partitioning concepts, have been used to identify communities or to obtain an optimized split
of the original network into smaller subgraphs with a community-like character. A common
trait in many algorithms is to group nodes based on edge density: communities concentrate
high edge weight within them, while having low edge weight between them. This structural
notion has led to several heuristics including modularity [140,144] and multiscale-Potts models
[167,168,171] which have been coupled with different optimization algorithms (e.g., the Louvain
method [21]) for the maximization of the corresponding cost functions. Recently, the map
equation framework (Infomap) has proposed an alternative notion that views communities as
groupings of nodes that lead to concise descriptions (in an information-theoretical sense) for the
process of communicating the position of a random walker within the network [174,176].
To aid in the comparative evaluation of community detection algorithms, there has also been
an effort to design benchmark graph models with an embedded community structure [44, 110,
113,144]. However, in designing these benchmarks, a particular notion of community has to be
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adopted implicitly. As in many of the community detection algorithms described above, such
benchmark models are based on the customary structural notion of community in terms of edge
density. Therefore, the community structure is introduced as a stochastic clique-of-cliques, i.e., as
a hierarchy of interconnected realizations of Erdös-Renyi graphs with block-wise homogeneous,
‘all-to-all’ edge densities. This notion is motivated by the fact that many complex systems in the
literature have been found to display small diameters. Indeed, there is a wide range of systems,
e.g., networks constructed from correlations or networks from the social sciences, to which this
notion is applicable.
However, as we show below, there is a broad class of locally sparser networks where the as-
sumption of ‘all-to-all’ connectivity is not warranted yet may still contain relevant modular
substructures, which we would like to identify via community detection. A community in this
case corresponds to a set of nodes which have a stronger direct or indirect connection with each
other than with nodes outside their community. Such long-range substructures cannot be mod-
elled accurately by stochastic cliques. This is the case in a variety of systems (e.g. biological
and engineering networks) where entities are coupled in a complex manner via a chain of local
interactions such that not all entities of a module are directly connected, yet they are more
strongly related to each other than to entities from a different subsystem. Therefore, the evalu-
ation of algorithms on benchmarks with clique-like communities might not be representative of
their ability to identify relevant structures on real networks with localized, sparser connectivity
where non-clique like communities may still exist.
The characteristics of communities in such networks (relatively sparse with a strong local struc-
ture) also highlight a limitation in popular community detection methods. It is already known
that some of these methods (e.g., modularity) are affected by a ‘resolution limit’ [61], a lower
scale that establishes a minimum size below which communities cannot be detected. Infomap,
on the other hand, seems to be immune to such a limit [111]. We show below that these meth-
ods also have a ‘field-of-view’ limit, an upper limit in the effective diameter of the communities
they can detect. This field-of-view limit affects both modularity and Infomap. Therefore, such
structural methods contain an implicit scale and can only detect communities that lie within
a range of effective sizes (dependent on each method and each graph) and might miss groups
outside of it.
As is illustrated below, adopting an approach to community detection that intrinsically scans
across scales, such as in the discussed stability framework [47, 48, 107] provides one effective
way to correct for the field-of-view limit. It is important to remark that the sweeping process is
inherent and key to our methodology: its dynamical basis implies a systematic tool by which the
structure at all scales needs to be examined, without looking for the ‘right’ scale. In doing so,
stability is able to reveal communities without imposing a scale a priori or, indeed, community
structure at multiple scales. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the standard structural
notion of community given by modularity is a particular case based on one-step transitions
(i.e., detected at Markov time equal to 1). In section 4.2 we will moreover show how the map
equation, too, only considers one-step transitions in an averaged manner.
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Under this interpretation, it is easy to understand why one-step methods (such as modularity
and Infomap) cannot detect communities with large effective diameter, since these communities
cannot be properly explored within one-step transitions. When faced with such communities,
one-step algorithms tend to overpartition them. In fact, this feature provides us with an in-
dicator that one-step methods are being applied to a community structure outside their range
of applicability: when one-step methods return communities with large effective diameters, this
can be seen as an indicator that the methods are operating on a graph which does not conform
to their intrinsic notion of communities as cliques. On the other hand, long range communities
can be revealed at longer Markov times through the dynamic sweeping provided by stability. We
will now proceed to show the relevance of these observations through the analysis of constructive
examples and of real networks from biology, computer science and engineering.
4.1.2. Community detection methods: structural and dynamical interpretations
The purpose of this section is to provide a dynamical re-interpretation of some popular commu-
nity detection algorithms that are based on structural notions of community. It will be shown
that such methods can be seen as one-step methods. When reinterpreted as one-step dynami-
cal methods, it becomes possible to understand the inherent assumptions or bias of structural
methods towards the identification of short-range communities and the limits that this imposes
on the detection of non clique-like communities.
A different interpretation of a well-known method: Modularity as a one-step method
The well-known modularity [140, 141, 144] has in recent years been used as one of the standard
metrics to evaluate and optimize community structure. The original idea of modularity is
intrinsically combinatorial: it assigns nodes to communities such that the density of links inside
a community is maximized, when compared to a random network with the same degree sequence.
Let us recall from the previous chapter that modularity may be written as:
Q = trace HT
[
ΠP − piTpi
]
H, (4.1)
where P = D−1A is the one-step transition matrix of an unbiased discrete time random walk
defined on the graph.
Recasting modularity in this way suggests the following dynamical reinterpretation: communities
are assigned such that the overall probability of starting in a community and remaining there
after one step is maximized compared to the probability of randomly ending up in the same
community when at equilibrium. Hence modularity can effectively be seen as a one-step method
and, as such, it tends to favor communities in which the Markov process spreads rapidly, such as
clique-like groups with weak connections between them. On the other hand, when the underlying
communities are not clique-like (or have a large effective intra-community distance), modularity
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optimization can lead to overpartitioning, i.e., to the detection of artificially small communities.
This is shown in the examples in the results section.
Another one-step method: Infomap and clique-like communities
Recently, Rosvall and Bergstrom [174] have proposed the Infomap framework for community
detection. The general idea behind the Map equation algorithm is to find a binary code with
unique codewords for each node within a community that can be used to describe compactly the
position of a random walker in the network. In a network with a marked community structure,
the probability of flipping membership is smaller. Therefore, one can compress the description
by reusing short node names (codewords) within separate communities, similarly to the way
street names may be used in different cities throughout a country [174].
Although different in spirit to modularity, it is interesting to note that the Map equation, much
like modularity, is also based solely on the equilibrium distribution pi and a one-step process
that reflects inter-community transitions in a block-averaged manner. Indeed, the Map equation
formalism does not distinguish different connectivity structures inside communities as we will
discuss in detail later (see section 4.2). This reflects an implicit assumption about fast mixing
communities and, consequently, a homogeneous ‘all-to-all’ connection pattern (i.e., clique-like
communities in the sense of having short effective diameter) matches best the inherent notion of
community of the algorithm. Hence, Infomap is prone to finding communities that can be well
approximated as stochastic cliques. Indeed, Infomap performed as one of the best algorithms in
a recently conducted benchmark test where communities are defined as stochastic cliques [111].
This also explains why, unlike modularity, the Map equation is not known to be affected by
the resolution limit: the fact that Infomap is greedy with respect to locally dense substructures
makes it well suited for detection even at the finest scales. However, this desirable, designed-for
feature also means that when the graph under consideration has slowly mixing communities,
Infomap displays a pronounced overpartitioning effect, even more so than modularity.
Stability as a dynamical framework for community detection: sweeping across scales
Communities with large effective diameters, e.g., non clique-like communities, can be missed by
the methods above because they may not be discernible with one-step measures. This raises the
question of how to detect non clique-like communities? Intuitively, a means to account for their
structure is to consider walks of lengths greater than one, which can be done in a principled
way with the stability framework as outlined above. Rather than looking at one-step measures,
stability takes into account walks of increasing length systematically by looking at larger times
and, in doing so, it can reveal communities at different scales: in general, the longer the time, the
coarser the partition. Alternatively, one can think of the Markov time as providing a zooming
lens that scans the structure of the graph from the finer to the coarser structure.
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Stability differs from one-step methods in its intrinsic multistep character, as it is based on the
exponential of the full adjacency (Laplacian) matrix. Furthermore, stability does not introduce
any effective assumption towards a block-averaged transition matrix and is thus not biased
towards a particular structural model of clique-like communities. The fact that stability uses
the diffusion dynamics from each node taking into account walks of all possible lengths, rather
than looking at one-step transitions only, has an important bearing on the detection of non
clique-like communities. As the Markov time increases, stability is able to find the cohesion
within non clique-like communities as the multi-step density between nodes in such a community
is increased. This approach does not focus on a particular scale but rather provides a means to
establish the presence of robust partitions that can appear at any given scale or, indeed, reveal
the existence of a multiscale community structure. If no communities are present, e.g., in pure
Erdös-Renyi random graphs, stability returns the absence of robust communities at any scale.
The effect of the Markov dynamics as a zooming lens, scanning from finer to coarser resolution,
provides a means to ameliorate the effect of the resolution and field-of-view limits. We should
remark that the Markov time does not impose a dynamic on the network necessarily but can
rather be seen as a device to reveal the potential community structure in the network (even if
the network does not have an intrinsic dynamics).
4.1.3. Community structure in benchmark graphs and in different applications
A number of benchmark graph models have been proposed for the evaluation of community
detection algorithms (for some widely used examples see [44, 110, 113, 144]). Nearly all of these
benchmarks share a particular notion of community: typically a parameter controls the ratio
of the probability for a node to connect within its own community versus the probability to
connect to a node outside the community. Some more recent models [95] allow for more hetero-
geneous degree distributions of the nodes, yet a community can basically still be described as
a homogeneous substructure and the community structure may be thought of as a probabilistic
realization of a ‘clique of cliques’:
p(i, j) ∝ didjf(Ci, Cj), (4.2)
where di, dj are the (weighted) degrees of node i and j respectively and f is a function of the
associated communities Ci, Cj of i and j alone. Therefore, these random graph models can be
thought of as ‘mean field’ or ‘block models’, in that intra- and inter-community structure is
approximated by average connection properties.
If we think of Markov diffusion processes or flows taking place on these graphs, such networks ex-
hibit fast exploration of all nodes within each community—due to the clique-like structure of the
community any node in the community is reached in one step. Although graphs of this type are
indeed found in real applications (such as networks constructed from correlation measurements
or in some instances of social groupings), a wide spectrum of real networks are not of this form
because they do not display an ‘all-to-all’ connection pattern. An important example of networks
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that cannot support clique-like connection patterns is that of geographically embedded networks,
such as power grids, sensor-networks, river-networks, road- and train-networks and other trans-
port and supply and distribution networks. Similarly, networks containing constraints, in some
cases dictated by geometry or by some other cost functions, such as higher-dimensional grid or
lattice-like structures originating from physical and biological systems, will not display homo-
geneous block-like structures in their connectivity patterns. We show some examples of these
networks in following sections.
This issue is generic in the sense that it applies to graphs that have an intrinsic geometric
or constraint-driven structure even if it emerges from an abstract data structure. Examples
include graphs with a low doubling dimension [79] which are related to graphs that can be
naturally embedded in a low-dimensional Euclidean space. Indeed, it has been conjectured
that the Internet autonomous systems network — a prominent example of a network pegged
to geographical constraints — has low doubling dimension [63] and can be embedded naturally
into a two-dimensional hyperbolic plane [23]. Other networks with a similar structure emerge
from the projection of high-dimensional data onto a lower dimension while preserving the local
structure of the data [208] or in web graphs with a tendril-like structure in the periphery. In
all these networks, the connection probability between nodes is strongly influenced by locality
and it tends to be sparser and inhomogeneously distributed within and in between different
structural components. Invoking again a diffusion process, these graphs may contain non clique-
like communities within which diffusion is slow, such that they cannot be identified with standard
structural, one-step community detection methods. The fact that a wide range of real networks
are not of a mean-field type and their possible community structure may not be clique-like
should be taken into account when comparing community detection algorithms on benchmarks
which have been developed with the implicit assumption of clique-like communities.
4.1.4. Constructive examples: non clique-like communities with a low
intra-community diffusivity
We now analyze a series of constructive and real-world examples in which communities are
significantly different from clique-like structures. For all the results presented below, we run the
respective community detection algorithms 100 times with a different random seed and select
the best partition found as the community structure. For both modularity and stability, the
optimization has been performed with the Louvain algorithm [21]. Infomap has its own implicit
optimization method. To assess the robustness of communities obtained by the stability method,
we used the variation of information [129] (see also section 3.3) of all solutions found by the
optimization.
Before considering real-world networks, we illustrate our ideas with constructive toy examples
to exemplify the notion of non clique-like communities. The first example is a ‘ring of rings’,
in which 5 rings of 20 nodes with strong intra-ring edges are linked via weak edges to each
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Figure 4.1. | Constructive networks with non clique-like community structure. A-C Ring of rings:
5 rings of 20 nodes in a ring configuration. The edges within each ring are 5 times stronger than between rings.
Optimal communities according to: A modularity (8 communities found) and B Infomap (18 communities found).
C Analysis with stability: number of communities found (blue) and average variation of information (VI) of the
partitions found (green) as a function of Markov time. The average VI is obtained from 100 runs of the Louvain
algorithm. Starting at t ≈ 1.96 the correct partitioning into 5 communities is detected as a persistent, robust
partition with vanishing VI. No other stable partition is detected at any other Markov time (as shown by the
high values of VI). D-F Ring of small worlds: 5 SWs of 200 nodes in a ring configuration. The edges inside each
SW are 5 times stronger than those between different SWs. The SW property, and thus the diameter of the SWs,
is varied by varying the shortcut probability p ∈ [0.1, 1] (see text for details). D Examples of partitions obtained
by modularity and Infomap for p = 0.1. E Number of communities detected as a function of the measured
mean diameter of the small world subgraphs for Infomap, modularity and stability: Infomap never detects the
SWs; modularity detects the SWs only when they have short enough diameter; stability always detects the SWs
(at different Markov times) as the only stable partition. F Markov time elapsed until the SWs are detected by
stability as a function of the shortcut probability.
other (Fig. 4.1A-C). Given our discussion above, it would be desirable that community detec-
tion algorithms should reveal the strongly linked ring communities. Indeed, the strong rings
correspond to the notion of community as the equivalent of the connected components when the
graph is ‘almost disconnected’, i.e., in the limit when the weaker edges become non-existent.
However, as shown in Figure 4.1A-B, one-step approaches, such as modularity and Infomap,
fail to recover these communities and return ‘optimal’ clusterings that are overpartitioned with
many communities of no individual relevance.
Following our discussion above, these results can be understood as a consequence of the locally
greedy, one-step characteristics of these algorithms. The Infomap algorithm obtains 18 commu-
nities as this algorithm does not have any incentive to create communities that go beyond small
ring segments, as such communities have low one-step escape probability while being as locally
clique-like as possible. In fact, Infomap fails to recognize the rings even when all edges in the
graph (within and between communities) have equal weights. Modularity also optimizes accord-
ing to one-step transitions and, in the case of the rings, such a short horizon is not enough to
identify the rings of length 20 and it returns a partition into 8 communities. This effect becomes
more acute when the length of the rings increases, e.g., with 2 rings of 50 nodes modularity finds
10 communities instead of the expected 2.
In contrast, the stability formalism identifies only one persistent and robust partition: the right
split into 5 rings (Fig. 4.1C). Stability detects the communities when the dynamic zooming
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reaches sufficiently long Markov times. In this case, this occurs at a Markov time greater than
1, thus explaining why modularity is unsuccessful. Indeed, above t ' 2, a long-lasting plateau
of stability corresponding to 5 communities emerges and this partition is robust as given by the
vanishing value of the variation of information calculated for 100 optimizations of the stability
at each time point.
As explained above, the Markov time at which the structure is detected is indicative of an
effective intra-community diffusion distance that needs to be spanned to make the community
identifiable. This is akin to a measure of the diameter of the community (specifically in the case
of quasi-regular graphs). The fact that both Infomap and modularity are effectively one-step
methods means that if the communities they detect are the ‘right ones’, they should always
have low diameter. Conversely, when the communities returned as optimal by Infomap and
modularity have large diameters, this can be seen as an indication of an overpartitioning effect
by these methods. In that case, both algorithms are operating in a regime for which they were
not designed since they will always try to find locally dense or one-step structures and the
communities may thus be too fine grained.
This observation can be used to provide a check for the appropriateness of those methods for
the particular network analyzed. As a simple proxy, one can monitor the diameter of the
detected communities1. For instance, in the case of the ring of rings, the corresponding average
diameters of the communities found by each method are ∆Mod ≈ 14 and ∆Map ≈ 4.56, indicating
a potential overpartitioning. Similar diameters are observed in the real-world examples shown
below, as is the fact that the communities detected by Infomap tend to be smaller in diameter
than the ones found by modularity, a reflection of Infomap being more greedy towards locally
clique-like structure. This feature of Infomap, which makes it nearly immune to the resolution
limit, makes Infomap more sensitive to the field-of-view limit, and hence to overpartitioning.
Further insight into the importance of the intra-community distance in non clique-like commu-
nities can be gained by considering another constructive example: a ring of 5 small-world (SW)
graphs [221] with 200 nodes each in which edges inside SWs are five times stronger than edges
between SWs (Fig. 4.1D-F). The SWs are constructed using the CONTEST toolbox [207] as
follows: start from a ring with nearest and next-nearest connections and add a random short-
cut to each node with probability p. As shown in Figure 4.1D, both Infomap and modularity
suffer from severe overpartitioning: when the SW graphs have few shortcuts, Infomap finds 87
communities and modularity returns 27 communities while stability finds the right split into 5
communities.
As the shortcut probability is increased, the diameter of the SW is reduced while their local
structure is basically unaffected going from a ‘large world’ to a ‘small world’ (this is the classic
finding by Watts and Strogatz [221]). From our viewpoint, this means that the SWs become
smaller (i.e., their diameter decreases) and these communities should become easier to detect
1The diameter is just an easily computable indicator of this effect but other more appropriate measures could
be used, specially in the case of non-regular graphs. Here we calculate the average of the maximum of the
shortest paths in the subgraphs induced by the partitioning.
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by one-step methods. Indeed, it is shown in Figure 4.1E that modularity detects the correct
number of communities when their mean diameter falls below 7. On the other hand, Infomap
does not detect the SWs as communities in the range shown in Fig. 4.1E, and only detects the
SWs when the diameters fall below a diameter of around 4 (not shown). Again, this highlights
the bias of Infomap towards locally clique-like communities with short effective diameters. The
same feature that makes Infomap successful in dealing with the resolution limit appears here at
the basis of its susceptibility to the field-of-view limit.
Figure 4.1E also shows that stability consistently detects the right community structure with
5 SWs as the only persistent and robust partition, for all densities of shortcuts, i.e., no matter
how small or large their diameter is. According to our dynamic viewpoint, it is expected that
as the diameter decreases, the SW communities will be detected at smaller Markov times. This
is presented in Figure 4.1F, where we show that the Markov time at which the SWs become
identifiable by stability decays roughly as the inverse of the shortcut probability. Satisfyingly,
this correlates well with the dependence of the mixing time in SWs estimated from the spectral
gap, i.e., the first non-zero eigenvalue of the Laplacian [17].
Networks with non clique-like communities from diverse real-world applications
As shown above, the key limitation of modularity and Infomap for the analysis of non-clique
community structures is their reliance on a single-step (structural) notion of community, which
leads to existence of a fixed scale in the algorithm. In contrast, stability zooms across scales and,
importantly, the scanning through all scales is an essential feature of the algorithm. By scanning
through time and considering all relevant features detected along the way, a multi-scale structure
can be revealed, yet without imposing a scale a priori. In cases where there is no community
structure, as for Erdös-Renyi random graphs, the algorithm does not find structure at any scale.
If there is one or more scales, they can be found through the sweeping. Therefore, in stability,
the potentially multi-scale structure of the graph is explored through a multi-step process given
by the Markov time. This is in contrast to other multi-level methods that are based on single
step measures. As all hierarchical levels are derived from a single step description, they will still
have — though less obvious — an intrinsic scale at the different levels imposed by the respective
method.
Graphs from image analysis As a first real application we consider an image segmentation
problem in which the aim is to analyze an image and find meaningful substructures without
a priori knowledge or guidance. One approach towards this problem is to create a graph rep-
resentation of the image, in which each node corresponds to a pixel in the original image and
the weight of the edges is computed according to image properties such as distance between the
pixels, difference in intensity and/or color, etc. [31]. The resulting graph can then be analyzed
for community structure as a means to detect meaningful substructures in the image. Clearly,
the graphs thus generated will not have homogeneous, clique-like community structure, since
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Figure 4.2. | Image segmentation via community detection. A Original image in color and the grayscale
version used in the analysis. B Image segmentation (false color plot) found with stability (16 communities). C
Stability analysis of the image graph. The partition in B corresponds to the plateau at Markov time t = 11.3,
where a minimum of the VI also occurs. D-F Image segmentation (false color plot) obtained from different
community detection methods: D modularity (37 communities), E Infomap (213 communities), F hierarchical
Infomap (15 communities; highest hierarchical level).
the graph is generated from an image with a two-dimensional structure and it incorporates a
distance metric.
In Figure 4.2 we present the results of the analysis of a sample image2 of size 102 × 102 pixel.
The graph we analyze is constructed from the grayscale version in Fig. 4.2A. As expected from
our discussion above, Figure 4.2D-E shows that both Infomap and modularity lead to an over-
segmentation of the image into 213 and 37 communities, respectively, with average diameters
larger than one: ∆Map ≈ 3.67 and ∆Mod ≈ 8.27, a fact that is indicative of non clique-like
communities. On the other hand, the dynamic zooming provided by stability finds a naturally
robust partition into 16 communities, which emerges at a Markov time of around 11 (Fig. 4.2B-
C) and corresponds well with the underlying features of the image. The robust partition is
indicated both by its persistence in terms of Markov time and by its robustness, as indicated by
a minimum in the variation of information between the partitions found by the optimization.
For comparison, we also evaluated in Fig. 4.2F hierarchical Infomap [176], which has been pro-
posed recently and allows to agglomerate hierarchically the communities obtained by the Map
2The image is freely available in various sizes in png format at http://www.iconarchive.com/show/
christmas-icons-by-mohsenfakharian/balloons-icon.html. For the present analysis, a jpg variant of
slightly different size has been used.
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Modularity Infomap Hierarchical Infomap
Stability (t = 240) Stability (t = 4000)Stability (t = 0.1)
A B C
D E F
Figure 4.3. | Analysis of the structural graph of the protein Adenylate Kinase (AdK). A-E Visu-
alization of the communities found by the different algorithms (adjacent regions in the same color correspond
to communities): A Modularity (69 communities); B Infomap (421 communities); C hierarchical Infomap (58
communities). D-F Some of the robust communities found by stability at different Markov times: D t = 0.1
(206 communities), the communities capture the amino acids of the protein (214 amino acids); E t = 240 (8
communities), the communities correspond approximately to secondary structure of the protein (c.f. [45]); F
t = 4000 (3 communities), the communities correspond to the functional domains of the protein that operate at
slow timescales. Note that stability finds meaningful substructures also for other times not shown [45,48].
equation formalism into different levels. Our analysis shows that only the clusterings obtained
at the highest level of hierarchical Infomap provide a perceptual improvement and the hierar-
chical scheme still leads to communities split into subcomponents of no obvious significance.
This example from image segmentation highlights the relevance and significance of a notion of
community that deviates from the usual clique-like assumptions, which can only be detected
with multi-step community detection algorithms, such as stability optimization.
Protein structure analysis Proteins are a class of macromolecules with complex three dimen-
sional spatial structure which exhibit a hierarchy of motions that are intimately coupled to their
function. Structural analysis that can shed light into their function is a very active area of
research. Although it is well known that identifiable motifs appear at different time and length
scales, a coherent methodology that can provide an integrated description of the hierarchy of
structures from the bottom-up remains elusive. As a second example, we show in Figure 4.3 the
analysis of the protein Adenylate Kinase (AdK), an enzyme which functions by performing an
opening and closing global motion at slow timescales. Therefore, AdK has been studied both
experimentally and theoretically as a model for the analysis of hierarchical dynamics of proteins
and as a benchmark for method development (see, for example [45] and references therein). In
this case, the graph is created from structural data, i.e., from the positions of atoms in three-
dimensional space and the interactions between them. This results in a graph in which the nodes
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are atoms and the edges correspond to bonds and chemical constraints (for details see [45]).
The structural and geometric origin of the graph leads to a non clique-like community structure.
Again, this causes overpartitioning for both Infomap and modularity, as can be seen in Figure
4.3A-B: Infomap returns 421 communities with average diameter ∆Map ≈ 4.05 while modularity
detects 69 communities with average diameter ∆Mod ≈ 10.12. The large diameters again indi-
cate that both methods are operating in a regime that does not match their intrinsic assumption
of what constitutes a good community. Indeed, the partitions obtained by these methods do
not reflect the dynamical and structural features that are prominent in AdK [45, 48] and even
the highest level in hierarchical Infomap (Fig. 4.3C) is overpartitioned and does not provide
an appropriate coarse graining in this case. On the other hand, the robust partitions detected
by stability disclose the multiscale structure of the protein graph, revealing important func-
tional and structural subunits, such as amino acids, secondary structures and conformational
substructures as exemplified in Figure 4.3D-F [45,48].
A Modularity B Infomap C hierarchical Infomap
Figure 4.4. | Community structure analysis of the European power grid with different one-step
methods: A modularity (32 communities); B Infomap (254 communities); C hierarchical Infomap (24 commu-
nities; top level of hierarchy).
Power Grid Our final example is the analysis of a classical technological network, namely
the power grid of Continental Europe. This network is based on data from the Union for the
Coordination of Transmission Energy (UCTE) and has been analyzed previously for robustness
to targeted attacks [173, 197]. As this network is embedded geographically and is constrained
by engineering costs, its structural properties are far from ‘all-to-all’ connectivity and we expect
non clique-like communities.
The community structures obtained by stability, modularity and Infomap are shown in Figures
4.4 and 4.5. The results for Infomap and modularity follow the same pattern as above: Infomap
overpartitions into 254 communities with average diameter ∆Map ≈ 4.91 while modularity re-
turns 32 communities with ∆Mod ≈ 13.84 (Fig. 4.4A-B). Both methods result in a fractured
representation of the European power grid. Hierarchical Infomap finds non-meaningful parti-
tions for low hierarchical levels and improved partitions only at its highest level, although still
displaying segregated small regions.
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Figure 4.5. | Community structure analysis of the European power grid with stability. A Stability
analysis of the community structure of the power grid graph: number of communities found (blue) and average
VI (green) vs Markov time. In this case, 1000 initializations of the Louvain algorithm have been used to find
the best community and compute the variation of information. B-D Stability finds robust partitions for different
Markov times that seem to be related to known structure in the power grid. The partitions shown correspond to
Markov times: B t = 2.63 (25 communities), C t = 11.76 (15 communities) and D t = 94.79 (7 communities).
Through its intrinsic dynamic sweeping, stability reveals a multiscale structure with meaningful
subregions of different sizes at various Markov times. The Markov times highlighted in Figure 4.5
have been selected according to the relative decrease in variation of information, which indicates
a more robust partitioning. Interestingly, the communities found by stability at different times
appear to be related to historical and commercial features of the power grid network. For
larger times, the coarse communities correspond well with big historical monopolies, basically
identified with nations. Germany provides an exception to this scheme since the German power
grid is split between four large companies (with one covering the eastern part of Germany)3.
This is reflected faithfully by the community structure detected by stability (Fig. 4.5D). For
shorter times (Fig. 4.5B-C), we get communities on a sub-national scale that also correspond
to regional operators, e.g., France gets split up into several communities which overlap well
with the regional organization of the French power grid4. Similar effects are observed in Spain,
Italy and Switzerland. In Figure 4.6, we show a representation of the communities found as the
dynamic zooming lens of the Markov process is applied to this network. The detailed analysis
of these observations will be the object of future work.
The dynamic zooming provided by the Markov time is not only the key ingredient to detect
communities without a restriction of scales but also the robustness (or lack of robustness) of
3See http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stromnetz#Netzbetreiber
4For a map of the French regional electrical companies see http://www.rte-france.com/fr/nous-connaitre/
qui-sommes-nous/organisation-et-gouvernance/le-siege-et-les-unites-regionales
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Figure 4.6. | Multiscale community structure of the European power grid with stability. The
illustrative partitions shown correspond (from left to right, top to bottom) to the set of Markov times
t = {0.81, 2.12, 2.62, 11.75, 20.08, 34.29, 94.79, 173.49, 389.77, 1176.77, 1919.14, 10000} and have been selected based
on their relative robustness. The dynamic zooming provided by the Markov time provides a progressively coarser
representation of the network that captures geopolitical and commercial features of the grid.
specific communities is revealing characteristics of those communities. In the case of the grid,
interesting effects can be found when looking at the way communities coarsen as the Markov
time gets larger. For instance, the communities in Switzerland appear to flip between different
adjacent communities as the Markov time increases. This lack of robustness indicates a strong
shared interconnectedness of the Swiss communities with its neighboring groups. This aligns
well with the known fact that the Swiss power grid is an important mediating hub in the center
of Europe with 11% of Europe’s electricity flowing through Switzerland5.
4.1.5. Discussion
The examples considered above illustrate how one-step methods, which are tuned to detect
clique-like or low diameter communities, are prone to displaying a form of overpartitioning for
networks with non clique-like community structure. This is the result of the existence of a field-
5See https://www.swissgrid.ch/swissgrid/en/home/europa/european_overview/ch_in_europe.html
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of-view limit for structural, one-step algorithms, such as Infomap and modularity. The field-
of-view limit establishes an upper limit on the size of the communities that can be detected,
as given by their effective intra-community distance. Therefore, non clique-like communities
present a challenge because they have an inherent scale that might fall beyond the field-of-view
of standard one-step methods. When the intra-community effective distance is larger than the
field-of-view, this leads to overpartitioning. The field-of-view appears on the opposite scale of
the well-known resolution limit [61], which indicates a lower limit size below which modularity
cannot detect communities.
Indeed, Infomap can be seen as having being designed to resolve absolutely the fine scale (hence
no resolution limit) by optimizing for locally clique-like substructures. This feature, which
makes it extremely successful in the analysis of networks with high density of connections,
makes it ‘myopic’ with respect to larger non clique-like structures. Therefore, Infomap suffers
from a large field-of-view limit, even more acutely than modularity, as shown in the examples
above. Interestingly, the fact that Infomap can also be seen as a one-step method from a
dynamical perspective, as discussed above, allows us to propose a multi-step correction of the
map equation formalism that may provide a remedy for this problem, as we will see in the next
section. Modularity has an intrinsic scale dependent on the overall size (weight) of the graph
which allows it to resolve communities in a range between the resolution and field-of-view limits.
Depending on the particular graph, this scale may be well matched to the community structure
present (in which case, modularity works) or may be too large (underpartitioning, affected by the
resolution limit) or too small (overpartitioning, affected by the field-of-view limit). Stability on
the other hand applies a dynamic zooming across all scales following the Markov time evolution
and thus does not impose a priori a specific scale to detect the community structure. It is
important to remark that the dynamic zooming is a key aspect of the analysis: only by scanning
through Markov time one can reveal whether a specific (time-)scale is meaningful for the problem
at hand or whether it merely corresponds to an artificial, non-robust partition.
Although the standard assumption of communities as probabilistic clique-like groups is well
motivated and relevant for a number of important complex systems, our examples highlight the
fact that this view of community is not always representative of the structures found in networks
of current interest. Segments in an image, functional subunits of a protein or geographic entities
in the power network are modular substructures of networks that are only adequately identified
when multi-step community detection methods, such as stability optimization, are employed.
Furthermore, multi-step methods such as stability can also be used for the analysis of clique-
like community structures, as shown in Ref. [211] with benchmark models (see Fig. 2 therein
and note that the Reichardt-Bornholdt Potts method [167, 168] corresponds to a linearization
of the stability formalism (see section 3.2). As recent work suggests [112], however, it may not
be possible to resolve highly inhomogeneous community structure at a single (fixed) time, and
further research needs to be pursued to develop local methods that do not infer a set of scales
from the global graph.
Arguably, communities that are non clique-like are in some instances most relevant, in the sense
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that they correspond to subsystems in which all parts are related but not necessarily in a direct
manner. This is a specific network viewpoint for data analysis, as opposed to a generic set
of relationships between elements based on correlation. In fact, the analysis of networks with
clique-like communities, corresponding to subsystems where all nodes interact with each other,
may be more appropriately pursued through multivariate statistics, rather than explicit network
analysis. This realization also has implications for current efforts to construct networks from
data where, in contrast to correlation matrices, locally sparser networks are favored as a means
to reveal the underlying systemic connections of the data [33].
Nearly all commonly used benchmark models to date have adopted a clique-like notion of com-
munity, a fact that needs to be taken into account when considering comparative tests performed
on these benchmarks, which are likely to be favorable towards methods that have been designed
for the detection of a clique-like notion of community [111]. Although these benchmark graphs
reflect adequately the community structure of many important networks and datasets, we have
shown that many real-world graphs are likely to have non-clique community substructures. This
observation hints at the need for a broader set of benchmarks (e.g., random geometric graphs)
that go beyond a block-averaged structure and can reflect the specific properties of networks
from different application areas.
No community detection method will be universally optimal for the analysis of all networks
and, as pointed out above, trade-offs between specific and generic features are to be expected.
Our findings highlight the critical importance of a detailed assessment of the assumed definition
of community and of its appropriateness to the features of the network to be analyzed. Our
work also reinforces the need for a careful consideration of the scales that might be implicit in
community detection algorithms that can lead to the identification of non-relevant structures as
communities. Our use of the multi-step stability framework proposes to circumvent the implicit
assumption of a scale by considering community detection as a zooming process through all
scales in a systematic manner, as given by a Markov diffusion on the graph. Alternatively, one
can understand the stability formalism as finding the particular time scale at which modules in
the graph will be seen as clique-like communities after the process diffuses on the graph.
However, and specifically in the case of non-regular graphs, there remain issues inherent to
the fact that all the methods considered in this paper use global definitions of community.
As stated above, there is a need for further research towards local methods for community
detection that avoid the restrictions imposed by the global graph scale and potentially allow
for a soft, overlapping partitioning of the network. More generally, although a huge set of
community detection algorithms has been presented to date, it is still an open problem to
establish connections between the underlying themes (conceptual and algorithmic) that these
methods implement and the applications for which they might be especially suitable.
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4.2. Encoding dynamics: Markov Zooming for the map equation.
4.2.1. Introduction
Information theoretic methods provide an interesting, alternative perspective on the problem of
finding communities, by considering it as a coding or compression problem [164, 174, 176, 233].
The underlying idea is that the presence of communities should imply the existence of an efficient
and concise way to encode the behavior of a system in terms of its subgroups. The recently
introduced map equation method by Rosvall et al [174, 176] (Infomap) relies on a compression
of the description length of a random walk inside and between communities to find good graph
partitions. This method has received a lot of attention, since it has been shown to be extremely
efficient on benchmark tests [111] outperforming the popular modularity [141, 144]. However,
the mathematical properties and possible limitations of the map equation remain relatively
unexplored.
Here we show that the map equation can be understood as a one-step method in that it considers
only nearest neigbour couplings between the nodes and no longer paths. Consequently, as
discussed in the previous section (see 4.1), Infomap suffers from an upper scale, the field-of-
view limit, above which it cannot detect communities. As we will explain in the following,
too, the one-step map coding scheme further neglects the internal structure of the communities
and thereby introduces a bias towards communities that are locally fast mixing (and in this
sense clique-like). We further demonstrate that the quality of the map partitioning can be
assessed through the existence of a small compression gap, i.e., a small distance between the
compression achieved by Infomap and its theoretical limit given by the true entropy rate of the
Markov process. To alleviate some of these limitations, we introduce a dynamical approach
that introduces time explicitly into the map coding scheme, by considering the time-dependent
multi-step transition matrix of the Markov process on the network as the object of the map
encoding. This introduces a dynamic zooming by sweeping through the Markov time, which
allows the detection of multiscale community structure with the map equation formalism.
4.2.2. Community detection from a coding perspective: the map equation
The map equation considers the problem of partitioning a network into non-overlapping com-
munities from a coding perspective. The original map formalism [174] equates the quality of the
partition to the efficiency of a code that would describe the notional transitions of a random
walker inside and between communities, and good partitions can then be obtained through the
optimization of this quality function. The underlying principle is that the code for such one-step
transitions of the random walker can be efficiently compressed in the presence of a strong com-
munity structure: short names for nodes (codewords) can be reused in different communities,
much like street names can be reused in different cities of a country [174]. In the original map
equation, the movement of the walker is described in terms of two kinds of codebook. The first
kind of codebook is specific to each community and assigns a unique codeword for each node
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inside it and a particular exit codeword for the community. An additional codebook contains
unique codewords that describe the movements between different communities. More recently,
a hierarchical extension of the map formalism (a recursive version of the original method) has
been presented [176] as well as an extension for overlapping modules [217]. We do not consider
these extensions in detail here, as both methods are based on the same principles of the standard
map equation and our findings are applicable to these as well.
Definitions and notation
An explicit rewriting of the original map formalism in terms of the stationary distribution of a
random walk is as follows. Consider again the discrete time Markov process on a graph with N
nodes:
pk+1 = pkD−1A ≡ pk P, (4.3)
and recall that the stationary distribution of the random walk, pi, is given by:
pi = pi P. (4.4)
Consider now a partition of the network into c communities indexed by α = 1, . . . , c. At
stationarity, the probability of leaving community α (or of arriving at community α) is
qαy =
∑
i∈α
∑
j /∈α
piiPij , (4.5)
and the overall probability of changing community is
qy =
c∑
α=1
qαy. (4.6)
Similarly, the probability to stay within or to leave community α is
pα = qαy +
∑
i∈α
pii. (4.7)
The map equation then defines the per-step description length of a code associated with this
partition as:
LM =
c∑
α=1
pαH(Pα) + qyH(Q), (4.8)
a weighted combination of the Shannon entropies:
H(Pα) = −qαy
pα
log2
(
qαy
pα
)
−
∑
i∈α
pii
pα
log2
(
pii
pα
)
H(Q) = −
c∑
α=1
qαy
qy
log2
(
qαy
qy
)
.
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Figure 4.7. | Equivalent graph partitions for the map equation. Because the map equation ignores
the specific connectivity of the graph, graph partitions with equal equilibrium and leaving probabilities become
indistinguishable to Map. Different communities are represented by different colors (shades of gray). Unless
indicated, the weight of the edge is 1. A Two graphs with different intra-community connectivity but the same
map coding length, LM . B Two graphs with different inter-community connectivity and the same LM . C Two
graphs with equal LM but very different inter- and intra-community connectivity. From the viewpoint of Map, a
ring-of-rings is equivalent to a clique-of-cliques with different weights.
The two terms in Eq. (4.8) correspond to two classes of codebooks that encode one-step transi-
tions at stationarity viewed through the prism of the given partition. The first term stems from
the “community-centric" codebooks with probability distributions Pα (and associated entropy)
of being at or leaving from each of the communities. The second term corresponds to the “inter-
community" codebook with distribution Q (and associated entropy) of changing community.
In the original map formalism it is proposed that a low LM is a characteristic of good partitions
and the Infomap algorithm is used to search computationally for partitions with low LM .
4.2.3. The map equation encodes block-averaged, one-step transitions:
implications for community detection
As shown by the definitions above, the original map equation does not fully code for the dynamics
of the Markov process (4.3), as it only uses quantities derived from block-averaging of one-step
transitions at stationarity. The simplifications involved in block-averaging the structure and in
ignoring longer-term dynamics both have inter-related implications for community detection,
which we now study in detail.
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Block-averaging the connectivity: the compression gap and a bias towards over-fitting to
clique-like communities
An examination of the terms in the map equation (4.8) reveals that the implicit block-averaging
neglects the internal structure of the communities as well as the detailed inter-community con-
nectivity. More precisely, given a particular partition, all graphs with the same equilibrium
distribution pi and overall leaving probabilities qαy will be indistinguishable in terms of their
map quality, LM , as exemplified in Figure 4.7.
From the viewpoint of entropies, the map equation (4.8) is formally equivalent to a weighted
sum of the entropies of i.i.d. stochastic processes with states visited according to: normalized
“community-centric” probabilities {{pii/pα}i∈α, qαy/pα}cα=1; and normalized "leaving” proba-
bilities {qαy/qy}cα=1, respectively. Alternatively, this procedure may be seen as formally equiv-
alent to using a block-averaged transition matrix corresponding to a block-structured weighted
(and in general directed) complete graph with self-loops. Consequently, Infomap exhibits a bias
towards identifying communities that are formally equivalent to clique-like subgraphs.
In this sense, the map equation can be seen to code for a two-level, mean-field organization: one
inside communities, one across communities. Such block-structured, all-to-all models are a good
representation of community structure based on hierarchical cliques-of-cliques. Indeed, the map
equation performs well in block-structured Erdös-Renyi benchmarks [111] and appears not to
be aﬄicted by the ‘resolution limit’ [61]. On the other hand, there are important networks with
a more marked local structure in which communities are not clique-like as we have discussed in
the previous section 4.1. Because the map formalism has not been designed to detect such non
clique-like communities with large effective distances, Infomap will tend to overpartition such
networks.
Ignoring the detailed connectivity: the compression gap of the map equation The fact
that Map ignores the detailed connectivity inside and outside the communities leads to a sub-
optimal coding scheme. This sub-optimality can be quantified through the compression gap
(defined below), which can be used as a measure of when the Map block-averaging assumptions
are a valid simplification for the network under study.
Consider the Markov chain with transition matrix P and stationary distribution pi, as given
in Eq. (4.3). The most efficient coding of the dynamics of the associated Markov process at
stationarity is bounded from below by the entropy rate h [43, 188]:
h(pi;P ) = −
∑
ij
piiPij log2(Pij). (4.9)
The corresponding optimal encoding can be asymptotically achieved by endowing each node
with a dictionary for its outgoing links, as shown by Shannon [188]. This is a kind of ‘edge
encoding.’
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On the other hand, if we consider a coding scheme that gives each node a unique name within
the whole graph, (i.e., a ‘node encoding’), then the corresponding coding length is bounded by
the entropy rate of the i.i.d. random variable with probability distribution pi, which is equal to
the entropy of the stationary distribution:
H(pi) = −
∑
i
pii log2 (pii) . (4.10)
The map coding scheme can be seen as a mixture of both: it encodes nodes uniquely within
communities, but encodes for transitions (‘edges’) between communities. Therefore, in general,
h(pi;P ) < LM ≤ H(pi), (4.11)
and the map equation scheme is sub-optimal in terms of its coding length6, as recognized by
Rosvall and Bergstrom in their original publication [174]. This sub-optimality can be understood
with a simple example: consider a community αout from which there is only one possible link to
another community αto. The Infomap scheme encodes this transition with two codewords: an
exit codeword to signal the leaving of αout and a codeword to identify the destination community
αto. Clearly, the second codeword is redundant.
Importantly, if the graph is a weighted, directed clique (i.e., with transition matrix P˜ = 1pi),
then h(pi; P˜ ) = H(pi) and the two coding schemes (‘edge’ and ‘node’) give the same result (see
Figure 4.8A). Therefore, the sub-optimality of the map coding is minimal when the graph is close
to a clique. Consequently, the minimization of the map cost function is well suited to identify
community structure that is a clique of cliques: within each community Map uses a ‘node’
encoding while between communities Map encodes transitions by default. In such a scenario,
the map coding scheme is nearly optimal and close to the entropy rate.
The sub-optimality of the map encoding plays a significant role when encoding communities with
restricted connectivity. For instance, if the community is a ring, a random walker has only two
possible nodes to transition to, instead of nα as implicitly assumed by map equation formalism.
In this case, there is a large gap between the map description length LM and the optimal
limit established by h(pi;M), indicating that the full consideration of the graph structure in the
Markov dynamics could be exploited for a better encoding (see Figure 4.8B for an example).
This discussion highlights the fact that the block-averaging implicit in the original map scheme
leads to a sub-optimality of the proposed map coding scheme that becomes significant when
the network cannot be well described as a clique-of-cliques. In order to quantify this effect, we
define the compression gap, δ:
δ = (LM − h)/h, (4.12)
which measures how close the map encoding is to optimality. Note that other measures for the
compression gap, such as δ′ = (LM − h)/(H − h), could be used and may be more suitable, or
6Note that we do not have to construct a code to evaluate the map equation: one can find the optimal code-
lengths from the entropy expressions or the map equation (4.8).
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Entropy rate    h = 2 bits/step
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Figure 4.8. | The compression gap of the map coding scheme. A For a clique with self loops, the map
coding scheme is optimal (assuming no communities) and is equivalent to a uniform i.i.d. process with four states.
B In a directed cycle, the map coding is far from optimal. The movement of a random walker on this graph can
be encoded by just denoting the starting position but the map coding scheme enforces unique names for each
node and thus requires at least 2 bits/step.
sensitive, in some cases. In the following we stick mostly to the slightly simpler expression of
δ, as it is sufficient for our purposes. The compression gap can be used to establish when the
communities identified by Map are far from being clique-like and hence serves as an indicator
of the reliability of the partitions obtained by Infomap, as shown below.
One-step transitions: the field-of-view limit and a bias towards overpartioning of non
clique-like communities
As discussed above, the original Infomap formalism is based on an implicit clique-like concept of
community, and a community structure as a (statistical) clique of cliques. Although this model
has proved successful in a variety of fields [95, 111], relevant technological, social and biological
networks are far from being clique-like (see section 4.1). In such cases, Infomap might tend to
overpartition communities as a result of an upper scale (the ‘field-of-view limit’) which stems
from map encoding only for one-step transitions at stationarity.
Overpartitioning of lattice-like graphs The overpartitioning induced by the field-of-view limit
can be understood analytically through the following simple examples of lattice-like graphs.
First, consider a cycle graph of length N with unweighted edges. The equilibrium distribution
of the random walk on this graph is pii = 1/N, i = 1, . . . , N . This graph has no community
structure and the only relevant partition should be the global “all-in-one" (or the partition into
single nodes).
For a partition of the ring into c ≥ 2 communities indexed by α we have:
{
qαy = 1/N, ∀α; qy = c/N ; pα = (nα + 1)/N
}
where nα is the number of nodes in community α and, clearly,
∑c
α=1 nα = N . The map cost
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function of this partition is
LM ({nα}cα=1) =
c
N
log2(c) +
c∑
α=1
nα + 1
N
log2(nα + 1). (4.13)
Using convexity arguments, it is easy to show that for a given N and c, the minimal LM is
attained for the partition with equally-sized communities with nα = N/c, ∀α, if it exists. For
such a partition, the map equation (4.13) becomes:
LM ({N/c}cα=1) =
(
1 + c
N
)
log2(N + c)− log2(c), (4.14)
with c ≥ 2. The case c = 1 is the trivial “all-in-one partition” with LM ({N}α=1) = log2N .
The relevant Map optimization for the cycle graph of size N is then equivalent to finding which
of the equal partitions into c communities has the lowest LM :
min
c
LM ({N/c}cα=1). (4.15)
Assume N/c to be real to facilitate the analysis, a relaxation which our numerics show not to
affect the result. Then the partition with minimal LM has equal communities of size N/c∗ with
c∗(N) given by:
ln(N + c∗) = N
c∗
− 1 c∗ ≥ 2. (4.16)
It is easy to show that, for a long enough ring, such a partition will have lower LM than the
‘all-in-one’ partition. Indeed, the map equation partitions all cycles with N ≥ 10.
Similar results are obtained for the regular k-cycles used as the starting point for the small-
world construction (see Section 4.2.5). In this case, Map partitions the k-cycle into equally-sized
communities of size N/c∗ given by:
ln
( 2N
k + 1 + c
∗
)
= 2N
c∗(k + 1) − 1 c
∗ ≥ 2. (4.17)
The same reasoning can be applied to a torus network, i.e., the cartesian product of two cycles
of lengths R and r, with N = rR. This graph can be thought of as the discretization of a
2-dimensional lattice with periodic boundary conditions. It is easy to show that the optimal
radially symmetric partition of the graph (with R > r) is into communities of size N/c∗ with c∗
given by:
ln(2R+ c∗) = 2R
c∗
− 1 (4.18)
Therefore, as the size of the lattice N increases, Infomap will partition the torus into smaller
sections. Our numerical exploration shows that the above solution is a conservative estimate
and the overpartitioning induced by Map is even more acute for the torus: As N grows, other
even smaller patch-like partitions are obtained by the Infomap optimization.
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4.2.4. A dynamical enhancement of the map scheme: Markov time sweeping for
the map equation
As discussed above, the original map equation does not fully account for the dynamics of the
Markov process (4.3), as it only uses quantities derived from block-averaged one-step transitions.
Such a simplification is reasonable for clique-like communities, which exhibit a small compression
gap and can be fully explored in one step. However, networks of interest sometimes possess a
multi-scale, non clique-like community structure which will go unrecognized by the original map
equation due to its intrinsic bias towards cliques and the ensuing field-of-view limit.
The limitations of the map equation in such scenarios can however be overcome by adopting our
dynamical perspective on community, which is equivalent to considering multi-step transitions,
and applies a natural zooming process (from small to large scales) to the network. This Markov
time sweeping can be used to endow the map equation with a dynamic zooming that allows
it to detect multi-scale community structure, with relevant partitions characterized by a low
compression gap. For simplicity, consider the continuous version of the Markov process (4.3)
associated with the graph:
p˙ = −pD−1L, (4.19)
and recall that it has the same stationary distribution as the discrete-time random walk (4.3).
The analytical solution of this system leads us to consider the discrete-time process:
pk+1 = pk P (t), (4.20)
where Pij(t) = [e−tD
−1L]ij is the effective transition probability between nodes i and j after
(Markov) time t. Within this framework, it is easy to see that the original map formulation
considers the linearized version of P (t) evaluated at time t = 1. Consequently, the original map
equation scheme is included as a particular case in our formulation and we can always recover
the standard Map results under our scheme7.
Our approach is then to use the map equation to analyze the community structure of the time-
dependent weighted network DP (t) as a function of the (Markov) time, t. As time grows, the
transition matrix T becomes less sparse and more clique-like, yet in a structured manner that
reflects the community structure of the network [107]. Consequently, the leaving probabili-
ties qβy(t) =
∑
i∈α
∑
j /∈α piiPij(t) increase with increasing time; the cost for encoding distinct
communities increases too; and Infomap tends to find coarser communities that can be better
represented as cliques. More specifically:
• For t → 0, the leaving probabilities go to zero and the map equation is minimized by
setting each node in its own community, as can be easily verified.
7More specifically, the standard map equation is exactly recovered at time t = 1 when considering either a
linearized version of the dynamics (4.20) or of the corresponding discrete-time dynamics (4.3). The results
presented here consider the full continuous time transition matrix (4.20) and hence the results at time t = 1
shown here can display small deviations from those obtained from the standard (i.e., linearized in our case)
map scheme.
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• For t → ∞, we approach the limit of an i.i.d. random process, i.e., P (t) → 1pi, where
1 is the vector of ones. In this limit, the map encoding for the “all-in-one” partition is
optimal, since it results in a description length which is equivalent to the entropy rate.
More precisely, it is easy to see from Eq. (4.11) that δ(t)→ 0 as t→∞.
• For intermediate times, the Markov time acts as a natural resolution parameter and the
partitions of the time-dependent weighted graph DP (t) become increasingly coarser. By
following the time evolution, we can check whether a particular partition corresponds
merely to a transient or whether it is persistent for a range of times.
Furthermore, the compression gap (4.12) can be used as an information-theoretic indicator of
the reliability of the partitions found by Infomap at different Markov times. As discussed above,
a low δ is expected when the partition reflects a community structure close to that of a clique of
cliques, thus conforming to the assumptions underlying the map equation formalism. Therefore,
low values of δ(t) can be used to indicate relevant Infomap partitions and also to identify the
existence of a multi-scale community structure in the network.
This Markov time sweeping brings to the map equation what stability offers to modularity;
namely, the possibility to use time as a means to scan naturally through the resolution of
community detection (from fine to coarse) in a manner that is consistent with the Markov
dynamics on the graph. From this dynamical viewpoint, the standard map equation corresponds
to a time-snapshot of the diffusion dynamics. Furthermore, this dynamical approach is a natural
framework for the map scheme, since it introduces a time-dependent but finite probability of
jumping from any node to any other node at all times, in line with the formalism underpinning
the map equation.
4.2.5. Markov zooming for the map equation: illustrative examples
In this section, we illustrate the use of Markov sweeping map with simple examples. The pro-
cedure is as follows: For each Markov time, we construct the time-dependent network defined
by DP (t). We then optimize the (time-dependent) map cost function using the implementa-
tion of Infomap for directed graphs found online at http://www.tp.umu.se/~rosvall/, slightly
modified to enable self-loops in the graphs. We only consider here undirected networks but the
method can be extended easily to directed graphs when we allow for teleportation [108]. For all
examples, 100 runs of the Infomap algorithm at each Markov time were used to find the optimal
partition.
A network without community structure: the cycle graph
As a first example, we apply Markov time sweeping to the ring network discussed in Section 4.2.3.
Recall that for the cycle graph with N = 20 nodes, our analytical arguments show that the
original map equation scheme leads to a non-intuitive partition into 5 equal communities, instead
of the expected ‘all-in-one’ partition. However, the high compression gap of the 5-way partition
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Figure 4.9. | Markov sweeping map for a cycle graph with N = 20. As the Markov time increases,
the map partitioning goes from the finest possible partition to the global ‘all-in-one’ partition (solid blue line).
However, as indicated by the featureless decay of the compression gap δ with no clear minima (dashed green line),
no other relevant community is found between those two extreme partitions, thus signaling the lack of community
structure. In this case, optimizing the standard map equation finds 5 communities but a large compression gap
δ ≈ 2.48 indicates that this partition is unreliable. Inset: analyzed graph.
found by standard Infomap (δ ≈ 2.48) confirms that this partition is far from being formed by
clique-like communities. Because standard Infomap is being applied to a network which does not
conform to the implicit assumptions about community detection in the original map equation
framework, we see an overpartitioning in this case.
As seen in Figure 4.9, analyzing this network with the Markov-sweeping version of Infomap
reveals that there is no significant community structure in this graph. Only the singleton
partition (at very short times) and the global partition (at very long times) provide significant
groupings of the nodes while all other partitions show high values of δ. Let us remark that the
intermediate plateaus in of the number of communities found by the algorithm may in parts
also be due to the influence of the greedy optimization algorithm – that is to say, although we
analytically know that the Map equation is prone to overclustering, the greedy optimization
may re-enforce this behavior even further. While this effect is likely to be small in this example
of the cycle graph, this may even be more the case in structurally more complex networks.
A simple network with multi-scale community structure
Consider now a weighted graph with a distinct hierarchical community structure: two triangles
of triangles with weighted links to reinforce the hierarchy (see inset of Figure 4.10). In this
example, the standard map equation method identifies the fine structure of six small triangles.
(We note that the hierarchical map equation uncovers the two-tier hierarchy of communities in
this graph.)
Our proposed Markov sweeping map also recovers the hierarchy of partitions across time-scales,
as indicated by the sharp decreases in the compression gap δ when the six-fold and the two-
fold partition are detected (Figure 4.10). Our method also indicates over which timescales the
relevant partitions appear to be natural. For instance, a change in the weights would induce
changes in the lengths of the plateaux corresponding to the different levels of the hierarchy. As
stated above, hierarchical Infomap is able to resolve this clique-like community structure (while
standard Infomap finds only the fine structure). However, if the multi-scale structure is not
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Figure 4.10. | Markov sweeping map for a graph with a hierarchical community structure. The
graph analyzed (inset) has a clear community structure given by a hierarchy of triangles: the six smaller triangles
(denoted by different colors) have edges within them of weight 100; they are grouped into two larger triangles with
weaker links (the edges between the 6 small triangles have weight 10); the edge between the two big triangular
structures has weight 1. The compression gap (dashed green line) shows two clear minima, indicating well defined
partitions into 6 and 2 communities, corresponding to the two tiers of the hierarchy. Standard Infomap finds only
the 6 small triangles (δ ≈ 0.62).
clique-like, hierarchical Infomap may fail to resolve the multi-scale structure, as shown in the
network of small-world communities discussed in the next section.
A ring of small-world communities
As a next scenario, we study a ring of five weakly connected small-world graphs [221] of 200
nodes each, as introduced in [182] (see Figure 4.11(a)). We use the CONTEST toolbox [207]
to generate small-world communities by adding random connections à la Newman-Watts [145]
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Figure 4.11. | Community detection in a ring of small-world communities. A Ring of 5 small-world
communities with N = 200 each. The edges within the small-worlds have weight 5 while the weight of the links
between them is 1. All the small-worlds have an average number of randomly added shortcurts per node, s. For
s = 1 (shown), standard Map shows a strong overpartitioning leading to an average of 16 communities inside
each small-world (indicated by different colors in online version). B Number of communities found by standard
Map vs. mean pathlength inside the small-world communities. The numerics shown correspond to 10 different
realizations of the network with average number of shortcuts per node, s = 1, 1.25, 1.5, . . . , 3.75, 4. C Applying
Markov sweeping map to the ring of small-worlds with s = 2.5 (mean pathlength inside the small-worlds ≈ 2.7)
finds the relevant partition into 5 communities, while standard Map finds 23 communities in this case.
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starting from a pristine world with two nearest neighbours [17] but allowing for the possibility
of multiple shortcuts at each node.
As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the standard map equation will tend to overpartition lattice-like
structures, such as the pristine worlds (k-cycles) used as starting point for the small-world
construction. As given by Eq. (4.17), standard Infomap partitions the pristine world with
N = 200 and k = 2 into 22 equally-sized communities.
This overpartitioning persists when few random shortcuts are added, as shown in Figure 4.11B.
Only when the average number of added shortcuts per node, here denoted by s, is greater
than 3.5 (and the mean distance within the small-world has become small) does standard Map
obtain the right split into five communities. This is consistent with our discussion pertaining
the field-of-view, i.e., the smaller the mean path length, the more clique-like the structure.
In this case, hierarchical Infomap can even give a non-intuitive partition into 4 communities,
due to the non clique-like nature of the communities. On the other hand, Figure 4.11C shows
that Markov sweeping allows Map to detect the relevant partition into 5 communities over an
extended time-scale with a small compression gap.
4.2.6. Discussion
A key insight to emerge from the map equation formalism is the fact that a coarse-grained
description of a graph in terms of its communities is intimately related to finding concise de-
scriptions of the information flow on these networks, and hence to the field of coding theory and
data compression. However, the adoption of a coding or compression mechanism has important
effects on the outcome of the algorithm and ultimately reflects the underlying assumptions about
the concept of community. Here we have shown that the original map equation formalism is in-
herently tuned towards a block-averaged notion of community structure as a weighted, statistical
clique of cliques. This tuning stems from two inter-related simplifications: the block-averaged
coding mechanism, which ignores the detailed connectivity and exhibits a large compression
gap for non-clique structures, and the use of one-step quantities, which ignores the effect of
multi-step flows in the communities and leads to an upper scale (field-of-view) for detection.
This intrinsic bias of the map equation explains the excellent performance of the map equation
in clique-like benchmarks but can lead to unexpected overpartitioning of networks if they differ
strongly from the assumed clique-like organization.
We have shown that using the dynamical zooming provided by Markov time sweeping allows
one to take into account multi-step flows and scan across all scales in a natural manner. The
underlying idea is that, as time increases, the communities in the network will become more
clique-like when analyzed through the time-dependent weighted transition matrix of the Markov
process. Therefore, the map equation formalism can be used to detect long-range communities as
the Markov time increases, and the relevant communities will be signaled by a low compression
gap. This Markov sweeping for the map equation can enhance the performance of the method
by allowing it to detect non-clique communities and the presence of multi-scale community
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Figure 4.12. | Community detection with heterogeneously sized subgraphs. A Ring of 6 cliques with
different sizes {10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40}. Upper panel: number of communities found by Markov sweeping map vs.
Markov time. Lower panel: both the compression gap δ (dashed green line) and the alternative compression gap
measure δ′ (red dashed-dotted line), clearly highlight the presence of a robust partition into 6 communities. Inset:
analysed graph. B Ring of 6 rings with different sizes {10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40}. In this case the alternative measure
δ′ for the compression gap is better suited for the analysis, indicating the presence of the 6 rings by a relative
minimum around Markov time 30. Inset: analysed graph.
structure in networks. Importantly, the method still recovers all the results from the original
map equation.
As stated above, the dynamic zooming across all scales effected by the Markov process is an
integral ingredient of the method. Rather than just looking for the ‘right’ scale, the community
structure emerges from the integration of the information gathered systematically at all scales.
This approach can help alleviate the reliance on a global scale which can affect the results when
dealing with networks with communities with very heterogeneous sizes [112]. In particular,
Markov-sweeping map is able to detect heterogeneous cliques as obtained through the LFR
benchmark, a fact consistent with the notion that cliques are all effectively one-step and that
standard Infomap already performs effectively on such benchmarks (see also Figure 4.12 for an
analysis with heterogeneously sized cliques). Similarly our method performs well in detecting
communities in a ring of rings with very dissimilar sizes as illustrated in Figure 4.12, although
when the heterogeneity of the relative ring sizes becomes very large, our approach will not
identify all rings at once at the same level of the hierarchy. To improve further the applicability
of the method to such problems, one can use different dynamics for the Markov process [47,107].
Adding a dynamical dimension to Map through Markov sweeping is just one of the possible ways
to enhance the map equation and alternative approaches can be worth pursuing. One direction
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would be the modification of the coding scheme. For instance, a more rigorous treatment would
require to remove the constraint of having unique codewords within each community and allow
also for encoding of walks instead of single step codewords. This generalization, however, would
most likely lead to a breakdown of the simple coding picture that underpins the map equation.
Our work emphasizes the importance of the choice of dynamics on the network and shows that
using a dynamical perspective may lead to a more natural framework for community detection,
especially when the underlying system has an inherent flow.
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5. Quantifying edge-to-edge relations by failure
induced flow redistribution
In this chapter we switch the focus of our analysis and examine the (dynamical) relations between
edges in a network. We introduce the flow-redistribution matrix which allows us to reveal the
dynamical interplay between the edges of a network, including potentially non-local interactions.
Our framework also allows us to define the embeddedness of an edge, a measure of how strongly
an edge features in the weighted cuts of the network. We showcase the general applicability
of these edge-centric measures through analyses of the Iberian Power grid, traffic flow in road
networks, and the C. elegans neuronal network.
This chapter, subject to minor modifications, has been published in Ref. [184]: M. T. Schaub,
J. Lehmann, S. N. Yaliraki, and M. Barahona, Structure of complex networks: Quanti-
fying edge-to-edge relations by failure-induced flow redistribution, Network Science, 2014, Vol.
2(1), pp. 66-89 c© Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permission.
5.1. Introduction
Thus far, the majority of research on complex networks has focused on nodes, their roles, and
their groupings into meaningful communities. However, in a number of scenarios it is the
dynamics on the edges and their interplay that defines the behaviour of the system. Consider the
generic case in which edges carry a flow (signal, data, mass, energy, etc) and where fluctuations
or total/partial failures on edges can occur or be induced. If the direct path between nodes A
and B is blocked and only a fraction of the original flow can be transmitted, this blockade can
cascade through the network affecting the flow on other links. In this case, edge variables and
their mutual influences constitute the object of interest in the modeling. The duality between
edge and node based descriptions is at the heart of applications in circuit theory (even with
nonlinear elements [18, 19]), computational mechanics, estimation theory, as well as Systems
Engineering and primal/dual problems in optimisation theory. In all these cases, an equivalent
edge formulation can be exploited to highlight the relevance of processes focalised on the edges (or
the cycles) rather than on the nodes of the network [206]. However, such an edge-centric analysis
has not been a focus in the recent literature of complex networks, in which graph-theoretical
notions based on edges, such as the line graph [73, 80] that records the immediate adjacency of
edges, have only been used to investigate overlapping node communities in networks [5, 54].
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In the following, we introduce such an edge-centric framework. Specifically, we derive an edge-
to-edge matrix based on the redistribution of linear flow under perturbations to the network
and rewrite this matrix in terms of global graph-theoretical measures that quantify the specific
architecture of edge-to-edge influences and the likelihood that each edge is critical to flow re-
distribution in the network. Our derivation relates these notions explicitly to generic algebraic
graph properties. The analysis of this edge-to-edge matrix allows us to uncover potentially long-
range relations between edges and can reveal non-local features in the organisation of complex
networks.
As a means to make our formulation of linear flows more concrete, we introduce our framework
through the canonical example of electrical resistor networks [77, 206] and its well-known con-
nection with random walks [51]. Indeed, electrical resistor networks are not only relevant for
electrical engineering applications, but can also be seen as archetypal models for linear processes
of interest in various biological applications, e.g., vision [88, 160], or in the area of community
detection [226]. A more detailed discussion, reviewing some of the notions of linear flows on
networks, electrical quantities and classical relations to random walks will be given in the follow-
ing section 5.1.2. The links of resistor networks to random walks, commute times, and spectral
properties of graphs have also been used for applications in data mining [62,177], and discussed
in the context of convex optimization [71] and graph sparsification [200].
In all these contexts, however, the focus has still remained on the node space of the graph. In
contrast, here we are interested in defining relations between edges in the network and using
them for the analysis in the edge space of the graph. We exemplify the general applicability of
our measures with analyses of the Iberian Power grid, traffic flow in road networks, and the C.
elegans neuronal network.
5.1.1. Notation
We consider connected, weighted, undirected graphs with N nodes and E edges. Each edge e
is endowed with an arbitrary (but fixed) ‘reference’ direction from the tail node t(e) to its head
h(e). Note that the graph is still undirected: the flow is allowed to pass in both directions along
each edge and the reference direction merely specifies the sign of the flow on the edge. Each edge
e is associated with a N × 1 incidence vector be with entries [be]h(e) = −1, [be]t(e) = 1 and zero
otherwise. Note that other authors use the opposite sign convention for be. The node-to-edge
incidence matrix is then written as:
BN×E = [b1 · · ·bE ].
Each edge e has an associated (positive) weight or conductance ge, which we compile into a
diagonal matrix
GE×E = diag([g1, . . . , gE ]). (5.1)
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The graph Laplacian (or Kirchhoff conductance matrix) L is then:
LN×N =
E∑
e=1
gebebTe = BGBT . (5.2)
Recall that for connected, undirected graphs, L is symmetric positive semidefinite, with a simple
zero eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector 1, the vector of ones [133,134]. In the following,
node variables are denoted by capital letters while small letters are reserved for edge quantities.
5.1.2. Linear flows, electrical networks and random walks
A large class of network processes can be modeled by linear dynamics on a network, described
by state variables on the nodes and edges of a graph (c.f. the book by Strang [206] for an
insightful discussion and the reformulation of diverse problems in these terms). Systems of this
type include widely used models of spring-mass-damper networks of mechanical systems, as well
as electrical networks and reversible Markov chains (i.e., random walks or diffusion processes
on undirected networks), among many others. In all cases, a constitutive relation links the
flow along an edge with the node variables at its tail and head. The simplest such relation is
an Ohm-type law that establishes a linear relationship between the flow on the edge and the
difference between the associated node variables.
Linear flows on networks and electrical quantities
The canonical example of linear flows on edges is the electrical resistor network (and its analogy
to random walks). Henceforth, node variables are denoted by capital letters, while small letters
are reserved for edge quantities. In a resistor network, the flows on the edges correspond to
electrical currents driven by potential differences across the edges (Ohm’s law). Each node
k in the network has an associated potential Vk and the potential difference over edge e is
ve = Vt(e)−Vh(e). Given the vector of node potentials V, the vector of voltages across the edges
is: v = BTV. The current on each edge is equal to the edge voltage times the conductance:
i = GBTV (Ohm‘s law). (5.3)
Furthermore, by Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL), the in- and out-flow of currents at each node is
balanced:
Bi = Iext (Kirchhoff‘s current law), (5.4)
where Iext is the vector of external currents injected into the nodes.1
The properties of the incidence matrix B are directly connected with certain physical constraints.
First, the vector of ones 1N×1 is in the nullspace of BT , consistent with KCL. Hence 1T Iext = 0
1If external voltage sources vext along the edges are present, then i = G(BTV − vext). We do not need to
consider external voltage sources separately since each external voltage source can be transformed into its
equivalent current source (Norton equivalent)
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and the net injected current into the system must be zero. Second, the nullspace of B is the
cycle space [73,77], i.e., the space spanned by all cycle vectors. Any (oriented) cycle in the graph
can be represented by a vector cE×1 as follows: moving along the edges in the cycle, ce = 1 if
the edge direction is aligned with the direction of the cycle and ce = −1 if it is opposite, with
all other entries of c zero. Then for any cycle, cTv = cTBTV = 0, i.e., the voltage drop around
any cycle in the graph must be zero.2 This is of course Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL).
Combining (5.3) and (5.4), we get the well-known network equations relating input currents and
node voltages:
LV = Iext. (5.5)
Using standard nodal analysis [206], we must first solve for the potential of the nodes V in (5.5)
and then obtain the edge currents from (5.3). Equation (5.5) can always be solved, though
not uniquely since L is singular. This corresponds to the fact that the node potentials have an
arbitrary reference. To fix a reference, the network is commonly grounded, i.e., the potential
of one (arbitrary) node is set to zero. This leads to the definition of a (N − 1)-dimensional
grounded Laplacian matrix obtained by deleting a row and the corresponding column [92,231].
Alternatively, a unique V can be obtained from (5.5) through the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
of the Laplacian, L†, which can be written as [71]:
L† =
(
L+ 1
N
11T
)−1
− 1
N
11T . (5.6)
The particular vector of node potentials (and the corresponding edge currents):
V = L†Iext (5.7)
i = GBTL†Iext. (5.8)
is the solution of (5.5) with minimal L2 norm, andVT1 = 0. Hence the node potentials obtained
have zero mean, i.e., the voltages are referred to the average potential [92].
Effective resistances and random walk interpretations
An important property of electrical networks is the effective resistance Rij between two nodes
i and j. Physically, Rij is the potential drop measured when a unit current is injected at node
i and extracted at node j. The effective resistance can be compactly written in terms of the
Laplacian pseudoinverse [71]:
Rij = (Ui −Uj)TL†(Ui −Uj), (5.9)
where Ui is the i-th unit vector, with a one at the i-th coordinate and zeros in all other
coordinates. Clearly, Rij = Rji. The effective resistance defines a distance metric on the
2If magnetic fields need to be included in this formulation, they would be represented by additional cur-
rent/voltage sources.
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graph [100] and is also commonly known as the resistance distance (between two nodes). For a
detailed overview and additional interpretations of this quantity see [71] and references therein.
Note that Rij has a global dependence on the network as it takes into account all possible
paths between i and j. Therefore, even if nodes i and j are directly connected by an edge with
conductance ge, the effective resistance Rij will in general not be equal to 1/ge. This effect,
induced by the presence of the network , underpins the concepts developed in the following.
A broader, alternative perspective on the electrical formalism discussed above is provided by the
theory of harmonic functions on a graph, which establishes a fundamental relationship between
electrical networks and reversible random walks on a graph. Detailed accounts of this topic are
given in the books of Doyle and Snell [51] and Aldous and Fill [8], amongst others. In the context
of random walks, the resistance distance is shown to be proportional to Tij , the commute time
of a random walker between nodes i and j [8, 71,125]:
Rij =
Tij
2 trace(G) , (5.10)
where Tij is the expected time for a random walker to return to node i for the first time after
starting from node i and passing through node j.
The random walk picture also provides interpretations for the currents and voltages [51]. Let a
unit current be injected into node i and extracted at node j. Then the current ie corresponds
to the net expected number of times a random walker which starts at node i and walks until
she reaches j will cross edge e in the defined orientation. On the other hand, voltages can be
interpreted as relative hitting probabilities. Let a unit voltage be applied between nodes i and
j. Then the potential at node k corresponds to the probability that a random walker starting
from k will hit node i first before reaching j.
5.2. Edge-to-Edge relationships based on flow redistribution
5.2.1. The flow-redistribution matrix
The question of how edges influence each other arises naturally in electrical networks such as
the power grid, in which it is important to assess the effect of an edge failure on the other edges
in terms of the extra redistributed flow that those edges must carry. This effect is quantified
through the so-called line-outage distribution factor [225]. We now present a graph-theoretical
formulation of this concept and use it to construct an edge-to-edge matrix, the flow-redistribution
matrix that contains all such edge-to-edge dependencies.
Let us consider a resistor network with weighted Laplacian L with an external current injection/
extraction Iext, and a thus induced set of node voltages V = L†Iext (see equation (5.7)) and
edge currents i = GBTL†Iext (equation (5.8)). Consider now a line outage event: an edge f fails
and the flow redistributes through the network (see Figure 5.1A). The redistributed flow can be
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calculated easily as follows. The Laplacian matrix L̂f of the new network after the failure of
edge f is:
L̂f = L− gfbfbTf . (5.11)
Applying a generalised version of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula for the pseudoin-
verse [132], the new voltages are:
V̂ = L̂†fIext =
(
L† +
L†bfgfbTf L†
1− gf bTf L†bf
)
Iext. (5.12)
The change in the node potentials is then:
∆fV = (L̂†f − L†)Iext =
L†bfgfbTf L†
1− gf bTf L†bf
Iext. (5.13)
Note that if , the current on edge f before its failure, is:
if = gfvf = gfbTfV = gfbTf L†Iext. (5.14)
Using (5.8) and (5.13)–(5.14), the E×1 vector of changes in the edge currents when edge f fails
can be written as:
∆f i =
[
GBTL†bf
1− gf bTf L†bf
]
if ≡ kf if , (5.15)
In the electrical engineering literature, the vector kf is called the line outage distribution factor
(LODF) for edge f .
Intuitively, the line outage distribution factor is a measure of the edge-to-edge dependency in
terms of the flow redistribution following an edge failure. Crucially, kf is independent of the
injected current pattern Iext. If we consider the effect of each of the E edges failing in turn, we
get the corresponding vectors ki, which we assemble into the flow-redistribution matrix:
KE×E ≡ [k1 · · ·kE ], (5.16)
which describes the edge-to-edge sensitivity under all possible single edge failures. Again, the
flow redistribution matrix is independent of the particular current injection and K describes a
topological property of the system: the edge-to-edge influence under a perturbation of the flows
on the links.
We remark that the f -th component of ∆f i in (5.15) (and hence the diagonal entries of K) does
not correspond to the (trivial) change in current on the failed edge. We will show below that
these entries convey information which can be directly related to structural properties of the
failing edge.
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A
failing edge
influenced edge
Line Outage Distribution Factor
failing edge
influenced edge
B Edge-to-edge Transfer Function
input edge
output edge
Figure 5.1. | Schematic description of the line outage distribution factor (columns of the flow-
redistribution matrix) and the edge-to-edge transfer function. A Line outage distribution factor: a
line failure of edge f will influence the flow on other edges in the network, as illustrated here for edge e. B
Edge-to-edge transfer function: an ideal unit current injection along an edge f induces flows in the network, as
depicted here for edge e.
5.2.2. Decomposing the flow redistribution matrix
The matrix K is one of the key ingredients for our edge-centric network analysis. However,
to gain a deeper understanding, it is insightful to pause here to discuss some important graph
theoretical notions underlying the structure of K.
Note, that the flow redistribution matrix can be factorised as the product of two matrices with
specific graph-theoretical meaning as follows. Consider a network with weighted Laplacian L
and assume we inject and extract a current I0 at the tail and head of edge f , i.e., Iext = I0bf
(see Figure 5.1B). Equation (5.8) shows that such an injection/extraction of current across edge
f induces the following current flows in the rest of the network:
i[f ] =
[
GBTL†bf
]
I0 ≡ I0mf . (5.17)
The edge vector mf is a transfer function relating the injection/extraction of the current I0 at
edge f to the currents induced on all other edges. The matrix compiling all transfer function
vectors is the edge-to-edge transfer function matrix:
ME×E ≡ [m1 · · ·mE ] = GBTL†B, (5.18)
where an entry Mef describes how an ‘input’ unit current injected/extracted at (the endpoints
of) edge f is translated into an ‘output’ current flowing at edge e. Using (5.15), we rewrite (5.17)
in terms of the line outage distribution factor vector kf as:
i[f ] = I0
[
1− gfbTf L†bf
]
kf ≡ I0 εf kf , (5.19)
where we have defined the edge embeddedness, εf .
With these definitions, the flow-redistribution matrix can be rewritten as
K = M [diag(ε)]−1, (5.20)
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where ε is the vector of edge embeddednesses3. From this decomposition, it becomes clear that
an edge failure will affect the edges in the graph in a similar way as if an additional source was
attached to the failing edge with strength inversely proportional to the embeddedness of this
edge.
The matrices K and M and the vector ε, constitute the main object of our work as graph-
theoretical tools for the analysis of edge-to-edge relations, as shown below in detail.
5.2.3. The edge-to-edge tranfer function matrix
As discussed above, the edge-to-edge transfer function matrix M describes the input-output
relations in the edge space of the graph. However, it has further important graph-theoretical
properties of interest in different fields: it can be regarded as a discrete Green’s function on the
edge space of the graph, and it also appears in contexts such as graph sparsification [200].
Graph-theoretically,M defines an orthogonal projection onto the weighted cut space of the graph.
The weighted cut space, which is defined as the range of GBT or the column space of K (5.20)
(provided no edge has zero embeddedness), establishes the linear combinations of weighted edge
vectors that disconnect the network. Hence the action of M has a purely graph-theoretical
interpretation: it finds the projection of an ‘input’ edge current (or combinations of those) onto
the space of weighted cuts, thus evaluating how much of the input current gets distributed onto
the weighted cuts disconnecting the network.
To see that this is indeed the case, one needs to observe the following features of M (see also
Spielman & Srivastava [200]). First, M is a projection (idempotent; M2 = M) matrix:
M2 = GBTL†BGBTL†B = GBTL†LL†B = GBTL†B = M, (5.21)
which follows from the definition of the pseudoinverse. Second, all the eigenvalues of M are either
zero or one which follows straight away from equation (5.21), which implies that the eigenvalues
as well have to fulfill λ2 = λ. It is then easy to show that the eigenvalues of M are (N − 1)
ones and (E −N + 1) zeros (e.g. use the singular value decomposition of B or see Spielman &
Srivastava [200] for a different proof of the same results).
We can give a physical interpretation to these results as follows. Since the graph has N nodes
and E edges, we know there are E−(N−1) independent cycles spanning the cycle space [73,77].
Input currents that fall into the cycle space will balance and yield zero output, thus leading to
the E − (N − 1) zero eigenvalues. Only inputs that lie in the orthogonal complement of the
cycle space, the so called cut space [73,77], will yield a non-zero current output. Let us call the
current input orthogonal to the cycle space the effective input. Conservation of flow implies that
the effective input can only be redistributed in the network, i.e. the flow across any weighted cut
3The columns of the flow-redistribution matrix are undefined for edges with zero embeddedness. As will be
become clear in Section 5.2.4, if such an edge fails, the effect can be trivially understood by considering the
related subgraphs independently. Hence, we only consider examples in which the flow-redistribution matrix is
well defined.
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can at most match this input. In particular, the sum of the flows across any set of (weighted)
cut vectors forming a basis for the weighted cut space has to be equal to the effective input.
This corresponds to the fact that the remaining N − 1 eigenvectors of M have unit eigenvalues.
The matrix M can also be understood in terms of effective resistances and commute times.
Consider edge e linking nodes i and j, and edge f linking nodes k and l. From (5.18),
Mef = ge(L†ik − L†il + L†jl − L†jk)
= ge2 (Rjk −Rik +Ril −Rjl) (5.22)
= pie4 ((Tjk − Tik) + (Til − Tjl)) (5.23)
where Rij is the resistance distance and Tij is the commute time between two nodes i, j (see
Section 5.1.2). Thus (Tjk − Tik) is the difference of commute times to nodes i and j when
starting from node k, and (Til − Tjl) is the difference of commute times to nodes i and j when
starting from node l. Here, pie = ge/trace(G) is just the probability of a random walker crossing
edge e (in any direction) at stationarity in the original network. From this point of view, the
edge-to-edge transfer function compares the difference in commute times to the two nodes of
the ‘output’ edge e as observed from the two nodes of the ‘input’ edge f . A similar formula
to (5.22) for the flow-redistribution matrix K can also be given.
Kef =
ge
2
Rjk −Rik +Ril −Rjl
1− gfRkl . (5.24)
The relationship between the flow-redistribution matrixK and the edge-to-edge transfer function
matrix M is subtle. While M describes how a current injected/extracted at an edge translates
into currents at all edges, the flow-redistribution matrix describes the relative dependency of
edge flows under edge failure. The edge-to-edge transfer function appears naturally as the flow-
redistribution matrix of a partial α-line failure. Assume that instead of a complete failure of
edge f , its conductance is fractionally reduced by αgf , α ∈ [0, 1]. From (5.11), the Laplacian
after such an α-line failure is L̂f (α) = L−αgfbfbTf . Assuming the same α applies to all edges,
the flow-redistribution matrix for the α-line failure is:
K(α) = αM [I − α diag(Mee)]−1 . (5.25)
For small α, this expression can be linearised to give:
K(α) ≈ K(0) + dK(α)
dα
∣∣∣∣
α=0
α = 0 + M [I − α diag(Mee)]−2
∣∣∣
α=0
α = αM. (5.26)
Therefore M is the slope with which small conductance fluctuations at each edge affect the flow
on the other edges.
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5.2.4. The edge embeddedness
The embeddedness of edge e that we defined in (5.19) can be rewritten as:
εe = 1− ge bTe L†be = 1−Mee = 1− geRe, (5.27)
where Mee is the corresponding diagonal element of M and Re ≡ Rh(e)t(e) is the resistance
distance (5.9) between the two endpoints of edge e. Expression (5.27) makes again clear that
the resistance distance along an edge, Re, is not the same as its local, ‘physical’ resistance,
re = 1/ge. In fact, the edge embeddedness measures how close Re and re are.
It is well known from Rayleigh’s Monotonicity law [51] that Re ≤ re, with equality only if edge e
is part of no graph cycle, i.e., if e accounts for the only path between t(e) and h(e). Indeed, Re
can always be written as the local resistance re in parallel to a resistance Rrest stemming from
the rest of the network:
1
Re
= 1
Rrest
+ 1
re
. (5.28)
Intuitively, Rrest will be small if the network has many alternative paths (i.e., cycles) with low
resistance connecting h(e) and t(e). Hence for εe to be large, edge e should participate in many
cycles of short weighted length, i.e., it should be highly ‘embedded’ and not crucial for the
weighted cuts of the graph. On the other hand, a small εe indicates that the edge participates
in few cycles of small weight in the network. Such an edge would have a major influence on the
induction of cuts in the network and is key in providing a connection that keeps the network
connected. It is important to remark that the edge embeddedness is not just another measure
of betweenness centrality, as can be easily seen in a variety of examples discussed in the next
section.
The edge embedddedness has further an interesting normalization property which follows directly
from its relation to the transfer function matrix M : the sum of the embeddedness over all edges
is equal to the number of independent cycles in the network. To see this, observe that
E∑
i=1
εi =
E∑
i=1
1−Mii = E − trace(M) = E − (N − 1), (5.29)
which follows from the spectral properties of M . This has another interesting consequence: all
networks with fixed topology will have the same mean embedddedness, even if their edge weights
are quite different. This points out an interesting ‘conservation’ principle: if the embeddedness
of one edge is increased by changing the edge weights, this implies a decrease in embedddedness
of another edge (or multiple edges) in the network.
Some complementary interpretations of the embeddedness are also worth noting briefly. In terms
of random walks, (5.23) and (5.27) allow us to write the embeddedness of an edge e with tail
node i and head node j as:
εe = 1− pieTij2 = 1−
Tij
2τe
, (5.30)
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where τe is the expected time for a random walker to return to edge e. Thus the embeddedness
compares the expected return time of a random walker to an edge and the commute time between
the two edge endpoints. Furthermore, for unweighted graphs: (i) the embeddedness of an edge
is the probability that the edge is not found in a spanning tree selected randomly with uniform
probability, which follows directly from the interpretation of the resistance distance in terms
of spanning trees [51]; (ii) the embeddedness of an edge provides a measure of how global the
influence of a current injection along edge e is, which follows from the fact that M is symmetric
and idempotent (see eq. (5.21)) and Mee is equal to the squared L2 norm of the columns of
M [200].
Additional Properties of Edge embedddedness and comparison to other centrality measures
As discussed above, the embedddedness of an edge can be interpreted as measuring how much
an edge forms a “bottleneck” in the network. Such a notion is also inherent in many (edge)
centrality measures, which try to assess the importance of a particular node/edge in a network
[25,26, 46, 65]. The most prominent notion of edge centrality is arguably betweenness centrality
[64], which measures how many times an edge participates in the shortest (geodesic) paths
between any two nodes. Another popular centrality measure is based on random walks [139].
It is important to note that the embeddedness of an edge presents significant differences with such
measures of edge centrality. While edge centrality measures assess how important a particular
edge is for traversing between any two nodes, the embeddedness measures how important an
edge is for traversing between its two endpoints through alternative paths. Hence embeddedness
incorporates the importance of cycles in the graph. To illustrate this difference, consider a
binary tree, as shown in Fig. 5.2A. The closer we get to the root of the tree the higher the
betweenness centrality of the edges will be. In contrast, the embedddedness will be zero for all
edges independent of their relative position, since the outage of any edge will disconnect the
graph. Similar differences apply to random walk-based betweenness centrality [139].
To give a more quantitative assessment of these differences, we display in Figure 5.2B a numerical
comparison between the betweenness centrality and the embeddedness of all edges for 6 different
example networks, which will be analyzed in more detail in the following. We note that, as
expected, no dependence between the embedddedness and the betweenness centrality is apparent
from these numerical experiments, emphasizing that the embedddedness is a distinctive measure,
different to betweenness centrality.
5.3. Using edge-to-edge measures for network analysis
Let us now use the flow-redistribution matrix K, and the edge embeddedness ε defined above
to provide an edge-centric analysis of networks. To aid us in our network-theoretic analysis, we
draw upon tools from community detection as developed in the previous chapters of this thesis.
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Figure 5.2. | Comparison of the edge embedddedness and betweenness centrality. A Illustration
of the difference between embeddedness and betweenness centrality with an unweighted hierarchical tree (the
same argument applies to other centrality measures): while the betweenness of each edge depends on its position
within the tree, the embedddedness is zero for all edges, independently of their position, since any edge failure
will disconnect the graph. B Scatter plots of the embedddedness against betweenness centrality for all edges of
all the networks used in this work. Pearson correlation coefficients are displayed as r. No dependence between
edge embeddedness and betweenness centrality is apparent.
Specifically, we use the stability method to find relevant groupings of edges, by interpreting the
flow-redistribution matrix as the adjacency matrix of an effective edge-to-edge network. Thus
we do not seek to partition the original graph into distinct node communities but rather aim
at grouping edges according to their influence on each other. Note that the specific choice of
community detection method is not essential, and any other community detection method can be
used in conjunction with our edge-to-edge measures. However, Markov stability is particularly
useful for our purposes since it intrinsically scans across scales, thus enabling the detection of
communities that include long-range or non clique-like structures, which can escape detection
by other commonly used methods [182,183]. The relevant partitions are then selected based on
their robustness properties. Recall that within the framework of stability, we consider partitions
to be relevant only if they are robust to variability both to the optimization of the cost function
and to the parametric dependence on the scale given by the Markov time, i.e., the robustness is
assessed via the variation of information of the found solutions at each Markov time, as well as
the persistence of a partition throughout Markov time (see [45,182]).
5.3.1. A simple constructive example: a ring of small-worlds
To illustrate our analysis, consider a network of N = 150 nodes in which 5 small-world [221]
subgrids of 30 nodes each are coupled in a ring-like structure (see Figure 5.3a and Ref. [182]
for details). Intuitively, the links between the individual subgrids are most critical for the flows
traversing the system. In case of failure, the inter-grid links will have an effect not only on the
flow distribution inside the sub-grids but more importantly on the other inter-grid couplings,
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Figure 5.3. | Edge-to-edge analysis of a ring of small-worlds. A The network analyzed with edges
coloured according to the community structure found in the flow-redistribution matrix using the Markov stability
method. The partition into 6 communities is stable over a long span of the Markov times with vanishing variation
of information, thus signalling its robustness. B Embeddedness of the edges in the network. C Heat map of the
first ten PCA components of the flow-redistribution matrix. Note that the edges linking the small-worlds: are
grouped together in one community in A; have low embeddedness in B; and concentrate a large weight of the
dominant principal components in C.
since all the flow that went through a particular inter-grid link would have to be ‘re-routed’.
Such a failure might thus lead to an overloading of another distant inter-grid link—a non-local
effect that does not follow trivially from the pattern of immediate node adjacencies. In power
grids, the significance of this event is obvious: an overloading of another line might in turn lead
to another line failure possibly resulting in a rapid cascade of failures and a blackout of the
system. This intuitive picture can be captured quantitatively with our analysis, as shown in
Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3b shows that the links between the sub-grids exhibits the smallest values
of embeddedness in the network, as expected.
In order to detect edge-to-edge influences, we analyse the community structure of graph edges
using Markov stability [47,48,107] on the weighted, directed adjacency matrix of absolute values
of the flow-redistribution matrix (with removed diagonal). We find a robust partition into six
communities: 5 communities correspond to the subgrids, and all the links between subgrids are
grouped into another community (Figure 5.3a). As stated above, the robustness of the partition
is to be understood here (and in the examples below) in two ways: (i) robustness with respect
to the optimization of the cost function (Markov stability) of the partitioning at the particular
Markov time (which is seen as a low value of the variation of information calculated from an
ensemble of runs of the Louvain algorithm); and (ii) robustness with respect to the parametric
dependence on the Markov time, i.e., the partition is persistent in time as shown by the existence
of a long plateau across Markov time (see Fig. 5.3a).
As one might expect, edges within a subgrid are clustered together, as their influence is mostly
constrained to their local subgrid. The fact that the inter-grid links form one community means
that their influence on each other is very strong. These edges also possess a relatively strong
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influence on the adjacent subgrids (as they can ‘disconnect’ them) but their relative influence
on each other is even stronger. In fact, the magnitude of the line outage distribution factor
between two of these edges is exactly one, indicating that in case of line failure the other inter-
grid edges would be maximally affected. The use of community detection in combination with
the flow-redistribution matrix thus reveals non-local properties of the network. In the context
of power grids, discovering such structural features could complement percolation-based node-
centric analyses (see e.g. Brummit et. al [32]) and provide input to load-flow based cascading
failure models [118].
The above community analysis is confirmed through a complementary principal component
analysis (PCA) of the flow-redistribution matrix K (Figure 5.3c). As discussed above, the range
of K (and hence its principal components) lie in the weighted cut space of the graph. Therefore,
PCA reveals the most important weighted cuts in the network with respect to flow redistribution.
Figure 5.3c shows that the first principal components only have components involving the inter-
subgrid couplings, confirming the results of our community detection. In all the examples below,
we have systematically carried out this PCA analysis (not shown), which similarly confirm the
results obtained with the edge embeddedness and Markov Stability community detection.
5.4. Applications to real-world networks
We now consider several real-world examples to illustrate the general applicability of our edge-
centric tools. Our aim here is not to perform an in-depth analysis of each of these systems,
which would be beyond the scope of this chapter, but rather to highlight different aspects of the
edge-to-edge measures introduced above.
5.4.1. The Iberian Power Grid
Our first example is the Iberian subnet of the European Power Grid [173,182,197], which consists
of 403 nodes corresponding to generators and substations and 622 edges representing high-voltage
transmission lines. Our description of power systems as resistor networks corresponds to the
so-called DC power flow approximation, a common linearised representation of the non-linear
load-flow equations around a reference state. Beyond ascertaining the N − 1 robustness against
failure propagation [225], we apply here our network-theoretic analysis to reveal (non local)
edge-to-edge features in this network.
Our community detection analysis finds a robust partition that splits the edges into three main
communities, as shown in Figure 5.4a-b. Interestingly, this partition uncovers non-local relation-
ships between the edges: the transmission lines that connect the north-east with the central part
of the grid (edges c1-c3 in Figure 5.4b), roughly going from Saragossa towards Madrid, appear
to be strongly linked to the north-western part of the grid and form part of this community
(green). Figure 5.4c confirms this finding: the influence of edges c1-c3 are much more significant
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Figure 5.4. | Analysis of the Iberian Power Grid. A flow-redistribution matrix ordered according to
the community structure found with the Markov stability method. B Map of the Iberian Power Grid with
colours denoting edge communities. The community structure displays non-local structure: the edges c1–c3
are grouped with the north-west (green) community, although these edges lie between the north-east (red) and
central-south (blue) communities and have no direct connection with the north-west (green) community. Small
local circles (encircled with gray dotted lines), form their own isolated communities, i.e., they are effectively
’decoupled’ from the rest of the network. C Influence of edges c1–c3 on all other edges in the network as
measured by the magnitude of the line outage distribution factor (LODF). D Edge embeddedness of all the
edges in the network. There are several weakly embedded paths of lines (marked with magenta arrows), e.g.,
those connecting the center and south of Portugal with Spain; the lines going from the centre to the south,
from Madrid towards Andalusia; or the lines connecting Asturias and Galicia along the North-Northwest coast
(see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_power_stations_in_Spain). E Weakly embedded edges in the
Iberian Power Grid. From left to right, the lowest 10%, 20% and 35% embedded edges and associated nodes.
on the north-west (green) community. This behaviour follows from the fact that edges c1-c3 are
part of a long loop going from the northwest eastwards; connecting to the center via a southern
branch containing edges c1-c3; and eventually going back to the northwest.
An analysis of the embeddedness of the edges in the Iberian grid is shown in Figure 5.4d-e.
As we might expect from our previous analysis, edges c1-c3 are only weakly embedded in the
graph. Note also that the lines connecting the center and south of Portugal with Spain show
very small embeddedness due to the lack of alternative routes. A similar observation applies to
the line leading from Madrid towards the south and the line connecting Asturias and Galicia
in the Northwest coast. All of these lines are indicated with magenta arrows in Figure 5.4d.
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Interestingly, several of these lines are associated with relatively new solar plants (see http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_power_stations_in_Spain). An additional assessment
of the importance of individual lines is shown in Fig. 5.4e, in which the skeleton of increasingly
embedded lines of the Iberian grid is displayed.
5.4.2. Traffic networks
As a second example, we consider traffic networks corresponding to parts of the street networks
of London, Boston and New York [229]. We analyze the networks reported in Ref. [229] (data
kindly provided by H. Youn), in which the nodes correspond to street intersections and the
edges are principal roads as classified by Google Maps. In our analysis we assume the streets
to be undirected and the edge weights correspond to the number of street lanes. In these
systems, currents can be naturally identified with traffic flows and voltages with delays, although
the relationship between flows and delays is in general non linear (see [229] and references
therein). Hence, our analogy with a linear resistor network amounts to assuming a socially
optimal behaviour for all drivers, and in particular “Braess paradox” [224, 229] cannot arise in
B
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London Boston
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Embeddedness
New York
Figure 5.5. | Analysis of Urban Street Networks of London (82 nodes, 130 edges), Boston (88
nodes, 155 edges), and New York (125 Nodes, 217 edges). Nodes correspond to intersections and edges
to (undirected) streets weighted according to the number of lanes. Light blue dashed lines indicate some connecting
roads not part of the analyzed network. A Communities of streets (denoted by different colours) found from the
analysis of the flow-redistribution matrix with the Markov stability method. The streets within each community
have a strong influence on each other. Unlike Boston and New York, we detect non-local community structure
in the streets of London (red community). B Embeddedness of the edges in the street networks. The mean
embeddedness in London, 〈ε〉London = 0.377, is lower than for the US cities (〈ε〉Boston = 0.439, 〈ε〉NewYork = 0.429),
due to the more grid-like structure of the principal roads in the US street networks which contain more alternative
routes (independent cycles). Note the low embeddedness of most bridges (or continuation streets) in London and
the existence of a core of highly embedded streets at the centre of Lower Manhattan.
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our context. However, based on our simplified linear model, we use the flow-redistribution matrix
and related measures to perform a coarser, topological analysis of traffic flows independent of
patterns of injected flow. We can thus assess the relative interdependence and importance of
the edges (roads) with respect to any (linear) traffic flow, rather than focussing on the influence
of an edge for a particular source-target pair.
Figure 5.5 displays the results of our community detection algorithm on these street networks
based on the edge-to-edge flow-redistribution matrix. In the case of London, we find a robust
partition into nine communities of streets, eight of which correspond to well delimited city areas
while the ninth is a non-local community of edges comprising two alternative main north-south
routes across the Thames: Waterloo Bridge and Farringdon Street, which is a continuation of
Blackfriars Bridge. Our analysis indicates that these two routes are therefore strongly cou-
pled in terms of flow redistribution. For the two American cities, such non-local community
structure is not observed, as could be expected given the more regular, grid-like structure of
both networks. In the case of New York, we obtain a robust partition into three communities
of streets corresponding approximately to Lower Manhattan/Financial district in the south;
Kips Bay/Lower East Side/East Village on the East side; and Greenwich Village/Chelsea on
the West side. Similarly, Boston is split into three communities of streets corresponding to
Back Bay/Downtown/Beacon Hill; a second community extending over Cambridge; and a third,
smaller community comprising the Boston University area and Harvard Bridge over the Charles.
The study of the edge embeddedness reveals further differences between the cities. In particular,
London and New York present the most dissimilar profiles of ε: London has the lowest mean
embeddedness with a significant tail of streets with low ε, while New York has the broadest
distribution of ε. The edge embeddedness in New York markedly increases as we go towards
Chinatown/Little Italy/Canal Street, where we find a central core of highly embedded streets.
This is expected from the grid-like structure of the street network one typically encounters in
American cities, which by construction provides many alternative paths to most locations in the
network. New York also has a set of streets with low embeddedness mostly in the periphery.
The presence of low ε edges at the boundaries of the graph is expected since the flows at the
boundaries have fewer alternative paths to be redistributed. Studying the relevance of such
low peripheral ε on larger street networks that have not been artificially ‘cropped’ will be the
subject of future work. Interestingly, the presence of ‘internal boundaries’ can also induce low
edge embeddedness. An example for such a street with low ε is the Lincoln Highway/West
Street on West Lower Manhattan, which has the Hudson River as a natural boundary. In the
case of London, a significant fraction of the streets with low ε lies in the north-south direction,
connecting the areas south of the river Thames with the northern part of the network. Most
of these roads correspond to bridges, which are bottlenecks in the real street network. In fact,
all but one bridge have ε below the mean, including Waterloo Bridge, London Bridge and
Westminster Bridge with particularly low scores. The street network of Boston shows a less
extreme grid-like structure than that of New York and falls therefore somewhere in between
London and New York (see Figure 5.5).
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5.4.3. Neuronal network of C. Elegans
Our final example is the neural network of the worm C. elegans, one of the few model organisms
for which the entire neural wiring is almost completely available. Here we use the strongly
connected giant component of the network of gap junctions and chemical synapses (recently
enlarged and curated by [216], http://web.mit.edu/lrv/www/elegans/), which consists of 274
nodes (neurons) and 2253 edges (synapses and gap junctions), which we assume to be undirected.
An in-depth analysis of the functional and structural features of this neuronal network is beyond
the scope of this paper — for pointers to the vast and comprehensive literature on the subject,
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Figure 5.6. | Analysis of the neural network of C. elegans. The edges of this network (synapses and gap
junctions) were found to belong to 8 robust communities (denoted by different colours in A and B) according
to the analysis of the flow-redistribution matrix using the Markov stability method. A Visualisation of the edge
communities in the adjacency matrix ordered according to body position (anteroposterior order). B Visualisation
of the edge communities in the adjacency matrix ordered according to functional categories: sensory neurons S,
interneurons I and motor neuronsM. An anteroposterior ordering is applied within each group. C Embeddedness
of the edges in the C. elegans neural network. Neurons are coloured according to type: sensory neurons (white),
interneurons (gray), and motor neurons (black). For the visualisation of the network we used the planar display
suggested by Varshney et. al [216]: vertical axis corresponds to the position of the neuron in the signaling pathway
(sensory neurons tend to be at the top, motor neurons at the bottom); horizontal axis is the normalised Fiedler
vector (which tends to group nodes with more connections to each other closer in space). In this visualisation, we
see that the embeddedness grows as the processing depth increases: synapses between sensory neurons (upstream)
tend to be more embedded, while edges linked to motor neurons (downstream) tend to be less embedded. D This
observation is also confirmed by the skeleton of weakly embedded edges in the neuronal network of C. elegans:
the connections with the lowest 1 percent (left) and 3 percent (right) edge embeddedness.
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see, e.g., [196,216,223] and references therein.
To display and interpret our results, we use the classification of neurons into body compartments
and functional types in http://www.wormatlas.org/neuronalwiring.html [216]. Position-
wise, edges are denoted according to the compartment (head: H, mid-body: B, or tail: T) in
which its end points lie, e.g., an HB edge connects the head and mid-body regions. Type-wise,
edges are denoted according to the type of neuron (sensory (S), interneuron (I) and motor (M))
that they connect, e.g., a S − I edge connects a sensory neuron to a motor neuron.
Figure 5.6a-b shows the eight communities of edges of this neuronal network, as obtained by
analysing the flow-redistribution matrix with Markov stability. Figure 5.6a shows the commu-
nities of synapses ordered according to body positions. As expected, the edge communities are
closely linked to the body structure of the worm. More precisely, the communities are mainly
centered around either head, mid-body, or tail positions, i.e. the core of each community com-
prises a group of either HH, BB, or TT edges. Interestingly, the edges linking different regions
tend to belong to communities centered around the region closest to the tail, e.g., HB edges tend
to belong to body-centered communities, while HT edges belong to tail-centered communities
(Figure 5.6a). This indicates a ‘downstream’ organisation in the way that synaptic changes
affect other neurons: a synaptic failure will tend to cascade ‘downstream’ from the head region,
where most sensory neurons lie, towards the body and tail regions, where most interneurons and
motor neurons lie. In this sense, changes in sensory synapses ’upstream’ tend not to affect other
similar sensory synapses, and only affect synapses downstream.
Figure 5.6b shows the edge communities displayed in accordance with their associated neuronal
types (S, I,M). We find that the two communities of edges connecting to mid-body positioned
neurons (magenta and cyan colours) correspond mainly toM-M or I-M edges. Hence these
communities might be thought of as ‘downstream’ executive communities. On the other hand,
the tail-centered community (light green) and one of the head communities (dark green) comprise
mostly couplings from interneurons (of all types S-I, I-I, I-M), suggesting a key role of these
edges, in agreement with the commonly accepted role of interneurons as controlling units in the
neural circuitry. The edge community (blue) with the strongest impact on the sensory modalities
includes connections to all neuron types. In particular, the interneurons linked by the I-I edges
in this blue community appear to have a central position in the network: they link from/to any
edge community and neuron type, including a large number of connections to motor neurons.
One may thus hypothesise that this group of interneurons interconnected by the I-I edges in the
blue community acts as a control hub processing the inputs from sensory neurons and relaying
it to motor neurons.
The edge embeddedness of the connections in the neuronal network of C. elegans is shown in
Figure 5.6c-d. We find that the edge embeddedness decreases as the processing depth increases,
i.e., edges with low embeddedness are predominantly located downstream, in the late stages
of the processing hierarchy and connected to motor neurons (see Figures 5.6d). This can be
explained by the fact that motor neurons are essentially terminal nodes activated from upstream
processing via only a few connections and, in this sense, they belong to weakly embedded
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‘pathways’. On the other hand, further up in the signaling chain (in synapses related to sensory
neurons), very few edges have low embeddedness (Figure 5.6d) indicating that signalling synapses
are embedded in ‘circuits’ with more alternative paths. One notable exception is the connection
between the interneurons AVFL and AVFR, which shows low embeddedness even if it is high
up in terms of processing depth. This low embeddedness reflects a lack of alternative paths for
flow redistribution if this synapse fails. Interestingly, the AVFL and AVFR neurons are thought
to be involved as decision-making interneurons in the temporal coordination of egg-laying and
locomotion of the nematode [81].
5.5. Computational aspects of edge based measures
The computational cost of our method is dominated by the computation of the pseudoinverse
of the Laplacian matrix, for which there are efficient methods [27]. In fact, we do not need to
compute the pseudoinverse explicitly, but rather solve a linear system of the form Lx = b. As this
system is usually sparse for many graphs, there exist very fast standard techniques to obtain the
matrices K, M and the vector of embeddedness ε. In addition, there also exist fast algorithms
to obtain approximately all currents and voltages in the network based on local averaging. The
running time of such methods is O(N+E) to obtain all voltages in the network [226]. Hence all of
our measures are computable by simple (sparse) matrix multiplications. Alternatively, Spielman
et al. have recently presented an efficient algorithm that allows the (approximate) computation
of any resistance distance between any two nodes in the graph in O(log(N)) time [200]. Using
this method in combination with formulas (5.27) and (5.22) can also facilitate the edge-centric
analysis of very large networks in terms of the flow-redistribution.
5.6. Discussion
Analytical tools used to investigate complex networks have commonly adopted a node-centric
perspective, aiming at the characterisation of individual nodes or of groups of nodes and their
relations to each other. Here, we have presented tools to characterise edge-to-edge relations
inspired by the redistribution of flow induced by line failures. We have shown that the flow-
redistribution matrix is a topological descriptor of the network that can be used to quantify edge-
to-edge relations induced by the flow redistribution after a single line failure. Further extensions
of this work are currently under way to consider multiple line outages and the connection with
cascading processes [78]. In this context extensions of our methodology to directed networks will
be of particular importance to account for inherently unidirectional flows, e.g. in traffic networks
(one way streets), and may thus facilitate a more natural modeling of important phenomena such
as Braess paradox [229]. Future work will focus on which of different possible avenues [96, 230]
to generalize our concepts to directed graphs provides the most consistent extension of our ideas
developed here.
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We have illustrated how the flow-redistribution matrix can be decomposed into an edge-to-edge
transfer function matrix, which describes how much the injection of flow at an edge translates
in changes of flow in other edges, and a vector of edge embeddednesses, which describes how
costly it is to transit between the two endpoints of each edge through alternative paths in the
network. Our analysis provides us with explicit network-theoretic interpretations of these edge-
to-edge measures. Adopting such an edge-based perspective can provide a complementary view
of network properties and allows for a natural detection of structural features which may not be
readily found by node-centric methods.
Importantly, the flow-redistribution matrix and the associated edge-to-edge transfer function
matrix and embedddedness vector ε take into account non-local properties of the graph and
go beyond local adjacency relations between edges, as represented by the line graph [5, 54].
This fundamentally non-local nature of our measures emanates from the fact that their graph
theoretical description is underpinned by the pseudoinverse of the Laplacian. The pseudoinverse
of the Laplacian incorporates global properties of the graph and serves to link our measures
to other (graph) theoretically relevant properties such as the resistance distance, commute and
hitting times of random walks as well as graph embeddings. As discussed in section 5.5, there
exist efficient algorithms for the computation of these measures which are equivalent to the
solution of a linear sparse system.
The examples presented above highlight how our edge-based measures are able to detect rele-
vant structural features with an impact on the dynamics of the respective systems. In addition,
there are other applications in which adopting an edge-based perspective would appear natural,
including metabolic control analysis, the structural analysis of biomolecules under bond fluctu-
ations [45], or financial networks, in which the disturbance of financial flows between different
actors may have significant effects on different parts of the network.
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6. Relation of structure and dynamics in
networks of integrate-and-fire neurons
Unravelling the interplay between neuronal connectivity and the spatio-temporal dynamics ex-
hibited by neuronal networks is a key direction to advance our current understanding of neuronal
information processing. In this chapter we investigate this issue focussing on so called leaky-
integrate-and-fire (LIF) networks, highly stylized models of real neural networks. More precisely,
we examine how certain topological features of the network structure underpin the propensity
of these networks to generate spatially localized slow (SLS) activity, defined here as the simul-
taneous increase in the firing frequency and in the coherence of action potentials over particular
sub-groups of neurons. Using full-scale dynamical simulations, we show that the ability of LIF
networks to support SLS dynamics is pre-determined by spectral properties of the asymmetric
synaptic weight matrix. In particular, when the spectrum exhibits an eigenvalue gap and the
leading eigenvalues are almost real, the observed SLS activity is approximately proportional to
the gap. Furthermore, the separation of the leading eigenvalues is linked to a localization of
the associated dominant subspace of the weight matrix on groups of neurons, leading to spa-
tially coherent dynamical activity on those groups. To understand the origin of the eigenvalue
gap, we consider analytical rate models and use the insights gained to develop new network
topologies with alternative connectivity paradigms that display SLS activity. Specifically, such
dynamics can be achieved by modifying merely the connectivity patterns between excitatory and
inhibitory neurons leading to SLS dynamics involving both excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
We also show that SLS activity can be exhibited on multiple hierarchical timescales.
6.1. Introduction
Neural networks show a repertoire of activity that is governed by time-evolving neural connec-
tions with an intricate, yet structured, organization. Due to the advancement of connectomics,
our knowledge about these networks is growing rapidly and increasingly detailed maps of the
neural wiring are becoming available. In parallel, with the advancement of modern recording
techniques such as calcium imaging and multi-electrode arrays, neuroscientists are now able
to monitor the activity from thousands of neurons simultaneously, with recordings from entire
brains at single neuron resolutions becoming technologically feasible [6, 37, 52]. The observed
spatio-temporal dynamics of the neural networks exhibit an interplay of temporal scales which
is believed to underpin a wide range of cognitive functions. Understanding how the structural
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organization may shape and control the dynamics on the network level and vice versa is thus
paramount to comprehend how any functional behaviour can emerge from the complex spatio-
temporal orchestration of neuronal activity.
The idea that grouped neural activity induced by the network structure is at the core of neural
computation dates back at least to the work of Hebb [84], who hypothesized that the transient
activity of groups of neurons, so called cell-assemblies, is the currency of information processing
in the brain [38, 82]. This is supported by experimental evidence which shows that reciprocal
connectivity occurs above chance level [155, 199], especially if neurons receive common input
[153, 228], and thus suggests that cortical regions contain several subnetworks. Further, in the
case of vision, excitatory neurons with similar response features tend to be more connected to
each other [83, 101]. Thus, models that can explain a mechanism of how clustered network
connections can influence overall activity are of high interest.
In this context Litwin-Kumar and Doiron [121] presented how alternating, transiently prolonged
activity of groups of neurons can be generated in balanced leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) net-
works with asynchronous dynamics by rewiring the synaptic connections to display a clustered
structure of excitatory neurons. The broader underlying question here is whether given a general
network topology (which may be very different from the model in Ref. [121]), we are able to
predict if there will be any form of structured spatio-temporal activity. These questions are not
only of interest for network dynamics, but also have potential implications for memory forma-
tion and learning, as neural networks are subject to topological changes over time due to neural
plasticity.
Here we characterize the response behaviors of balanced LIF networks based on the network
topology. We find that based on the spectral properties of the synaptic weight matrix, one can
indeed provide a criterion with which the possible onset of spatially localized slow activity can
be predicted with good accuracy. Following insights from stylized linear rate models, we are thus
able to shed light on potential mechanisms underlying grouped activity for clustered networks.
In a subsequent step we show how we can construct novel LIF network topologies which display
a spatially localized slow dynamics involving both inhibitory and excitatory neurons as well as
topologies with multiple slow time-scales. We finally discuss possible implications of the different
wiring schemes for neural computation.
6.2. Background Material and Methods
In the following we collect some background material and provide the details to the neural
network models & measures we have used in our analysis. The reader familiar with these topics
may skip this section and directly move on to the next section and only return as necessary.
The results presented are essentially self-contained and should be understandable even without
knowing the precise technical details presented in the sequel.
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6.2.1. Leaky integrated and fire networks
Neural networks can be modelled in a plethora of different ways, based on various models of
neurons and interconnections between them [69, 91, 102]. Discussing these models in detail is
way beyond the scope of this thesis. Here we focus on a particular simple model of neurons,
the so called leaky-integrate-and-fire neuron, which nevertheless already accounts for some of
the key features of neural activity [35,36]. For the reader not familiar with neural activity (and
associated models) we will give a very brief high level description below before describing the
actual mathematical model used in this chapter. For more detail please refer to [35,36,69,91,102]
and references therein.
In the leaky-integrate-and-fire model, each neuron has an associated membrane potential V (t)
describing its current state. As the model name suggest the neuron acts as a simple (leaky)
integrator which is subject to (stochastic) inputs, coming from other neurons or other external
sources. Once the membrane potential of a neuron crosses a certain threshold V thres, an action
potential or spike is elicited and the membrane potential is reset to a pre-defined value V reset.
After a neuron has fired an action potential the membrane voltage remains fixed at the threshold
potential for a period of time called the refractory period, during which the neuron has to “rest”
before it can process any further inputs. Each action potential of a neuron is propagated to all
its (synaptically) connected neurons and will affect their membrane potential in a pre-scribed
fashion, either excitatory (increasing the membrane potential) or inhibitory (descreasing the
membrane potential). Note that each neuron has either an excitatory or inhibitory effect onto
all of its postsynapic neighbours, i.e., each neuron is either of excitatory of inhibitory type.
More precisely, we simulated leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) networks, in which the membrane
potential Vi(t) (non-dimensionalized) of neuron i ∈ 1 . . . N was modelled according to:
dVi(t)
dt
= 1
τm
[µi − Vi(t)] +
∑
j
Wijg
E/I
j (t). (6.1)
Here µi is a constant input term, which was chosen uniformly in the interval [1.1, 1.2] for excita-
tory and in [1, 1.05] for inhibitory neurons. All excitatory and inhibitory neurons had the same
firing threshold of V thres = 1 and a reset potential of V reset = 0. The membrane time constants
for excitatory and inhibitory neurons were set to τm = 15 ms and τm = 10 ms, respectively,
and the refractory period was 5 ms for both excitatory and for inhibitory neurons. Note that
although the constant input term is supra-threshold, balanced inputs guaranteed that the av-
erage membrane potential is sub-threshold [121]. In this context ‘balanced inputs’ means that
there is a balance between the (average) excitatory and inhibitory inputs to each neuron, which
leads to an asynchronous dynamics in the network [121,215].
The dynamical interaction between different neurons is captured by the second part of (6.1),
in which the sum term describes the inputs to neuron i from all other neurons in the network.
The topology of the network is encoded by the weight matrix W , i.e., Wij denotes the weight of
the connection from neuron j to neuron i; Wij is zero if there is no connection. Synaptic inputs
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are modeled by gE/Ij (t), which is increased step-wise instantaneously after a presynaptic spike
of neuron j (gE/Ij → gE/Ij + 1) and then decays exponentially according to:
τE/I
dg
E/I
j
dt
= −gE/Ij (t), (6.2)
with time constants τE = 3 ms for an excitatory interaction, and τI = 2 ms if the presynaptic
neuron is inhibitory.
We can re-write equation (6.1) in matrix notation as:
dV(t)
dt
= T−1[µ−V] +Wg(t), (6.3)
where T = diag(τi), and we have defined the membrane potential vector V = [V1, . . . , VN ]T
and the vectors µ, g accordingly. With this rewriting the influence of the network structure
becomes clear: changing the network topology corresponds to a variation of the weight matrix
W as explained below.
In all simulations the excitatory to inhibitory neurons were split in a ratio of 4 : 1 and unless
otherwise stated the networks comprise N = 2000 units (1600 excitatory, 400 inhibitory). The
dynamics of the neural networks were obtained using Euler integration with a time step of
0.1 ms. By solving the network dynamics we obtain a rastergram, which displays the neural
activity in terms of the times each neuron in the network spikes (see e.g. Figure 6.2A).
6.2.2. Network Topologies and Weight matrices
To investigate the effect of changing the network structure, the dynamics based on different
network topologies were simulated by modulating the settings of a balanced network as specified
in the following subsections. If not otherwise stated connection probabilities were unspecific
between neurons and were drawn uniformly at random according to the probabilities pEE = 0.2
and pEI = pIE = pII = 0.5, where the first superscript denotes the destination and the second
superscript the origin of the synaptic connection and E, I stand for an excitatory or inhibitory
neuron, respectively. Synaptic weights between inhibitory neurons had always the same weight
wII = −0.0297. The other weight parameter were in general set to wEI = −0.0297, wIE =
0.0074 and wEE = 0.0156, but could be modified in the different scenarios as described below.
Network with clustered excitatory connections (E-E clustered)
LIF networks with clustered excitatory neurons were obtained by varying the connection prob-
abilities between excitatory neurons, such that groups of excitatory neurons were established.
If not otherwise stated the excitatory neurons were divided into 20 groups of 80 neurons each.
Within each group neurons had more connections to each other than to neurons outside the
group. More specifically, the average number of connections per neuron was kept the same as
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Figure 6.1. | Schematic wiring diagrams of LIF network topologies. A an E-E clustered LIF network;
B an E-E hierarchical LIF network; C an E-I co-clustered LIF network. Arrow thickness indicates the strength
of the connection.
in a balanced network with the same number of neurons and uniform connection probability
pEE = 0.2 (no clustering). By varying the parameter REE ≡ pin/pout, where pin and pout are
the connection probabilities within a group and between groups, respectively, networks with
different amounts of clustering could be realized. For a schematic of this topology, see Figure
6.1A.
In a similar vein we created clustered networks in which the synaptic weights to excitatory
neurons within their own group were larger as compared to neurons from different groups. In
this case, the connection probability between all excitatory neurons was kept uniform at a
probability of 0.2. Note that, strictly speaking, this does not correspond to a clustering in a
topological sense but rather to a “weight clustering” between excitatory neurons. However, in
terms of the dynamics both E-E clustered networks variants (adjusting probabilities or weights)
lead to effectively the same results, as we will see in the following. To realize the clustering in
terms of the weights, analogously to before, the average synaptic strength between excitatory
neurons in the network was kept constant at wEE = 0.0156. We then varied WEE = wEEin /wEEout ,
where wEEin refers to the synaptic weight to neurons within the same group and wEEout refers to
the synaptic weight to neurons in different groups.
When varying the network size, the parameter settings were kept the same, except that all
weights were scaled by a factor proportional to 1/
√
N , i.e., for the networks with 1000 neurons
the weights were multiplied by
√
2, and for the networks with 3000 neurons the scaling factor
was
√
2/3.
Network with hierarchical excitatory connections (E-E hierarchical)
LIF networks where excitatory neurons belonged to a hierarchy of groups (Figure 6.1B), were
simulated in the same way as outlined for the E-E clustered case. Instead of having just a
simple split into groups, the population of excitatory neurons was divided into nested clusters,
i.e. each group was further divided into smaller subgroups. The network was partitioned into
16 top layer groups which were further divided into 2 subgroups each, giving a total of 32
subgroups. Having now two layers of hierarchy we can define the two ratios RtopEE ≡ pEEgroup/pEEout ,
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RsubEE ≡ pEEsubgroup/pEEgroup, describing the changes in the network structure, while keeping the
average connectivity between excitatory neurons was again constant.
Network with excitatory to inhibitory clustered feedback loops (E-I co-clustered)
To study the effects of the topology on the dynamics we further constructed LIF networks
in which excitatory and inhibitory neurons are ‘co-clustered’ (see Figure 6.1C). In this case,
excitatory-to-excitatory and inhibitory-to-inhibitory couplings were kept uniform, but we intro-
duced structural features in the connections between the different neuron types. In particular,
each subset of excitatory neurons was more strongly connected to a subset of inhibitory neurons.
This group of inhibitory neurons, in turn, had a weaker feedback to its associated excitatory neu-
ron group, as compared to the rest of the graph. Every neuron was part of one such functional
group comprising both excitatory and inhibitory units. For all E-I co-clustered networks we
partitioned the network into 20 groups which contained 80 excitatory and 20 inhibitory neurons
each.
To control these structural features in a nuanced manner, we define the parameters WIE ≡
wIEin /w
IE
out, WEI ≡ (wEIin /wEIout)−1 and the corresponding ratios of the connections probabili-
ties RIE , REI analogously as in the previous section. Thus the subscript “in” always indi-
cates the weights (probabilities) of the connections to neurons in their own associated excita-
tory/inhibitory neuron group. Note that as they describe an inhibitory effect the parameters
WEI , REI are defined by an inverse in/out ratio. To modulate the co-clustered E-I network dy-
namics, we again varied these ratios while keeping the average connection probabilities (weights)
constant.
Networks with small world like connectivity
Networks with small world like connectivity between the excitatory neurons were constructed as
follows. Excitatory neurons were connected within a k-nearest neighbor ring with k = 40 with
probability pEEin , i.e., given the IDs i, j of two neurons they were connected with probability pEEin
if |i− j| ≤ 40, subject to periodic boundary conditions. The connection probability to neurons
outside this neighborhood was set to pEEout . Like in our previous models we kept the average
connectivity constant at pEE = 0.2, and controlled the structure of the network by varying the
ratio RSWEE ≡ pEEin /pEEout . While this construction may also be interpreted in terms of overlapping
clustering, we remark that it is effectively a variant of small world connectivity as introduced
by Watts and Strogatz [221].
6.2.3. Quantifying spatially localized activity
To evaluate the extent to which a network displays spatially localized activity, we have used the
following simple spike rate variability measure.
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Given a partition of the (excitatory) neurons into c clusters, we compute the average spiking
frequency f ti of the neurons in each cluster i ∈ {1, . . . , c} in windows of 100ms each. For each of
these time-windows we thus obtain a firing rate vector f t = [f t1, . . . , f tc ]T of which we compute the
standard deviation σt. These standard deviations are then averaged over the complete duration
of the simulation:
S = 1
T
T∑
t=1
σt, (6.4)
where T is the total number of 100 ms time-bins in the recording. From this we subtract an
average score 〈Sshuff〉, which we compute by assigning neurons into groups at random, keeping
the groups sizes identical to those in the original partition. We thus obtain the following spike
rate variability score:
Sˆ = S − 〈Sshuff〉. (6.5)
where the average 〈·〉 is taken here over 10 different random realizations of groups. Intuitively,
for a completely uniformly firing network Sˆ will be very low and will increase if the network
displays heterogeneous activity aligned with the partitions under investigation.
6.3. Spatially localized slow activity in LIF networks with clustered
excitatory connections
6.3.1. Creating spatially localized slow activity in LIF networks via clustering
We initially analysed clustered LIF networks as described in the previous section. Briefly, we
started with unclustered LIF networks with balanced excitatory and inhibitory inputs, such
that the resulting network displayed asynchronous activity (see Figure 6.2a). While maintain-
ing balanced inputs, we then created clustered networks by changing the connectivity patterns
through probabilistic re-wiring of excitatory neurons. Excitatory neurons were partitioned into
groups, within which the connection probability pEE was set to pEEin . Connections to excitatory
cells of different groups were established with probability pEEout < pEEin , while the average connec-
tivity was kept constant (see Background Materials and Methods section and Ref. [121]). By
modulating the ratio REE = pEEin /pEEout we were able to control the strength of the excitatory
clustering.
This re-wiring leads to a dynamics in which individual groups of neurons show transiently pro-
longed higher activity compared to the remainder of the network [121]. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.2A. Hereafter, we will refer to this effective introduction of a new time-scale in the net-
work dynamics as spatially localized, slow (SLS) activity. Visually, this SLS dynamics manifests
itself through bands of high activity in the raster plots, and can be statistically quantified (see
Background Materials and Methods).
Measuring statistics from the resulting network dynamics provides however only an a posteriori
assessment of these grouped firing fluctuations, while ideally we would like to make a priori
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Figure 6.2. | Network dynamics and eigenvalue spectra of uniform (left) and clustered (right) LIF networks. A
Visualisation of the network topologies (top) and exemplary raster plots (bottom). B Eigenvalue spectra of the
network weight matrices W . In the case of the clustered network a clear eigengap ∆λ separating the eigenvalues
is observed. As indicated by green arrows both matrices have two complex conjugate eigenvalues corresponding
to the global activation modes of the networks, which is damped (see text for details).
predictions about the resulting dynamical patterns solely from a given (observed) topology. We
address this issue in the following by studying different network topologies and deduce that the
spectrum of the network’s weight matrix and the associated dominant subspace provide a viable
link to understanding the dynamics a network can exhibit.
6.3.2. An eigenvalue gap in the spectrum can indicate SLS activity
As the full dynamics of LIF networks are notoriously difficult to analyse due to their inherent
non-linearities [35,36], an exact treatment of the dynamical evolution for an arbitrary clustered
topology is essentially intractable. However, applying concepts from linear systems and spectral
theory allows us to gain insight into the relation between structure and function. Two key
insights are needed. i) For symmetric, non-negative coupling matrices it can be shown that a
clustered, modular network structure will result in a gap in the spectrum of the graph [220,232],
i.e., the set of eigenvalues of the weight matrix, and moreover to a localization of the associated
eigenvectors on the modules of the network. Note however that other effects may also lead to
isolated eigenvalues [136]. ii) For linear systems a gap in the eigenvalue structure of the graph
will result in a separation of time-scales in the dynamical process [67, 135]. It is this intimate
relation between the modular structure, the eigenvalues (and associated eigenvectors) and the
dynamics which has been used in the conception of the stability method to discover modular
structures in a network (see previous chapters and [47,48,182]).
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Following this lead we examined the spectra of the weight matrices of unclustered and clustered
LIF networks. Figure 6.2B shows the analysis for two networks with 1600 excitatory and 400
inhibitory neurons with an unclustered and a clustered topology. In the unclustered case we
find an expected characteristic ellipsoidal (circular) distribution of the eigenvalues [165, 198].
Note that there is in general a radially dependent decreasing density of eigenvalues, caused by
differences in the variances of the inhibitory and excitatory elements, as well as their different
number [165]. For the particular examples shown, there is however only a very mild radial
dependence, and the density appears essentially homogeneous. One pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues is associated with the ‘global activation’ mode of the network (see following sections)
and lies left of the main bulk of the spectrum (green arrows in Figure 6.2B). In essence this is
a consequence of the fact that the network has to be kept stable, and we thus have a slightly
larger inhibitory input for each neuron.
In contrast to the unstructured network, we find a clear eigenvalue gap ∆λ, obtained by numer-
ically diagonalizing the weight matrices W , for the network with clustered excitatory neurons
(Figure 6.2B) which displays SLS activity. We remark that (in general) this should not nec-
essarily be expected a priori as the weight matrices are asymmetric and include both positive
(excitatory) and negative (inhibitory) values.
We therefore examined the relations between the clustering strength in the networks REE , the
SLS activity and the spectral gap further as shown in Figure 6.3. We used a simple spike-rate
variability metric that compares the variances of the firing frequencies of the different clusters
of excitatory neurons (see Materials and Methods for more information) to quantify the SLS
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Figure 6.3. | Relation between strength of observed SLS dynamics, imposed clustering REE and spectral gap
∆λ. A Spike-rate variability is plotted as a function of REE and ∆λ. Above a certain clustering threshold, SLS
activity emerges with increasing strength of REE , in line with the emergence of an eigenvalue gap ∆λ in the
weight matrix. Similar results are obtained when varying the network size, while keeping the number of nodes per
cluster fixed. B Spike-rate variability as a function of REE and ∆λ for a network of 2000 neurons and different
numbers of clusters. Here the network size is kept fixed and the size of the clusters is varied.
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dynamics. We find that for each combination of network and cluster size, there is a clearly
marked threshold above which the spike rate variability of the groups increased strongly. The
exact position of this threshold does not seem to follow a simple rule however. The spectral gap
provides a more consistent indicator of the onset of spatially localized activity, in particular it
appears to be independent of the network and cluster size (see Figure 6.3). Moreover the spectral
gap may be used as a criterion in scenarios when there is no obviously clustered network model
given, e.g., in the case where the ordering or the sizes of the groups are not known a priori.
6.4. Linear analysis and implications for LIF networks with clustered
excitatory connections
6.4.1. A stylized linear rate model for SLS activity with clustered excitatory
neurons
Motivated by the above findings, we proceeded to investigate how much of the observed dynamics
can be described by a stylized rate model. We thus considered a linear firing rate model with two
groups of clustered excitatory neurons, and a non-specific coupling to inhibitory neurons. We
abstracted this scenario in the form of a 3 node network as in Figure 6.4, in which each node is
supposed to represent a group of neurons. This reduced description allows us, as will be become
clear in the following, to identify the mechanism underpinning the onset of SLS activity, without
having to consider a plethora of statistical and technical detail. Indeed, the main conclusions
drawn can be extended easily more groups of clustered excitatory neurons, or cases in which
each neuron is modelled as a single node and we have a probabilistic wiring between the nodes
(see e.g. Ref. [135]).
Our simple firing rate model can be described by the following equations:
τ
dr
dt
= −r+Wr+ ξ = −(I −W )r+ ξ. (6.6)
Here r = (re1, re2, ri)T are the firing rates of the individual neuron groups, W describes the
synaptic connectivity weight matrix and ξ is an arbitrary (random) input from outside the
network. In the most general case, the firing rates are determined relative to some baseline
activity and as such may be positive or negative.
To model this simple clustered topology with two excitatory groups (Figure 6.4A), let us assume
W is of the form:
W =

s  −kw
 s −kw
w/2 w/2 −kw
 , (6.7)
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with s >  and w = (s + ), k ≥ 1. The first inequality guarantees that the cross-coupling
between the excitatory groups is weaker than the intra-group coupling and thus accounts for an
‘effective clustering’. The second inequality ensures a balanced network since there is at least the
same amount of inhibitory and excitatory input for each group (thus the system will be stable).
To understand the dynamical behaviour of this system, we evaluate the spectral properties of
the network coupling matrix W [67, 135]. As we are dealing with a non-normal system, the
eigenvectors may however not be orthogonal to each other and thus provide a misleading de-
scription of the dynamics [212]. We therefore consider a Schur decomposition of W which yields
an orthonormal basis of the system [135]. For normal matrices, a Schur decomposition is equal
to an eigenvalue decomposition. For non-normal matrices, however, the Schur decomposition
finds an orthogonal matrix U and an upper triangular matrix Q, such that W = UQUT . Q
contains the eigenvalues of W on the diagonal, and non-zero elements above the diagonal that
account for effective feedforward connections between the different firing modes [135].
An orthonormal basis for our minimal system is given by
u1 =
1√
3

1
1
1
 ,u2 =
√
2
3

0.5
0.5
−1
 ,u3 = 1√2

−1
1
0
 . (6.8)
Each of these orthonormal basis (Schur) vectors represents a pattern of relative firing rates of
the nodes, a particular activity mode. Observe that the first two modes correspond to an overall
mean firing pattern (u1) and a relative difference in firing between inhibitory and excitatory
neurons (u2). In contrast to the first two basis vectors, u3 describes an antagonistic, localized
activity on the excitatory neuron groups. The two excitatory nodes have opposite trends: when
the firing rate of one increases, the other decreases and vice versa. The inhibitory node remains
unaffected at a baseline firing rate. Note that this is exactly in line with the SLS behavior
observed in the LIF networks.
The associated upper triangular Schur form of the weight matrix W is:
Q =

−w+ wff 0
0 0
s− 
 , (6.9)
where w+ = w(k − 1) and wff = (k + 1/2)(w + ). Observe that, while the first two modes
are coupled to each other via an off-diagonal term in the Schur form (an effective feedforward
connection [135]), the switching behaviour in the linear model is completely independent of the
other system modes (third column).
The eigenvalues of matrix W are accordingly:
λ1 = −w+ λ2 = 0 λ3 = s− . (6.10)
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We highlight that λ3 > λ2 ≥ λ1. Including the leak term we see that the eigenvalues governing
the firing modes in our model (6.6) become η1 = −1 − w+, η2 = −1 and η3 = −1 + (s − ).
Thus, without external inputs the 3 firing modes will decay exponentially with time constants
τi = 1/(1 − λi). Random external inputs are able to trigger these individual firing modes and
will cause fluctuations between these patterns.
By increasing the clustering strength s − , the time-scale of the localized activity mode u3
can be made much slower while maintaining s −  < 1, such that the system is stable. As
discussed above, u3 is completely decoupled from the other activity modes and thus results in a
SLS activity in the spiking dynamics: if a noisy input breaks the symmetry between the firing
rates of the two excitatory neuron groups this effect will be transiently retained, the stronger
the clustering, the slower the transient decreases. This slowing down of the activity comes is
associated with a gap between the first eigenvalues and λ3, which increases with the difference
s− (the clustering strength) in agreement with our previous empirical observation in Figure 6.3.
Further, as we are interested in balanced networks, k ≈ 1 so w+ ≈ 0. In the linear setting,
it is easy to keep k exactly equal to 1, while in the nonlinear LIF model, a slight increase in
the inhibitory input may be required to avoid the system becoming unstable. This stability
requirement can result in the global mode (u1) being shifted away left of the origin.
Let us remark on a few interesting points elucidated from this model, which have testable
implications for LIF networks and lead to interesting arguments for real neuro-physiological
network structures.
First, observe that by extending the argument to large scale LIF networks it is clear that only
the difference between the effective intra- and inter-group coupling strengths is essential for the
observed slow activity. In the scenario described by Litwin-Kumar & Doiron [121] this is realized
by a probabilistic rewiring which is homogeneous inside groups, such that on average every cell
within a group receives a stronger coupling from its own group. The above analysis, however,
shows an equivalent way to attain such effects by keeping the topology uniformly connected but
instead changing the synaptic weights within groups to be stronger as compared to synaptic
couplings between groups. Numerical simulations validating this point for LIF networks are
shown in the next section.
Second, note that on a group level an organization with clustered excitatory neurons establishes
a Hebbian amplification regime for the switching firing patterns [135], i.e. the more stable the
pattern formation, the slower the dynamics of any banded activity. Thus, this mechanism cannot
lead to independent amplification of particular patterns without slowing down the network
dynamics. Hence, in this regime, a very fast switching between well-defined, stable patterns is
only achievable for strong input changes.
Third, while the shift in the eigenvalue is responsible for the slowing down in the dynamics,
the spatial pattern of the dynamics is manifested in a localization of the basis vectors on the
respective groups of neurons – we will see numerically that this is indeed underlying the spatial
localization in LIF networks in the next section as well.
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Figure 6.4. | SLS activity: implications from rate models. A Schematic of stylized model of a clustered network
(left) and illustration of a corresponding LIF network (right). B Clustering excitatory neurons by increasing
synaptic strength. Spike-rate variability as a function of WEE (left) and ∆λ (right). Note that the connection
probability is constant throughout (REE = 1). C First principal angle between dominant subspace of the weight
matrix and principal components of the spiking dynamics. With increased clustering (REE orWEE), the dynamics
become more and more aligned with the dominant subspace of the weight matrix W . D,E Plot of representative
basis vectors corresponding to eigenvalues that are separated from (D) and within (E) the bulk. The vectors were
selected randomly while ensuring the associated eigenvalue were real. The alternate shading of gray and white
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results in SLS activity as observed in the rastergrams. E Orthogonal basis vector associated to an eigenvalue
from within the bulk.
Finally, it should be noted that inhibitory neurons only play a balancing role in this mechanism
and keep the network stable, but are not involved in the switching behaviour between the
localized firing patterns. We will point out a mechanism in which the inhibitory neurons are
involved more centrally in section 6.5.
6.4.2. Checking predictions from the linear model in clustered LIF networks
Inspired by our linear analysis, we continued to investigate how the results obtained translate
to the nonlinear LIF networks. In particular, the equivalence between probabilistic rewiring
and using synaptic strength differences to cluster neural networks is of interest here, as it has
potential ramifications related to learning and synaptic plasticity: one may argue that changing
the weight structure instead of the actual wiring would allow for a more cost-effective adaptation
in order to stochastically encode different firing patterns.
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To assess this issue we conducted numerical simulations analogously to those using the proba-
bilistic rewiring scheme. Now the connection probability between excitatory neurons was kept
uniform. However, excitatory neurons belonging to the same predefined groups were clustered
by having larger synaptic weights within their groups, while keeping the average weight constant
(see Background Material and Methods). The ratio WEE = wEEin /wEEout was varied to examine
how the dynamics changed with increased clustering, where wEEin refers to the weight of a synap-
tic connection for neurons within the same group and wEEout refers to the synaptic weight of a
connection between groups. We observe, as predicted by the rate model, that both probabilistic
rewiring and changing the weights within a particular group of nodes has indeed the same effect
in terms of the dynamics, although it appears that there is a greater sensitivity to changing the
weights (Figure 6.4B). As expected, we again see that a spectral gap is related to the emergence
of the SLS activity (Figure 6.4B).
We further investigated how well the patterns of the SLS activity are aligned with the firing
modes corresponding to the dominant subspace spanned by the basis vectors of the weight
matrix and thus may be inferred from the spectral properties of the weight matrix alone. To
this end we performed a principal component analysis of the firing rates of the LIF network to
obtain the top c dominant activation patterns p1, . . . ,pc, where c corresponds to the number
of embedded groups in the network. We calculated the firing rate of every neuron in 250 ms
bins, thus effectively reducing the raster to a NE × T firing rate matrix on which the principal
component analysis was performed. Here N is the number of excitatory neurons, T is the total
number of time bins and the firing rate was simply calculated by diving the number of spikes in
each bin by 250 ms.
We then examined how well these dominant patterns {pi} could be explained from the c basis
vectors {u1, . . . ,uc} spanning the dominant subspace of the weight matrix W by measuring the
first principal angle between these two sets of vectors. More precisely, we numerically computed
the Schur decomposition of the weight matrix W and kept the c dominant orthonormal basis
vectors {ui} associated with the highest eigenvalues (in terms of magnitude). We then computed
the first principal (or canonical) angle θ between the subspaces spanned by these two sets of
vectors P = span{pi} and U = span{ui} [75, 205]. Here the first principal angle is defined as
(0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2):
cos(θ) = max
{
uTp
‖u‖‖p‖
∣∣∣∣∣u ∈ U p ∈ P
}
, (6.11)
Technically the principal angles measure how aligned the subspaces spanned by these two sets of
vectors are, i.e. in how far the space of dominant firing patterns are aligned with the dominant
subspace of the weight matrix W . The smaller each angle, the closer the alignment. These
measurements thus give us a handle on assessing how well the observed dynamics can already
be predicted from the weight matrix and its corresponding dominant subspace.
To illustrate that the dominant basis vectors are indeed spanning a subspace that is spatially
localized on the embedded groups in the network, we show a typical basis vector (in this case
associated with a real eigenvalue), corresponding to one of the dominant, separated eigenvalues
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in Figure 6.4D. As expected the values vary coherently according to the embedded grouping in
the excitatory neurons, such that all neurons within a particular group are driven in essentially
the same fashion – thus resulting in a grouped dynamics. This is in contrast with a basis vector
from the bulk of the spectrum which shows no apparent localization on any group of neurons (see
Figure 6.4E). We remark that in both cases there is no localization on the inhibitory neurons
as well, in line with our analysis.
6.5. Beyond clustering excitatory neurons: alternative mechanisms
to create SLS activity
6.5.1. An excitatory to inhibitory feedback loops leads to SLS dynamics involving
both neuron types
As demonstrated, a stylized linear rate model can provide valuable insights into possible mech-
anisms underpinning SLS activity of networks with clustered excitatory neurons. The crucial
point is the separation of time-scales facilitated by the splitting of eigenvalues in the spectrum
of the synaptic weight matrix and the corresponding localization of the associated dominant
subspace. From a theoretical standpoint, a separation of eigenvalues can however be introduced
by entirely different structured synaptic couplings, too. We illustrate this by highlighting a cou-
pling scheme that yields phenomenologically similar results in terms of the network dynamics,
yet does not have any clustered coupling among the excitatory neurons. Instead the mechanism
relies on functional connectivity involving the connections between inhibitory and excitatory
neurons only. As a consequence, the inhibitory neurons play an integral role in generating the
observed spatio-temporal dynamics as well as displaying SLS activity, too, aligned with the
excitatory patterns.
Let us consider once more a stylized firing rate model, now with 4 nodes representing groups
of neurons, 2 excitatory and 2 inhibitory, as depicted in Figure 6.5A. Both the excitatory-
to-excitatory and the inhibitory-to-inhibitory synaptic weights in the network are unspecific,
hence there are no clustered groups in the network. The mechanism we propose here relies
on a feedback loop structure involving both excitatory and inhibitory neurons: each group of
excitatory neurons activates an associated group of inhibitory neurons stronger than the rest
of the inhibitory neuron population; this associated group of inhibitory neurons in turn feeds
back weaker to its associated group of excitatory neurons compared to the rest of the excitatory
neurons in the network. Thus the effective functional circuitry consists of both excitatory and
inhibitory neurons, embedded in a feedback loop.
We define the firing rate vector now as r = (re1, re2, ri1, ri2)T . The synaptic coupling matrix for
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such a system may then be described by:
W =

w w −k −ks
w w −ks −k
s  −kw −kw
 s −kw −kw
 , (6.12)
where w = (s + )/2, s > , and k ≥ 1. Using again a Schur decomposition we obtain the
following Schur form
Q =

−w+ wff
0 √
k(s− ) wff,2
−√k(s− )
 , (6.13)
where w+ = (k − 1)(s + ), wff = (k + 1)(s + ), and wff,2 = (k − 1)( − s). In the associated
orthonormal basis, the first two firing patterns moderating the system’s dynamics
u1 =
1
2

1
1
1
1
 ,u2 =
1
2

1
1
−1
−1
 (6.14)
are again the global “sum” and “difference” modes given by u1 and u2, which interact via a
balanced amplification mechanism with gain wff [135]. However, there are also two localized
modes u3 and u4 that can create slow activity:
u3 =
1√
2k + 2

√
k
−√k
1
−1
 ,u4 =
1√
2k + 2

1
−1
−√k√
k
 . (6.15)
The mode given by u3 will influence the system’s dynamics strongest as it is associated to
the largest eigenvalue (see diagonal of Q matrix). This mode separates the nodes into the
2 functional groups (comprising one excitatory and one inhibitory node each) such that their
firing rates vary inversely in a similar way as seen previously in the E-E clustered network. There
is also an “anti-correlated” localized activity mode in which excitatory neurons act in synchrony
with the opposite, not-associated inhibitory neurons. However, this mode is bounded away of
the remaining eigenvalues in the negative direction and as such decays quicker. We remark that
this analysis can once again be extended to cases with more groups and/or stochastic coupling
between groups (for related arguments see supplementary material of Ref. [135]). Note further
that if the leak term is considered, all eigenvalues are subtracted by one and hence the largest
eigenvalue (−1 + √k(s − )) becomes negative provided that √k(s − ) < 1, which shows the
system is stable.
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Figure 6.5. | SLS activity resulting from an excitatory to inhibitory feedback loop. A Schematic of a simplistic
network model with an excitatory to inhibitory feedback loop (left) and illustration of LIF network with co-
clustered feedback mechanism between neuron types (right). B Raster plot of co-clustered LIF network with EI
feedback. The shown plot corresponds to the case WEI = WIE = 3.6. Both excitatory and inhibitory neurons
exhibit a SLS dynamics. C Associated spectrum of the weight matrix of the EI network. Note there is a spectral
gap both on the left and right hand side of the bulk of the spectrum. D Spike-rate variability (top) as a function
of WEI = WIE (left) and ∆λ (right); see text for further details. E First principal subspace angle between the
principal firing patterns and the dominant subspace of the weight matrix W .
Thus, this co-clustered connectivity scheme provides us with an entirely different mechanism
to generate SLS activity. In the next section we will see that this scheme in fact also works
in LIF networks, which once more has potential ramifications for real networks. As normally
there are less inhibitory neurons than excitatory neurons present, adapting the corresponding
weights according to the outlined co-clustering scheme might be more cost effective compared to
creating clustered groups of neurons as outlined above. Furthermore there is a clear functional
difference compared to the clustered scheme in that inhibitory neurons are now an integral part
of the mechanism.
6.5.2. Spatially localized activity in LIF networks with an excitatory to inhibitory
feedback loop
We implemented a LIF network with a topology as discussed in the previous section. As can be
seen in Figure 6.5A-B, we indeed find that the network displays SLS activity. Note in particular
that associated excitatory and inhibitory neurons act indeed in unison as one functional circuit
and display synchronous firing behaviour. For the examples shown in Figure 6.5 we kept REI =
RIE = 2. To asses the influence of the E-I co-clustering we then simultaneously varied the
weight ratios WIE ,WEI between 1 and 5, i.e., we always kept WIE = WEI .
As mentioned beforehand, in contrast to the E-E clustered scenario, there are no apparent
densely coupled groups in this network topology. Nevertheless, our spectral criteria are able to
indicate that the network is prone to display SLS activity. Note in particular that there are now
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two separated groups of eigenvalues as Figure 6.5C shows. The eigenvalues bounded away in the
positive direction from the spectrum correspond to placing the neurons in the ‘correct’ circuits,
where excitatory neurons are grouped together with their associated inhibitory neurons. The
group of eigenvalues bounded away in the negative direction corresponds to ‘anti-correlated’
firing states, in line with our previous analysis.
We again examined the relations between the strength of the imposed circuitry, the eigenvalue
structure and the amount of localized activity we observed (see Background Material and Meth-
ods). The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6.5D. The spike rate variability scores
are here computed using the groups containing both inhibitory and excitatory neurons, as the
inhibitory neurons are an integral part of the firing pattern, too. Like for the clustered network,
we calculated the first principal angle between the firing rate patterns and the dominant sub-
space of the weight matrix and find that this dominant space is indeed closely aligned with the
firing pattern (Figure 6.5E).
6.5.3. Further mechanisms to induce spatially localized slow activity in LIF
networks
Following the intuition gained from analysing the linear rate models, we would predict that
there are further types of structural organizations which lead to an emergence of SLS activity in
LIF networks and are characterized by a gap in their eigenvalue spectrum. More generally, one
could conjecture that any (low rank) perturbation of the weight matrix of an otherwise balanced
network that can lead to a separation of eigenvalues might be a valid candidate for a mechanism
leading to a slow activity component in the neural dynamics. A few network architectures
that fall in this category are worth highlighting, as they may have particular relevance in a
neuroscientific context.
One noteworthy example is the broad class of small world like networks [221]. It is well known
that these small world networks have special spectral properties that have important implications
for dynamical processes, such as synchronization [17]. Importantly, a small world organization
has been observed in many structural and functional neurophysiological networks in the litera-
ture [33]. As Figure 6.6A shows, small world like networks can indeed display spatially localized
activity, which is in line with our argument above: a small world network as constructed here
(see Background Material and Methods) can effectively be seen again as a random graph to
which a (probabilistic) structured component has been added – in the case of small worlds this
structured component is a ring lattice. Note that in this paradigm, the neural groups that show
banded activity are not as distinct as previously seen which can be explained by the fact that
small world networks have their connectivity based on nearest neighbor rules without hard bor-
ders on groupings. This lack of a hard boundary appears also to be reflected in the eigenvalue
structure of the matrix (Figure 6.6A). The example shown in Figure 6.6A-B corresponds to a
setting of RSWEE = 3.6 (see Background Material and Methods).
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Figure 6.6. | Additional network topologies that can exhibit SLS activity. A Small world network schematic
shown (left) with the resulting raster plot for a LIF network simulation (right). SLS activity is observed; however,
with less distinct boundaries. B Spectrum of the weight matrix of the small world network that shows some
eigenvalues extending to the right of the dense ellipse to have a small eigenvalue gap. C Hierarchically modular
network schematic shown (left) with the resulting raster plot for a LIF network simulation (right). SLS activity is
observed at two levels corresponding to the imposed structure, the large group and the two inner subgroups (see
inset). D The spectrum of the weight matrix of the hierarchical network shows two eigenvalue gaps corresponding
to the two slow time-scales the network can support.
It is moreover possible to have hierarchical, modular arrangements of the wiring mechanisms
discussed so far, which allows for a plenitude of combinatorial arrangements. This can yield
effectively to the introduction of multiple different time-scales of spatially localized activity,
depending on the number of hierarchical layers. An illustrative example is shown in Figure
6.6C-D for the dynamics of a LIF network with a two level hierarchy of clustered excitatory
neurons. The network here corresponds to a setting of RtopEE = 1.45 and RsubEE = 3.7. In addition
we increased the weights within the subgroups minimally to 0.0163. All other connections
remained unaltered (see Background Material and Methods).
We note that, instead of choosing a hierarchical arrangement of the same functional mechanism
(clustered excitatory neurons), one could use a combination of different ‘functional circuits’ on
the individual layers. As real neural networks indeed display multiple layers of hierarchical
organization [9, 128,180], understanding such schemes is arguably of great importance.
Another category of networks that has attracted tremendous interest in recent years are so called
scale-free networks [16]. These networks are characterized by a fat tailed degree distribution,
a fact that has been observed empirically for a variety of networks. As shown for undirected
random graphs the spectrum of scale-free networks may have a spectral gap, due to the presence
of hubs with extremely large degrees [136]. However the associated eigenvectors are usually
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extremely localized around the hubs, and as such may not be able to trigger consistent patterns
of localized activity across a group of nodes anywhere else in the network. In the experiments we
conducted with LIF networks, we did not observe any SLS dynamics; in particular the networks
were prone to becoming unstable when hubs of very large degree were introduced to the network.
6.6. Discussion
Answering the long-standing question of how the wiring of neural circuits governs neural dy-
namics is a key step in trying to understand cortical computations. With rapid technological
advances in neuronal monitoring and connectomics, neuroscience is getting closer to under-
standing the link between structure and function. Here, we showed how knowledge of neuronal
circuitry can enable predictions about the dynamics a network can support.
In particular, we focused on LIF networks exhibiting spatially localized slow (SLS) dynamics
at a population level where groups of (clustered) neurons show simultaneous increase in firing
rates and synchrony. We found that the presence of this second slower time-scale in neuronal
network dynamics is reflected in the spectrum of the synaptic weight matrix: a separation of
the eigenvalues in the spectrum, in line with a localization of the associated dominant subspace
of the weight matrix on groups of neurons is a key indicator for multiple dynamical time-scales
in the network. In line with this observation, multiple gaps in the eigenvalue spectrum can be
indicative of further time-scales present in the network dynamics (see Figure 6.6).
The onset of SLS dynamics can be achieved by shaping the network structure in several ways,
all of which involve a separation of eigenvalues and a localization of the associated basis vectors.
We studied first the case where excitatory neurons are clustered by having a larger connection
probability within well defined groups [121]. Here we observed that an increase in clustering,
which is coupled to the emergence of an eigenvalue gap, is aligned with the propensity of the
network to display a SLS dynamics.
We sought to further understand the observed eigenvalue gap analytically, by considering a
stylized firing-rate model, in which we could determine how the separated eigenvalues of the
weight matrix correspond to firing modes localized on groups of neurons. Driven by noisy
inputs, which break the symmetry between these different modes of activity, the LIF networks
are thus prone to switch between different firing patterns stochastically, resulting in an activation
of different groups of neurons over time. Moreover, we could deduce from our model and confirm
by simulations that changing the connection probability and changing the synaptic strengths in
a clustered fashion yields essentially the same effect. This shows that the spectral properties of
the network, rather than the probabilistic rewiring per se are driving the SLS activity in the
network.
Within the context of clustered excitatory connections, inhibitory LIF neurons have only a
balancing role in the network, while experimental studies have revealed a vast diversity of in-
terneuron subtypes that play key roles in computation [97]. We thus investigated mechanisms
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in which inhibitory neurons have an active functional role in generating SLS dynamics. We
demonstrated both analytically, in a stylized setting, and via numerical simulations of LIF net-
work how such functional circuits can be constructed with the help of a feedback loop between
excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Importantly, using this mechanism the inhibitory neurons
themselves exhibit a SLS dynamics.
We finally showcased how other network topologies of neuroscientific importance such as small
world networks may be able to support SLS dynamics, too. In this context hierarchically modular
LIF networks were shown to be capable of exhibiting slow dynamics at multiple time-scales
associated with multiple eigenvalue gaps in the graph spectrum.
As our work highlights, observing neuronal dynamics may not be sufficient to understand neural
computation in detail as different network topologies can yield effectively the same dynamics.
Vice versa, knowledge of the network structure (connectomics) will not be sufficient to predict
the dynamics a network circuit will display, but may give valuable clues and constraints on the
firing patterns the network can support.
Let us note that further wiring mechanisms that we did not discuss explicitly would be interesting
to investigate further and may also yield SLS activity. Inhibitory neurons that inhibit other
inhibitory neurons, so-called disinhibition patterns [97,117,157,158,227], provide an interesting
example in this respect. A different avenue might be provided by so-called balanced amplification
mechanisms [135], which could potentially also be used for creating grouped activity, yet without
an introduction of an associated slow time-scale.
We finally emphasize that in order to get a full picture on the relations between structure and
dynamical network properties, many other factors not considered here will be of interest, such as
the distribution of inputs, the precise location of synapses on the post-synaptic neuron, and the
plasticity rules that governs how the network evolves over time. Moreover, as multiple wiring
patterns can yield similar dynamics, it would be interesting to investigate which variant is the
most economical (e.g., in terms of wiring costs) or provides the most robust behaviour. All this
needs to be eventually linked to experimental findings to make significant steps in the journey
of bridging the gap between neuronal structure, dynamics, and ultimately function.
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7. Applying dynamical network analysis to
neuro-physiological data
In this chapter we discuss an application of the stability framework to the analysis of neuro-
physiological data.
Current neuronal monitoring techniques, such as calcium imaging and multi-electrode arrays,
enable the recording of activity from hundreds of neurons simultaneously. Of primary importance
for systems neuroscience is the identification of cell assemblies, i.e., groups of neurons that
cooperate in some form within populations. To address these issues we introduce here a simple,
integrated framework for the detection of cell assemblies directly from spiking data without
a priori assumptions about the size or number of groups present. We define a biophysically-
inspired measure to extract a directed functional connectivity matrix between both excitatory
and inhibitory neurons based on their spiking history. The resulting network representation is
analyzed using the stability framework, to reveal groups of neurons significantly related in the
recorded time-series at different scales. We assess the performance of this method using synthetic
spike-trains, and we test it on simulated data from leaky-integrate-and-fire networks, where we
observe that the detected spike-train communities correlate well with structural features of the
underlying networks. We then apply the method to experimental data from retinal ganglion
cells of mouse and salamander, in which we identify groups of cells that correspond to known
functional cell types, and to hippocampal recordings from rats exploring a linear track, where
we detect place cells with high fidelity.
7.1. Introduction
As capabilities for parallel recordings from large neuronal populations continue to improve [6,37,
52], neuroscientists are now able to probe neural population encoding in ever more detail. These
experimental advances allow the study of the intricate links between topology and dynamics of
neural interactions, which underpin the functional relationships within neural populations. One
such example is the activity of cell assemblies. The problem is to identify groups of neurons
(termed cell assemblies) within a large number of simultaneously recorded neurons, where due to
functional cooperativity each cell in an assembly is more similar in its temporal firing behavior
to members of its own group than to members of other groups. Such strongly intertwined
activity patterns are believed to underpin a wide range of cognitive functions [38, 82, 84]. For
instance, each cell assembly could correspond to a functionally identified cell type (e.g., ON/OFF
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cells, transient or sustained neurons), or to a group of simultaneously active cells (e.g., layer 4
neurons triggering a set of neurons in layer 2/3 a few milliseconds later). However, the reliable
identification of cell assemblies remains challenging.
In the following we introduce a technique for clustering multivariate spiking data, which is
based on two steps: the definition of a simple biophysically-inspired similarity measure obtained
from the observed spiking dynamics, followed by its analysis using the stability framework for
multiscale community detection in weighted, directed graphs. A variety of clustering techniques
have been introduced to detect spike-train groups to date, and have shown promising results in
particular settings [1,2,56,57,68,87,115,122,123,156,163]. In contrast to these techniques, our
methodology provides an integrated dynamics-based framework, in which both the similarity
measure and the community detection method are geared towards incorporating key features
of neural network dynamics. The framework is purposely designed to be simple, yet capture a
breadth of features not present concurrently in other methods.
Our similarity measure evaluates the association between neuron pairs based on their spiking his-
tory and integrates three features that are key for a network-based analysis of neuro-physiological
data: (i) an intuitive biophysical picture, allowing a simple interpretation of the computed asso-
ciations; (ii) a measure that is directed in time, hence asymmetric in the sense that spike-time
dependent information is retained (e.g., neuron A precedes neuron B when firing an action
potential); (iii) excitatory and inhibitory interactions are both included yet treated differently,
inspired by their distinct effects on post-synaptic cells (EPSPs and IPSPs, respectively).
The detected pair-wise dynamic associations are interpreted as an induced functional network,
which is used to cluster neurons using the stability framework. The use of stability here allows
us to analyze directed networks and search for cell assemblies at all levels of granularity, from
fine to coarse levels of resolution, extracting relevant, possibly hierarchical groupings in spike
trains without prior knowledge. In the following, we present our methodology and evaluate it on
a series of examples, including synthetic spike-trains, leaky-integrate-and-fire network models,
as well as experimental data from retinal ganglion cells and hippocampal pyramidal neurons.
7.2. Materials and Methods
Most existing methods to detect groups in spike-train neuronal population data are based on the
following generic paradigm [56,57,87,122]. First, a metric is defined to quantify the relationship
between all neuron pairs leading to a N × N association matrix, where N is the number of
observed neurons. We call this the functional connectivity matrix (FCM) hereafter. Every (i, j)
entry in this matrix is a non-negative number that indicates how similar the spike trains of
neurons i and j are over the observed time. Second, the FCM is clustered (i.e., partitioned into
different groups) using any of the numerous clustering techniques available [4, 60,137].
Here we introduce a simple framework that addresses both of these steps in a consistent and in-
tegrated manner, focusing on the dynamical relations between neurons: a new directed (‘causal’)
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Excitatory Coupling
("EPSP")
Inhibitory Coupling
("inverted EPSP")
A
B
Figure 7.1. | Biophysically-inspired measure of spike-train similarity leading to functional coupling
between neurons. Quantification of the coupling induced by: A excitatory neuron A on neuron B and B
inhibitory neuron A on neuron B.
biophysically-inspired measure is introduced to calculate the FCM, which is then analyzed using
stability to cluster the neuronal population into different partitions of cell assemblies at multiple
scales.
7.2.1. Biophysically-inspired causal measure of spike-train similarity
A plethora of metrics exists to describe the relationship between two signals, ranging from
generic measures, such as cosine similarity and Pearson or Spearman correlation coefficients,
to specialized measures designed for spike-train analysis [57, 103, 126, 149, 185, 214, 218, 219].
Although these methods can be well suited in particular contexts, they implement at most
partially three key aspects for a network-driven analysis of neuronal recordings. First, most
current metrics are based on statistical arguments lacking a simple biophysical interpretation
that would allow the use of relevant biophysical characteristics of neuronal dynamics. Second,
most commonly used measures are distance metrics, i.e., symmetric by construction, and thus
neglect spike-timing information contained in the ordering of events. Finally, to the best of
our knowledge, all measures ignore whether the neurons under consideration are excitatory or
inhibitory. While an even finer characterization of neuronal subtypes could be of further interest,
the distinction between excitatory and inhibitory neurons underpins fundamental balances in
neuronal network dynamics and should be reflected in the analysis of data. Here, we propose
a similarity measure that incorporates these three ingredients in a simple, intuitive form (see
Figure 7.1).
Consider first an excitatory neuron A connected to neuron B. The action potentials of A induce
excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in neuron B, increasing the likelihood of neuron B
firing. These EPSPs can be, to a first approximation, modeled by an exponentially decaying
time profile
ξexc(t) = e−t/τ (7.1)
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with synaptic time constant τ . Since detailed information about synaptic weights and membrane
potentials is unavailable in neuronal population experiments, we adopt a simple strategy to
compute the coupling strength SAB from the observed spiking data. The general idea is that for
each spiking event of neuron B (at time tBi ), we propagate a ‘virtual’ EPSP from the immediately
preceding spike of neuron A (at time tAi ). We then compute all such contributions that neuron
A would have made to the membrane potential of neuron B at each of its spikes, and sum them
appropriately discounting spurious effects (see Figure 7.1A).
More precisely, we obtain the functional connectivity from neuron A to neuron B as follows:
(i) Define the signal fA(t) that reflects the (virtual) influence of neuron A onto a potential firing
event at any other neuron taking place at time t:
fA(t) = ξexc(t− tAlast) = e−(t−t
A
last)/τ , (7.2)
where tAlast = maxi(tAi |tAi ≤ t), i = 1, . . . , NA, is the time of the last preceding spike of neuron A
(if there is no such spike we set tAlast = −∞).
(ii) It then follows that all contributions from neuron A to B can be written as the sum∑NB
i=1 fA(tBi ). To discount spurious correlation effects, we center and normalize the signal fA(t)
first, such that it has zero mean and peak amplitude one (Figure 7.1A), before summing over
all contributions to get the effective coupling:
FAB =
1
NAB
∑NB
i=1
(
fA(tBi )− 〈fA〉
)
1− 〈fA〉 , (7.3)
where 〈fA〉 = 1T
∫ T
0 fA(t)dt ≤ 1 is the mean over the recorded time, and we have additionally
divided by NAB = max(NA, NB) to guarantee that the maximal coupling FAB (between two
identically firing neurons) is normalized to 1. The coupling between neuron A and B is then
defined as the thresholded value:
SAB = max(FAB, 0). (7.4)
From this definition, it follows that if an action potential from neuron A is always closely
followed by a spike from neuron B, this will correspond to a strong coupling SAB between these
neurons. Note that, in addition to being biophysically inspired, the defined measure (7.4) is
non-symmetric (SAB 6= SBA).
The coupling strength from an inhibitory neuron onto another neuron is obtained following a
similar approach (see Figure 7.1B), yet recognizing that inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (IP-
SPs) decrease the likelihood of firing. To reflect this influence, we adopt an ‘inverted’ exponential
profile
ξinh(t) = 1− e−t/τ , (7.5)
truncated when it reaches 99% of its steady state value (Figure 7.1B). Hence, if neuron B always
fires shortly after the firing of the inhibitory neuron A, it will accumulate a negative dependence
from which we deduce that there is no significant inhibitory functional relation between these
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neurons.
The time scale τ is a parameter inspired by synaptic time constants, and can thus be adapted
to reflect prior information about the recorded neurons. Although more sophisticated schemes
to estimate or tune this parameter are certainly possible (e.g., choosing a different τexc for
excitatory and τ inh for inhibitory neurons), we have chosen the simplest approach here and
have set τexc = τ inh = τ throughout this paper. The method is robust to the choice of τ : we
have chosen τ = 5 ms for the experimental data and τ = 3 ms for the LIF simulation data, but
the results do not change fundamentally for values of τ in that range.
The main aim of our measure is simplicity, flexibility and generality, while retaining the key
biophysical features outlined above. Because of its generality, highly specialized measures of
spike-train associations could be tuned to outperform our simple measure for particular exam-
ples. However, it is often unknown beforehand what features of the data are of importance for
the analysis. Hence having a flexible measure allows for a broad search for structure in recorded
data. Once a hypothesis is formed, or particular aspects need to be investigated in more detail,
more specialized association metrics could be used in conjunction with our community detection
algorithm.
7.2.2. Using stability for cell asssembly detection at all scales
The directed network induced from the FCM is analyzed using the (Markov) stability method
based on continuous-time normalised Laplacian dynamics. Note that as the obtained network
is directed we make use of the directed variant of stability as discussed in section 3.1.4. To
guarantee an ergodic dynamics we set the ‘teleportation’ term to the commonly adopted value
λ = 0.85 [30, 107, 108] (see section 3.1.4 for full details). We remark that although we include
the possibility of teleportation here for full generality, most of the networks in this chapter are
in fact strongly connected, and the introduction of teleportation is not necessary.
7.2.3. Synthetic spiking data
To assess the capabilities of the framework, we generated synthetic spiking datasets with real-
istic statistical properties resembling those observed in experiments, yet with added temporal
structure.
Synthetic data with embedded and hierarchical cell assemblies
Surrogate spike-train data were created from groups of units of variable sizes. Each group Gi
was assigned a firing rate (fi) and a level of jitter (Ji). The firing times of each group were
drawn from a uniform distribution according to the specified firing frequency fi, and the firing
times for each unit were chosen from a uniform distribution with a range ±Ji around the group
firing time. To account for refractory periods, we resampled if the resulting spike time conflicted
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with the refractory period of the unit. We used a similar scheme to generate synthetic spiking
data with a hierarchical structure, but in this case each group was divided into two subgroups
that fired together every second time.
Synthetic data with feedforward-like firing patterns
Synthetic spiking patterns that emulate the activity of feedforward networks were created from
groups that are made to spike together within a jitter window of ±1 ms. The groups are set to
spike sequentially with a delay of δ = 5 ms and a repetition period of ∆ = 20.5 ms.
7.2.4. Simulated data from Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire Networks
We applied our algorithm to more realistic spiking computational datasets obtained by sim-
ulating neuronal networks of excitatory and inhibitory Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neu-
rons [69,91,102].
We constructed three different types of LIF networks (E-E clustered, E-E hierarchical and E-I
co-clustered) as discussed in the previous chapter, which all display a form of grouped activity.
These groups may be readily interpreted as cell assemblies and the chosen LIF networks pro-
vide thus an ideal testbed to test our algorithm further. Simulations were performed exactly
as outlined in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, the parameter settings of the individual networks are
summarized in table 7.1.
Probabilities
pII pIE pEI pEE pEEsub p
EE
sub,sub p
EI
sub p
IE
sub
E-E custered 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.167 0.5 — — —
E-E hierarchical 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.15 0.3 0.99 — —
E-I co-clustered 0.5 0.454 0.526 0.2 — — 0.263 0.90
Weights
wII wIE wEI wEE wEEsub w
EE
sub,sub w
EI
sub w
IE
sub
E-E clustered −0.04 0.01 −0.025 0.012 0.0144 — — —
E-E hierarchical −0.04 0.01 −0.03 0.012 0.012 0.014 — —
E-I clustered −0.04 0.0086 −0.032 0.0155 — — −0.0123 0.0224
Table 7.1. | Parameters for the simulated LIF networks. Connection probabilities (pXY ) and weights
(wXY ) between different unit types: excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I), e.g., pEI is the connection probability
from inhibitory to excitatory units. For the clustered networks, the average E-E connection probability was kept
constant at 0.2. For a schematic representation of the wiring diagrams, see Fig. 6.1 in section 6.2.2.
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7.2.5. Experimental data
Retinal Ganglion Cell recordings from mouse and salamander
These datasets were kindly provided by the lab of Markus Meister. Multielectrode recordings
were performed as described previously [130], following protocols approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at Harvard University and at the California Institute of Tech-
nology. Dark-adapted retina isolated from a larval tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum)
or adult mouse (Mus musculus; C57BL/6) was placed on a flat array of 61 extracellular elec-
trodes with the ganglion cell side down. The salamander retina was superfused with oxygenated
Ringer’s medium (in mM: NaCl, 110; NaHCO3, 22; KCl, 2.5; MgCl2, 1.6; CaCl2, 1; and D-
glucose, 10; equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 gas) at room temperature. The mouse
retina was perfused with oxygenated Ame’s medium (Sigma-Aldrich; A1420) at 37◦C.
Recordings were made with a custom-made amplifier and sampled at 10 kHz. Spike sorting was
performed oﬄine by analyzing the shape of action potentials on different electrodes [74, 162].
The spike-triggered averages (STAs) and receptive fields of the salamander retinal ganglion cells
(RGCs) were determined by reverse correlation to a checkerboard stimulus flickering with inten-
sities drawn from a normal distribution. Singular-value decomposition of the spatio-temporal
receptive field allowed the extraction of the temporal filter of every RGC receptive field [74].
Hippocampal CA1 and CA3 recordings from rats under a spatio-temporal task
We analyzed spike trains obtained by [49] from hippocampal neurons of rats moving along a
linear track implanted with silicon probe electrodes along CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cell layers
in left dorsal hippocampus.
7.3. Results
7.3.1. Assessing the algorithm with synthetic datasets
We first tested our method on synthetic spike-train datasets to evaluate its performance and to
showcase its distinct capabilities compared to other methodologies.
Analysis of synthetic data with embedded cell-assemblies
As a first illustration, Figure 7.2 shows the application of our method to a synthetic spike
dataset with inherent group structure (see Materials and Methods). A population of 800 units
was divided into 7 differently sized groups comprising 75 to 200 units. The average spiking
frequency for all groups was 12 Hz with ±20 ms jitter around the uniformly chosen firing times
within the total length of 4 s.
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Figure 7.2. | Stability analysis of a synthetic data set. A Unsorted raster plot of a population of 800
spike-trains obtained from 7 groups of different sizes. Each ‘cell assembly’ fires at different times with varying
amounts of jitter. B FCM from the unsorted spike train rastergram, followed by the Markov Stability plot and
the FCM reordered according to the partition into 7 groups obtained by the algorithm. Note the long plateau
(blue shaded) around Markov time tM = 1 with V I = 0, indicating the presence of a robust partition with 7
groups. At later Markov times, the algorithm detects other robust coarser partitions corresponding to aggregates
of the seven groups with similar firing patterns. C Color-coded raster plot reordered according to the partition
obtained in B.
The top raster displays the data prior to clustering, followed by the functional connectivity
matrix (FCM) calculated from the spike trains, the Markov Stability analysis leading to the
identification of a robust seven-community cluster, and the FCM and raster plot reordered
according to the cluster identified by our algorithm. The detected clustering into 7 groups
corresponds to an extended plateau in Markov time (from tM = 0.68 to tM = 3.47) with
V I = 0, in which all the neurons were correctly clustered. Note that the algorithm detects other
partitions with relatively long plateaux in Markov time, although their variation of information
is non-zero. In particular, a relatively robust partition into 3 clusters between tM = 8.21 and
tM = 25.12 is detected corresponding to a coarser grouping of the seven groups embedded in
our data.
To assess the performance and robustness of the procedure, we determined the percentage of
correctly classified neurons under a variety of noise conditions, different amounts of data, and
other sources of variability. Figures 7.3A,B demonstrate the accuracy of classification in an
ensemble of 500 units with 10 cell assemblies as the number of observed spiking events is varied.
In Figure 7.3A, spiking datasets of fixed length 4 s are analyzed as the firing frequency is
increased. As expected, the performance degrades at very low and very high frequencies when
the number of firing events is either too low or too large to distinguish the groupings (see insets).
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Figure 7.3. | Assessing the performance of the clustering algorithm using synthetic data. A At
very low firing frequencies, the classification performance is low due to a small number of spikes per neuron.
Performance quickly improves with increasing firing frequency. B The classification performance improves as the
duration of the recording increases. C As the jitter increases, the classification performance degrades. D The
classification performance degrades mildly as the number of groups to be detected increases.
This effect can be reduced with increasing spike-train lengths as shown in Figure 7.3B where
the performance improves as we increase the duration of the recording for a fixed firing rate (4
Hz). For short recordings, spurious correlations in the firing events degrade the performance,
which consistently improves as the duration increases reaching 100% accuracy for recordings of
length above 4 s. To assess the effect of jitter, we checked that the above examples (Figure 7.3A-
B) show similar behavior for different amounts of jitter (±40 ms, ±60 ms). The performance
degrades only when the jitter is increased strongly (Figure 7.3C).
Finally, we have assessed the sensitivity of the method and its ability to detect an increasing
number of groups in a population of given size (Figure 7.3D). As expected, the accuracy of
the classification drops, but only mildly, as we increase the number of groups to be detected.
Note that this is due partly to an entropic effect: a correct assignment among a larger number
of groups conveys more information than a correct decision between fewer groups. Hence, the
decrease in performance is even less dramatic if corrected for this effect.
Analysis of synthetic hierarchical spiking patterns
Hierarchical neuronal connectivity [9, 128, 180] can lead to the observation of spiking dynamics
with temporal structure at different scales. One advantage of using Markov Stability for clus-
tering is its ability to detect hierarchical structure in data without a priori knowledge of such
relations. To showcase this capability, we created synthetic data sets with embedded hierarchi-
cal relationships (see Materials and Methods). Figure 7.4 illustrates the analysis of the spiking
dynamics from 500 units, which are split into 10 groups of co-firing units with each group further
sub-divided into two subgroups that fire together more frequently. This results in a hierarchical
organization of 20→ 10 subgroups. Using the same methodology as above, our analysis reveals
two extended plateaus with V I = 0, for 20 and 10 groups (Figure 7.4B). The sorted raster plots
for the 20 and 10 groups, shown in Figures 7.4C, correspond to 100% correct classification. As
we will demonstrate below in the context of LIF networks, this consistent multi-scale detection
of cell assemblies is a distinct feature of our methodology, which is not present in many other
methods which only detect groupings at a particular level of granularity [60].
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presence of robust partitions into 20 and 10 communities, with classification accuracy of 100% in both cases. C
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Analysis of synthetic feedforward spiking patterns
To highlight the capability of our framework to deal with directed dynamical patterns, we show
how feedforward-like functional patterns in the data lead to a pronouncedly asymmetric FCM,
which can then be analyzed with Markov Stability. Synthetic spiking patterns were generated
in which 4 groups of 50 neurons (with jitter) spiked 20 times emulating synchronous activity
in feedforward networks (see Materials and Methods). As shown in Figure 7.5, our method is
able to detect feedforward patterns between cell assemblies: the corresponding Markov Stability
plot shows a robust and extended plateau with 4 communities with 100% classification accuracy
revealing an effective coarse-grained description of a functional feedforward network.
This is an instance in which the directed nature of our FCM, together with the fact that Markov
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Figure 7.5. | Analysis of feedforward-like firing patterns. A Unsorted raster plot of the synthetic data
and zoom-in. B Markov Stability analysis of the FCM identifies a robust partition into 4 groups, with 100%
classification accuracy. Note that the FCM is asymmetric, thus revealing the directionality of the data. C Color-
coded raster plot and zoom-in color-coded according to the partition found reveals the feed-forward functional
relationship in the data. D Coarse-grained representation of the functional connectivity network found from the
clustering.
Stability can detect communities in directed networks, leads to the detection of cell assem-
blies with directed, causal relationships. Indeed, there are instances of directed functional
couplings [174] in which using symmetric measures leads to different cell assemblies to those
obtained if directionality is included. In our case, the importance of directionality can be tested
by including it or disregarding it in the analysis, thus providing enhanced information about
any cell assemblies in the data.
7.3.2. Detecting cell assemblies in simulated dynamics of Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire
(LIF) networks
Beyond purely synthetic datasets, we now consider three examples of simulated dynamics of
LIF networks, which exhibit a range of features of relevance in realistic neural networks. LIF
networks provide a controlled testbed to assess our framework on a simple network dynamics
broadly used in computational systems neuroscience.
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Figure 7.6. | Detecting cell assemblies in spiking data from E-E clustered LIF networks. A Schematic
of the excitatory connectivity of the LIF network. The 800 excitatory units were split into 10 groups such that the
intra-group connection probability and synaptic strength were larger than the inter-group values. The network
was balanced with 200 unclustered inhibitory units. An example of the simulated membrane potential traces for
an excitatory unit is also shown. B Markov Stability analysis of the corresponding FCM. There is a clear plateau
with V I = 0 for a split into 10 groups (blue shaded). Inset: Schematic of network topology. C Color coded
raster plot according to the partition obtained. Units are ordered consecutively according to their grouping in
the underlying LIF topology. The correct grouping is also indicated by the colored band on the side. These cell
assemblies exhibit clear bands of activity. Only 5 neurons were misclassified relative to the imposed structure
(99.5%).
Cell assemblies in LIF networks with clustered excitatory connections
It was demonstrated recently that balanced LIF networks with clustered excitatory connections
can display network dynamics in which the clustered neurons spike in a coordinated manner
over long timescales [121]. We implemented such a LIF-network to determine if our framework
was able to recover the underlying structural connectivity directly from the observed spiking
dynamics.
Figure 7.6A depicts a schematic of the structural connectivity imposed on the simulated E-
E clustered network: 800 excitatory units were split into 10 groups such that the connection
probability and synaptic strengths within each group were larger than the inter-group values (see
Materials and Methods). The network was balanced by 200 inhibitory units that were uniformly
connected (i.e., unstructured). The spiking dynamics of the excitatory units were then analyzed
using our framework: the spike trains of the 800 excitatory units were used to generate the FCM,
and Markov Stability revealed a clear plateau with V I = 0 corresponding to a partition into
10 groups with a classification performance of 99.5% with respect to the embedded structural
groups. In contrast, the application of hierarchical clustering to the FCM achieves only a
classification performance of at best 22%, and does not provide a clear criterion to establish
the number of clusters present. Similarly, the intrinsic scale imposed by Modularity [87] leads
to the identification of 8-13 clusters in this case with a classification performance of 49-68%,
respectively, depending on the optimization used.
As explained above, an advantage of Markov Stability is that it does not impose a priori the
number of clusters to be detected. Instead, the method scans across all scales and extracts
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robust, meaningful partitions at different levels of granularity, thus revealing potentially relevant
partitions in the data. In clear-cut cases, such as the simple synthetic datasets studied above,
the method reveals unequivocally the partitions embedded in the data. In general, however, and
especially for noisy data, it is not expected that a unique partition is found. Rather, a set of
candidate partitions will emerge. This is observed in the analysis of this LIF network. Figure
7.6B shows that the partition into 10 communities is the clearest choice for this dataset (longest
plateau in Markov time with V I = 0). However, other good candidate partitions include: one
into 11 communities, which is similar to the grouping into 10 albeit with an additional split for
a small group of neurons; and a partition into 8 communities obtained by the merging of 4 of
the groups into 2 groups. Without a priori knowledge, it is impossible to state unequivocally
which of these candidate partitions is biologically most plausible, a task that will ultimately rely
on additional knowledge by the analyst. Our methodology, however, does provide candidate
partitions at different levels of resolution based on their robustness (i.e., long plateaux in Markov
time, drops in VI) as a guide for the analysis.
Cell assemblies at multiple levels of granularity in hierarchical LIF networks
To further test the multiscale capabilities of our method, we evaluated how the algorithm would
perform on the analysis of a LIF network with a hierarchical structure. The population of
800 excitatory units was divided into 10 groups with 2 subgroups each, i.e., 20 groups in two
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Figure 7.7. | Detecting cell assemblies in spiking data from E-E hierarchically clustered LIF net-
works. A Schematic of the network with excitatory units split into 10 groups which were further sub-divided
in 2 subgroups each. B Markov Stability plot of the analysis reveals two robust partitions with 21 and 10 com-
munities. Inset: Schematic of network topology. C Color coded raster plot of the clustering into 21 communities
with classification accuracy of 99.9% (one neuron was misclassified). Units are ordered consecutively according
to their grouping in the underlying LIF topology. The correct grouping is also indicated by the colored band on
the side. D Color coded raster plot of the 10 community clustering with an accuracy 100%.
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levels of a hierarchy (Figure 7.7A). As before, the network was balanced with 200 unclustered
inhibitory units. The Markov Stability analysis displayed in Figure 7.7 reveals as most robust two
partitions: one into 21 communities and one into 10 communities with classification accuracies
of 99.9% and 100%, respectively, and which correspond to the two levels of resolution. Our
method also finds other suitable but less robust candidate partitions, e.g., one into 9 communities
obtained by merging 2 of the top-level communities into a single group, or one into 4 groups
obtained by similar mergers.
The results of our method are in contrast with other commonly used methods, which are not
capable of detecting multiple levels of granularity. For instance, Modularity (using the imple-
mentation of Humphries [87]) finds a partition at one particular scale (in this case it finds a
partition into 10 clusters but with only 41-80% accuracy) but cannot detect the presence of
the finer grouping. Furthermore, the application of hierarchical clustering has no established
criterion to detect the number of communities present and leads to an agglomerative tree with
no better accuracy than 41% at any level of granularity.
Mixed cell assemblies with excitatory and inhibitory units in LIF networks
Hitherto we have only considered the clustering of excitatory units. However, functional groups
of neurons may be composed of mixtures of excitatory and inhibitory neurons [38]. The defini-
tion of our spike-train similarity allows for the detection of such relationships by incorporating
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Figure 7.8. | Detecting cell assemblies in spiking data from E-I co-clustered LIF networks. The
network has functional groups comprising excitatory and inhibitory neurons. a Stability plot of the clustering
analysis. Note the clear plateau for 10 communities. Inset: Schematic of network topology. b Color-coded
raster plot according to the obtained clustering. Note that each group contains excitatory and inhibitory units,
as indicated by the color-coded band on the right side which displays the true structural grouping. For a 20 s
simulation, the classification rate was 91.4%.
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the biophysical effect of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons on their postsynaptic neurons
(i.e., EPSPs vs. IPSPs; see Figure 7.1A). To determine how our method would perform in a
context where mixed functional groups are present, we created a LIF network with an embed-
ded structure between excitatory and inhibitory units. As shown in Figure 7.4A, the coupling
between alike neuron types is uniform but we create preferential coupling between subsets of
excitatory and inhibitory neurons, i.e., each subset of excitatory units is preferentially connected
to a subset of inhibitory units (relative to all other inhibitory ones) and, in turn, this subset
of inhibitory units feeds back weakly to their corresponding subset of excitatory units (relative
to all other excitatory units). Our simulated LIF network included 10 such groups with 80
excitatory neurons and 20 inhibitory neurons per group for a total of 1000 neurons.
The analysis of the dynamics of this LIF network is presented in Figure 7.4. As indicated by
our color coding, we find a robust partition into 10 communities that comprise a combination of
both neuron types with a 91.4% of correctly classified cells according to the embedded structure.
Having the ability to account for the role of the inhibitory neurons within a cell assembly may
provide a key difference to find a meaningful interpretation of the data. In our LIF network
simulations, we observed that not accounting for cell type differences may result in a drop of up
to 20% in classification performance.
7.3.3. Applying the algorithm to experimental data
Detecting distinct Retinal Ganglion Cells in mouse data
As a simple first check of our framework when applied to experimental data, we tested that
our algorithm could detect distinct mouse retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) from spike-train data.
Extracellular recordings of a flattened mouse retina were performed while a full field black and
white flicker stimulus was repeated 52 times for approximately 28 s (see Materials and Methods).
Data was collected from three different cells that were reliably identified and spiked consistently
for every stimulus repetition. Spike-triggered averages (STAs) and spike-triggered covariances
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Figure 7.9. | Detecting cells in a set of extracellular recordings from three mouse retinal ganglion
cells (RGCs) to a full field stimulus (52 repetitions for 156 spike trains in total). A The Markov Stability
plot obtained from all the spike trains reveals the presence of a robust partition into three groups. B Raster data
color coded and reordered according to the communities found. The classification was 98.7% accurate.
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(STCs) [186] of the three cells were used to characterize the neurons as an ON-cell, an OFF-cell,
and a noisy OFF-cell (i.e., an OFF-cell with high trial-to-trial variability).
To test our algorithm, the 52 repetitions from the three neurons were compiled and shuﬄed into
a composite raster plot. The algorithm was then applied to this raster plot so as to find relevant
groupings in the 156 spike-trains. Our algorithm (Fig. 7.9) reveals a robust partition into three
groups corresponding to spike-trains from each cell, with 98.7% correctly identified with their
original cell. Even in this simple case, Modularity finds a partition into two groups with 60-67%
correctly identified, a classification performance similar to hierarchical clustering.
Interestingly, a further plateau at longer Markov times is observed corresponding to a partition
into two groups: the spike-trains from the ON-cell, on the one hand, and the spike-trains of
the two OFF-cells, on the other, reflecting the closer similarity of the spike-data of the two
OFF-cells. Although used here primarily as a check of our method on real data, this analysis
also illustrates how our method is able to extract valuable information at multiple levels in the
data directly from the spike-trains.
Detecting classes of Retinal Ganglion Cells in salamander data
Next we analyzed a dataset of extracellular recordings from multiple RGCs from the salamander
retina of three different animals exposed to the same stimulus. The applied stimulus (i.e.,
random flickering bars on a screen) entailed both time and spatial components. Approximately
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Figure 7.10. | Detecting cell assemblies in spike train recordings from salamander retina RGCs (141
neuronssimultaneously recorded with extracellular electrodes). A The Markov Stability plot obtained from the
recordings reveals the presence of a robust partition into two groups. B Raster data color coded and reordered
according to the communities obtained. C Spike triggered average (STA) responses from all neurons recorded.
Each line is an STA for a different cell. The two panels correspond to the two communities (colored as in B)
and correspond to transient and sustained RGCs. The full width half maximum of the sustained RGCs (upper
panel) is 112.2± 9.1 ms while for the transient RGCs (lower panel) is 83.0± 6.4 ms (mean ± sem). The difference
between the temporal characteristics of the two panels is statistically significant. (p < 0.01; see text for details).
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50 neurons were recorded simultaneously from each animal for a total of 141 neurons which were
combined into a single raster plot.
Upon application of our algorithm to the spike-train data (Figure 7.10), a robust partition into
two groups was observed. To check if this clustering was meaningful, we studied a posteriori
the STAs of the recorded neurons, which characterized them as mixed groups of ON and OFF
cells, yet with different temporal characteristics. Therefore the two communities found do not
correspond to a pure separation into ON and OFF cells but rather to transient and sustained
RGC populations responding to fluctuating light intensities on different time-scales [14]. An
independent statistical confirmation of this result was obtained by checking that the distribution
of the full-width-half-maxima of both populations was significantly different between groups
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to check normality, Wilcoxon rank sum test with p < 0.01).
7.3.4. Detecting Hippocampal Place Cells in rat recordings
Finally, the algorithm was applied to CA1 and CA3 hippocampal recordings from a rat moving
in a linear track for a water reward [49]. The analyzed data contains 165 neurons which were
recorded simultaneously during a series of translocations in which the rat was always traveling
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Figure 7.11. | Detection of cell assemblies in recordings from rat hippocampal neurons transversing
along a linear track. A The Markov Stability plot from the spike-trains shows a small plateau with dip in V I
corresponding to a partition into 8 communities. B The raster data clustered according to the 8 communities
reveals two groups containing the inhibitory neurons (purple and black), and 4 communities with structured
time firings (cyan, dark green, red, blue) containing putative place field neuronal groups. These four communities
contained 100.0% of the place cells identified by an independent identification method. The columnar gaps separate
different translocation events. C Blow-up of the raster plot corresponding to the four place cell communities (top
panel) and normalized firing rate of these four groups as a function of distance along the linear track. Each group
favors firing at specific positions along the track.
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in one direction. The spike trains of the twenty translocations were then spliced together into a
raster plot.
Figure 7.11 presents the results of our analysis. FCMs were calculated for each translocation and
then averaged to get a compound FCM, which was then analyzed using Markov Stability. The
Markov Stability plot presents a long plateau for the partition into 2 groups. However, upon
examination, this two-way clustering was shown to be too coarse and contained no apparent
relevant biological information (one of the groups comprised only two neurons while all other
neurons were grouped together). An additional shorter plateau with a dip of V I was found at
tM = 2.7 corresponding to a partition into 8 groups with biological interest. Firstly, we find
two communities that contain all 18 inhibitory neurons (as identified via spike-sorting in [49]):
the purple group with 16 inhibitory neurons and the black group with the remaining two. In
addition, four of the other communities exhibit structured firing at particular times for every
translocation: the first group (cyan) is active at the start of the translocation, followed by the
dark green group, and the red group, while the dark blue group, though less salient, corresponds
to cells with firings in-between those groups. Such groups with localized firing patterns are
good candidates to include place cells. Indeed, the normalized firing rate of the assemblies as
a function of position (Figure 7.11C) shows that the groups spike at different positions along
the linear track, indicating that place cells are being identified. To validate our results, we
compared the analysis with an independent place cell detection technique and found that these
four cell populations account for 100.0% of the place cells (J. Taxidis, personal communication).
Notably, our method only used the spike-trains to detect these cells and was able to extract also
the inhibitory neurons.
7.4. Discussion
We have introduced a versatile technique to cluster spike-train data. The method uses biophys-
ically inspired notions to create a functional connectivity matrix directly, which reflects neuron-
to-neuron relationships extracted from the observed spike dynamics. The functional connectivity
matrix is then clustered using a graph theoretical method for community detection, which scans
partitions across all resolutions and detects relevant groupings without prescribing the number
and size of clusters a priori. In contrast to most other methods, our technique is able to extract
hierarchical structure in recorded data; incorporates functional differences between excitatory
and inhibitory neurons; and can detect the directionality emanating from feedforward connec-
tivity in networks. All these are vital aspects enabling novel types of analyses in large recording
datasets. As the method relies only on spike timings, it can be applied to both electrophysiolog-
ical and optical recordings. We tested the performance of the method on a variety of synthetic
data, where we showcased its ability to extract clustered and hierarchical assemblies. Other
standard methodologies, such as hierarchical clustering or Modularity, inherently show lower
performance in finding such hierarchical ensembles. We further confirmed that the directed na-
ture of our technique allows the inference of feedforward connectivity, minimizing information
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loss when going from spiking data to an FCM. In practice, this may open the possibility to the
inference of underlying anatomical connectivities, as well as gaining insight about feedforward
connections from recorded neuronal network datasets.
We have also applied the framework to the analysis of spike-train simulations from several LIF
network topologies (E-E clustered, E-E hierarchical and E-I co-clustered organizations), which
result in temporally-structured network activity. Our technique was able to identify hierarchical
structure in such simulated data without the need to rerun the analysis adjusting the parameter
settings of the spike-train similarity measure. This capability could be of interest to detect
hierarchical neuronal connectivity in real systems [9, 128, 180], as our integrated approach can
identify structure at different scales without imposing strong assumptions a priori. In addition,
the method was able to detect clusters that included both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in
LIF networks. Taking into account the functional differences of these neuron types is a unique
feature of the proposed methodology. If all neurons are treated equally irrespective of their
cell type, as is commonly done, a simple split between excitatory and inhibitory neurons is
often observed when clustering the data. This effect is essentially due to the strong difference in
firing statistics between excitatory and inhibitory neurons, although inhibitory neurons may also
exhibit a range of firing-frequencies [89,127]. Being able to extract such structural information,
and to distinguish between excitatory and inhibitory interactions where applicable, is of interest
for the understanding of the functional role of cell assemblies, as these groups are likely to
include both excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
We additionally showed how our framework is able to recover biological information on three
sets of experimental data from mouse RGCs, salamander RGCs, and rat hippocampal data,
highlighting the versatility of the method. In the mouse RGC data, repeated trials of the same
stimulus recorded from three different neurons could be successfully assigned to the three cells
from the spiking data without a priori information. Salamander RGCs recorded simultaneously
in response to a stimulus of randomly flickering bars were clustered into two groups displaying
distinct temporal characteristics in their responses, i.e., transient and sustained RGCs could be
distinguished. Finally, in the hippocampal recordings of a rat translocating along a linear track,
the method was able to identify all the inhibitory neurons as well as four assemblies containing
all the place cells associated with specific spatial information. An advantage of our technique
in this context is that it only requires spike-timing data and can thus provide complementary
information and cross-validation for other techniques currently used for place cell detection.
In addition, the algorithm could be optimized for place cell detection to carry out additional
analyses, e.g., examining the spiking data of rats asleep after translocation sessions; studying
the effects of varying the track length; the conjunct analysis of group firings with the recorded
local field potentials; or the analysis of spatially-induced firing patterns of inhibitory neurons,
among others.
While other current clustering methodologies show good results for particular applications, it is
the versatility needed to address such wide differences in neuronal data that we tried to address
here, while simultaneously aiming for a simple, interpretable approach. Hence our main focus
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was on the conceptual and generic aspects of our dynamics-based framework, rather than on fine-
tuning the technical details towards more specialized applications. Further refinements of the
method, including the use of firing statistics and the construction of functional coupling measures
with more realistic biophysical couplings (especially from/to inhibitory neurons and other neuron
types) will be the object of future work, and could lead to improved performance. A particular
interesting question for future work will be to consider how cell assemblies (and underlying
neuronal networks) can change their group structure over time via different mechanisms such as
synaptic plasticity, and how this relates to learning.
In passing we note that in order to cluster cell types, all recorded neurons should ideally receive
the same inputs. For example, in visual experiments a full-field stimulus should be strongly
preferred over a noisy stimulus, as otherwise neurons of the same type may have uncorrelated
firing due to uncorrelated inputs. This point is applicable to all clustering algorithms and not
just the one presented here.
As modern neuronal recording techniques enable simultaneous recordings of ever increasing
numbers of neurons, approaching nearly entire brains [6], techniques for detecting spike-train
communities, such as the one proposed here, will become a vital tool to provide insight into
such complex data. Collecting meaningful data from systems neuroscience experiments is the
key requirement, yet being able to provide concise, intelligible representations of these recordings
is just as critical in order to identify and comprehend the spatio-temporal information encoded
in the data.
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In this chapter we discuss possible extensions and additional interpretations of our dynamics
based network analysis tools. Our aim here is not a detailed examination of all the links one
could provide, but rather to show how our tools fit into a wider context and to point out different
avenues that may be pursued more in depth in the future. In this sense the current chapter may
also be seen as an anticipation of our concluding remarks in the next chapter.
8.1. Dynamics based community detection – a constructive toolkit
In the following we will provide a more abstract, algorithmic point of view on the stability
framework developed in the previous chapters. We will show how stability can be understood as
a compound of different operators, which are applied to a dynamical process taking place on a
network, and how by varying these operators, or indeed the dynamics, we can provide a toolkit
for the construction of multiple dynamics based methods for detecting important sub-structures
in a network.
8.1.1. Constructing the stability measure as a compound of different operators: an
algorithmic point of view
Let us take a step back and review stability from a high level perspective. As we will make more
precise in the following, one may argue that the ‘recipe’ behind the stability method is based
on the following ‘ingredients’:
• A dynamical process acting on the network.
• An inference operator F , which is used to reveal some (statistical) information about the
dynamical process.
• A selection (or grouping) operator S which assigns nodes to particular groups.
• A summary or quality assignment operator Q, which maps the respective configuration to
a real number.
Let us exemplify this idea with the ‘standard’ variant of stability as discussed extensively before.
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Dynamics The dynamics we observe is an unbiased diffusion process, or random walk, which
can be described by an N -dimensional random vector X(t) with components Xk(t) = 1 if the
particle is at node i at time t and zero otherwise. Recall that this diffusion process taking place
on the graph is governed by the following dynamics:
p˙ = −pD−1L. (8.1)
Inference operator The inference operator F can be identified as an autocovariance, which is
applied to assess the correlations between the random state vectors X(τ) and X(τ+t). This
leads to considering:
F(X(t)) = cov [X(τ),X(τ+t)] = ΠP (t)− piTpi. (8.2)
Selection operator The selection operator S is simply given by the pre- and post-multiplication
with the partition indicator matrices S(·) = HT (·)H, which yields a c × c matrix. Applying S
to the previously constructed autocovariance matrix, yields the clustered autocovariance:
R(t,H) = S(cov [X(τ),X(τ+t)]) = HT [ΠP (t)− piTpi]H. (8.3)
Summary operator In standard stability the quality of the partition is finally computed by
taking the trace as a summary measure Q = trace(·) of the clustered autocovariance R(t,H):
Q(R(t,H)) = trace R(t,H). (8.4)
The quality of the partition is thus simply the sum of the contributions from the individual
groups (communities).
Using the reasoning outlined above we may think of stability as a compound function which can
be written in the suggestive way:
r(t,H) = Q{S[F(X(τ))]} = trace HT [ΠP (t)− piTpi]H. (8.5)
Note that in the case of standard stability the selection and the inference operator commute,
due to the linearity of the expectation:
r(t,H) = Q{S[F(X(t))]} = Q{F [S(X(t))]} (8.6)
Thinking of stability as a compound of operators immediately opens up a whole range of possible
extensions by varying the individual components of this expression. In the following some of
these possibilities will be discussed. To limit the scope the focus will be mainly on the variation
of the inference and the quality operator, where further relations to other methods can be
revealed.
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8.1.2. Varying the diffusion process – other random walk types
From our above discussion it should be obvious that by using different dynamical processes
we can derive different stability measures. This route has been followed in [107], where the
definition of measures based on different dynamics is discussed. Notably, this leads naturally
to dynamical interpretations for different variants of modularity based on alternative statistical
null models1. Indeed, as we already saw beforehand, when linearising stability the stationary
distribution of the dynamics effectively corresponds to a statistical null-model for a modularity
measure (for more details see Ref. [107]).
We will now give a brief account on two different variants for dynamical process to highlight the
general theme. For a more in-depth discussion the interested reader is referred to Ref. [107].
Laplacian dynamics of k-th degree order
As pointed out in Ref. [107], we can design various kinds of dynamics by changing the rates at
which random walkers are emitted from individual nodes. Some particular interesting cases result
from choosing the rates to be proportional to the degrees of the nodes, which encompasses the
normalised Laplacian (unbiased random walk), and combinatorial Laplacian dynamics discussed
above. Note that these dynamics may be written in the following form
p˙ = −p Lk〈d−k〉 , (8.7)
where Lk = D−k(I − D−1A) is a ‘k-th degree order’ Laplacian matrix and we have defined a
normalisation factor
〈
d−k
〉
= trace[D−k/N ] to ensure that the time-scales of these dynamics are
approximately equivalent. For a given order k, these dynamics have an equilibrium distribution
pi = 1TDk+1/trace[Dk+1]. The parameter k thus modulates the stationary distribution, in line
with the ‘emission rates’ of random walkers at the nodes [109]. The case k = 0 corresponds to
the unbiased random walk, where the rate at each node is equal to 1; k = −1 is equivalent to the
combinatorial Laplacian dynamics in which the rates are proportional to the node degrees [107].
A further interesting case is k = 1 in which the rates at the nodes are inversely proportional
to the node degrees, i.e., a particle arriving at a node with a high degree will stay there longer
compared to a particle at a lower degree node. Such a dynamics may for instance be of relevance
to model a user surfing the web, who may leave a page with many outgoing links slower, e.g.,
as he has to decide which link to follow first.
Maximum entropy random walk and Ruelle dynamics
Another interesting form of dynamics is the so called Ruelle-Bowen type diffusion [46]. Let us
define the diagonal matrix Λv = diag(v) whose elements are formed by the components of the
1This holds equally for generalized modularity measures, such as the Potts models discussed previously in section
3.2.3
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largest eigenvector of the adjacency matrix Av = λ1v. With these definitions we can define the
discrete time transition matrix of the so called maximum entropy random walk [34,46]:
MR =
1
λ1
Λ−1v AΛv. (8.8)
This random walk has the interesting property that it is maximally exploratory in the sense
that its (per step) entropy rate is maximal [34, 46]. We can define a corresponding continuous
time dynamics of the form:
p˙ = −p Qk〈v−k〉 , (8.9)
Here Qk = Λ−kv [I − MR] and
〈
v−k
〉
is the average over the components of largest eigen-
vector raised to the −kth power. The stationary distribution of this dynamics is given by
pi = 1TΛk+2v /trace [Λk+2v ]. Interestingly, for k = −1 this stationary distribution is equal to the
so-called eigenvector centrality. The maximum entropy random walk has further properties. A
stability measure based on this dynamics could thus potentially reveal graph structures of a very
different kind [34,46,147,148].
8.1.3. Varying the inference operator – correlation type stability
A classical problem with the use of covariance measures is the fact that the absolute value of
the covariance is not easy to interpret as it depends on the magnitude of the involved random
variables, i.e., by a simple rescaling one can increase or decrease the covariance accordingly.
To see that such an effect is also present in stability we can rewrite it as:
r(t,H) = trace HT [Π(P (t)− 1pi)]H. (8.10)
Now it is apparent that there are two terms that contribute to the entries in the clustered
autocovariance matrix: the latter part (P (t)− 1pi) which corresponds to the dynamics, and the
former which is just the stationary distribution Π. As the stationary distribution is normalised
we may conclude that the effects due to heterogeneous degrees (and community sizes) are not
so prominent in stability. However, if we allowed more general processes X(t) such an effect
could well be of greater importance. It is thus vital to discuss different ways to account for such
effects, and we will examine two straightforward options in the following.
Defining stability based on a Pearson correlation coefficient
A standard means to account for the influence of random variables which is only due to their
relative ‘size’ is the use of correlation measures which normalize the random variables accord-
ingly. One of the most prominent measures of this kind is the Pearson correlation coefficient, in
which the random variables are rescaled to have unit variance.
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A variant of stability based on a Pearson correlation coefficient is easy to implement by setting
the inference operator to F = corr(·), where the (cross)-correlation between to random vectors
X,Y is defined as:
corr(X,Y) = Σ−1/2X
[
E(XYT )− E(X)E(YT )
]
Σ−1/2Y . (8.11)
Here ΣX and ΣY are the diagonal matrices containing the variances of the individual components
of the vectors X and Y respectively, and E denotes the expectation operator. This yields the
following correlation stability:
rcorr(t,H) =trace HT corr [X(τ),X(τ+t)]H
=trace HTΣ−1/2
[
ΠP (t)− piTpi
]
Σ−1/2H.
(8.12)
As we are observing the random diffusion process at stationarity we normalize by ΣX = ΣY =
Σ = Π(I − Π), which is the diagonal matrix with the variances of Bernoulli random variables
with mean pii on the diagonal.
Interestingly the idea of using a correlation instead of a covariance measure has been examined
for modularity by Shen et al. [191]. Recall from our previous discussion in section 3.2 that
modularity is just equivalent to stability at time 1, and thus can be readily interpreted in terms
of a (auto-)covariance. Shen et al. [191] took a different, combinatorial approach to arrive at
this conclusion and then define a (Pearson) correlation based variant of modularity (for directed
graphs) as:
Corr. Modularity ≡
∑
C
∑
i,j∈C
Aij −
kouti k
in
j
m√
kouti (1− kouti /m)
√
kinj (1− kinj /m)
, (8.13)
where like for standard modularity the first sum is taken over all communities C and the second
sum is taken over nodes i, j in the same community; kouti and kinj are the out-degree and in-
degree of node i and j, respectively, and m is the total weight of the directed graph. Note that
for undirected networks this simplifies to:
Corr. Modularity =
∑
C
∑
i,j∈C
Aij − kikj2m√
ki(1− ki/2m)
√
kj(1− kj/2m)
. (8.14)
Here we have observed that the total degree is now 2m as we have switched to undirected
networks (one undirected edge replaces 2 directed edges).
In this form it is easy to see the relation to a Pearson correlation based stability. For undirected
graphs the measure proposed by Shen et al. [191], just corresponds to the Pearson correlation
stability rcorr(t,H) with an underlying discrete time unbiased random walk dynamics P = D−1A,
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evaluated at Markov time t = 1:
rcorr(1, H) = trace HTΣ−1/2
[
ΠD−1A− piTpi
]
Σ−1/2H = Corr. Modularity. (8.15)
Alternatively we can proceed as we did in section 3.2 and look at the linearised variant of corre-
lation stability with an underlying normalized Laplacian dynamics and recover the correlation
modularity of Shen et al. at time t = 1.
Stability based on other correlation measures
Instead of using the Pearson correlation coefficient as inference operator, we can also use a
different normalisation of the covariance matrix. Rather then normalizing by the standard
deviation, we may normalise each random variable by its mean to obtain:
corrnorm(X,Y) = Π−1X
[
E(XYT )− E(X)E(YT )
]
Π−1Y . (8.16)
Here Π is the diagonal matrix containing the mean (stationary distribution) of the random
vector X. Directly applying this measure yields the following variant of stability:
rcorr,norm(t,H) = trace HT corrnorm [X(τ),X(τ+t)]H
= trace HTΠ−1
[
ΠP (t)− piTpi
]
Π−1H
= trace HT
[
P (t)Π−1 − 11T
]
H.
(8.17)
Observe that when normalizing by the stationary distribution we essentially divide out the effects
of the start- and end-time distribution of the random walker.
While Shen et al. [191] observed that using their correlation variant of modularity can yield an
improvement in terms of the community detection performance on benchmark graphs [110,113],
our tests could not confirm this finding. The performance of both correlation and covariance
based variants was in fact comparable. However, a more refined test controlling for all possible
sets of parameter changes such as node degree distribution, community size distribution, etc.,
may reveal regimes with a more pronounced difference between the various measures. Such an
in-depth comparison is however beyond the scope of this chapter and may be the objective of
future work.
Let us finally point out some characteristics of the correlation based measures less apparent at
first sight. Firstly, note that in contrast to normal stability, the selection and inference operator
do (in general) not commute for the correlation based measures. In particular, for Pearson
correlation based stability, applying the selection operator S before the inference operator F
can yield a singular measure undefined for the global ‘all-in-one’ partition. Secondly, none of
the correlation based measures can in general be simply written as a modularity (on a graph
with adapted adjacency matrix) any more. Standard algorithms to optimize modularity can
therefore not be directly applied. However, most algorithms like spectral optimisation methods
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or the Louvain algorithm can be adapted in a straightforward manner. Finally, we remark that
for combinatorial Laplacian dynamics (see equation (3.27)), correlation based stability (both
variants) and standard stability are in fact equivalent up to a multiplicative constant.
8.1.4. Varying the selection operator – overlapping communities
In the following we will highlight briefly some possible ways of changing the selection operator
S. Recall once more that in the original definition of stability
r(t,H) = trace HT
(
ΠP (t)− piTpi
)
H, (8.18)
the matrices H are {0, 1}N×c indicator matrices of a hard partition. We can however remove
this constraint and allow for a soft partitioning, i.e., for overlapping communities. This can be
achieved by relaxing the constraints on H to be an indicator matrix, and instead only require
that
H1c = 1N , Hij ≥ 0. (8.19)
Hence, instead of forcing each node to belong to one community only, it can now participate
in different communities with a weight between zero and one. As we require the sum of these
assignment weights for each node to be normalized to 1, we may interpret these weights as
probabilities such that Hij is the probability that node i belongs to community j.
Although the formula of stability remains essentially unchanged, the relaxation of H to row-
stochastic matrices has important implications for the optimization of the measure. Instead of
only being accessible in terms of integer programming [3], the optimization may now be amenable
to other techniques from mathematical programming that enable an efficient optimization [3,
39,166,179].
To this end, note in particular that stability may be seen as a Froebenius inner product between
two matrices:
r(t,H) = trace HT
[
ΠP (t)− piTpi
]
H = 〈H,ZtH〉F , (8.20)
where Zt = ΠP (t) − piTpi. Using the invariance of the trace to cyclic permutations this may
alternatively be written as:
r(t,H) = trace
([
ΠP (t)− piTpi
]
HHT
)
= 〈Zt,H〉F . (8.21)
Thus we can think of stability as an inner product of two matrices, where the first factor Zt
incorporates the dynamics and the topology of the underlying network, whereas the second term
H = HHT may be seen as a (low rank) approximation of this matrix. It should be noted that
H is independent of the number of chosen communities. Recent techniques from semi-definite
programming to find low rank approximations using nuclear norms [166], may be beneficially
employed in this context. A detailed treatment of this is however beyond the scope of this
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thesis, and we mention these avenues here merely to highlight further possible extensions of our
framework, which will be the subject of future work.
8.1.5. Varying the summary operator: min. stability and relations to Piccardi’s
alpha partitions
The final operator which we can change within our ‘toolkit’ is the summary measure Q. Instead
of only looking at the trace of the clustered covariance one may, e.g., take into account off-
diagonal terms. This might be even more relevant when a non-linear inference operator is used
instead of the covariance. A plethora of choices are possible here, but to limit the scope let us
again focus on one particular example, which will enable us to draw further connections to other
community detection methods as we will see in the sequel.
Let us consider a variant of stability based on Q = min{diag(·)} as summary operator. Thus,
instead of summing the diagonal terms (the sum over all groups), the minimal term on the
diagonal (the ‘weakest’ community) determines the quality of the partition. Using again the
clustered autocovariance matrix R(t,H) = HT [ΠP (t) − piTpi]H, for a given dynamics defined
by the transition matrix P (t) and stationary distribution pi, we may naively define the following
variant of stability:
r˜min(t,H) = min
i
[R(t,H)]ii. (8.22)
There is an obvious problem with this definition though, because the individual entries of the
diagonal of R(t,H) are not normalized. As only the minimal term [R(t,H)]ii will be taken into
account, partitions in which each of these terms is relatively large will be favored. This leads
to a bias towards partitions containing communities, which are all of relatively large size in
terms of their stationary distribution. This happens despite the fact the sum over all of these
large communities (the ‘standard’ stability of this partition) might be much lower than for a
partition with smaller sized communities. To rectify this problem we have to divide by the
starting probability of the diffusion process within each community. We thus obtain an adjusted
measure, which we will call min. stability:
rmin(t,H) = min
i
[(HTΠH)−1R(t,H)]ii, (8.23)
where (HTΠH) = diag([piC1 , . . . , piCc ]) is the diagonal matrix containing the stationary distribu-
tions within each of the communities.
Relation between min. stability and Piccardi’s alpha partitions
Piccardi [159] proposed a technique for community detection based on the idea that the outflow
from a community should be limited for an unbiased, discrete time random walk. Given a
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partition encoded by indicator matrix H he defines the lumped Markov chain matrix as:
Uc×c = [diag(piH)]−1HTΠPH, (8.24)
where P = D−1A is the transition matrix. Clearly, U describes the transition probabilities
between the different communities (including self-loops). As it is easy to see, the stationary
distribution of this lumped Markov chain is pilmp ≡ piH = diag(HTΠH), which is simply the
appropriately summed version of the stationary distribution of the original discrete time Markov
process.
To find the best possible split of the network into communities Piccardi then defines the following
optimisation problem
max
H
c
subject to Uii ≥ α, i = 1, 2, . . . , c
(8.25)
Here c is again the number of communities, and α ∈ [0, 1] is a retention probability which
has to be set a priori and defines the minimal amount of flow that should be retained in each
community after 1 discrete time step of the lumped (coarse grained) Markov chain. A partition
with Uii ≥ α, i = 1, 2, . . . , c is denoted as an alpha partition by Piccardi.
To see the relation to min. stability, we proceed as follows. Let us look at min. stability with
a discrete time unbiased random walk dynamics. Assume we have fixed a partition, indicated
by H, and that the quality of this partition is given by βt for time t. Clearly this implies that
R(t,H)ii ≥ βt ∀ i. If we limit ourselves to consider only Markov time t = 1, this is equivalent
to requiring ∀i:
[(HTΠH)−1R(1)]ii ≥ β1 (8.26)
[(HTΠH)−1HTΠP tH]ii ≥ β1 + [(HTΠH)−1HTpiTpiH]ii (8.27)
[diag(pilmp)−1HTΠP tH]ii ≥ β1 + [diag(pilmp)−1piTlmppilmp]ii (8.28)
Uii ≥ β1 + pilmp,i ≡ γi. (8.29)
If we define γmax ≡ maxi γi, then we can see that an alpha partition with α = γmax is equivalent
to a partition with a min. stability of β1 at Markov time t = 1.
Optimizing min. stability in the space of all partitions thus includes the scheme outlined by
Piccardi for the special choice of Markov time one. There are some subtle differences however
to consider here.
Firstly, Piccardi’s optimization requires to find the partition with the maximal number of com-
munities. Indeed, as we will see in the next section, there might be multiple partitions that have
the same min. stability value, yet a different number of communities. It should be clear intu-
itively that provided no new ‘weakest’ community is created, we may be able to group all nodes
outside the weakest community in any way we want, and yet still obtain the same quality. Some
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Figure 8.1. | Comparative analysis of standard stability and min.-stability on a constructive ex-
ample network. A Left: Schematic of the analyzed graph (32 nodes). Note that the graph has a multi-scale
structure with several possible splits into communities. Right: Important candidate partitions with 2, 5, 17 and
20 communities. B Analysis of the network partitions using standard stability r(t,H). At no point we recover
the partition into 5 communities (Color indicates the best partition in the corresponding Markov time interval) C
Analysis of the network partitions using min. stability rmin(t,H). Note that in contrast to standard stability the
partition into 5 groups is recovered. (Color indicates the best partition with the maximal number of groups in the
Markov time interval). If at each Markov time we select the partition with the maximal number of communities
when there is a tie in terms of the quality, the sequence 32→ 5→ 2→ 1 is obtained.
partitions with equal min. stability for a particular time may in fact be hierarchical refinements
of each other, as we will see in the next section. In this context choosing the partition with the
highest number of communities provides a rule to break ties between different partitions and is
thus a useful extra requirement for optimization, which we will adopt as well.
Secondly, Piccardi’s algorithm requires the setting of the value α explicitly at the beginning. This
is not needed when using our framework of dynamical zooming and optimizing min. stability
over time. In fact by optimizing min. stability over different time-scales we are able to find
a value for α at each particular time, while the zooming feature of the algorithm naturally
reveals multi-scale structure in the underlying network. In the following this is illustrated with
a constructive example.
A constructive example: min. stability on a graph with different scales
Let us now consider a constructive example to highlight some of the aspects discussed above
and contrast the min. stability rmin(t,H) for continuous time, normalized Laplacian dynamics
with the standard stability variant r(t,H). The particular network is shown in Figure 8.1A
and has been presented in Ref. [104] as an example in which the Reichardt-Bornholdt Potts-
model [167, 168] misses a potentially meaningful split into 5 groups. As discussed in section
3.2.3 this scheme corresponds to a linearised variant of the stability measure for continuous time
normalised Laplacian dynamics. It is thus interesting to note that using the standard stability
measure we recover a very similar sequence of partitions as outlined in Ref. [104], and indeed
do not find the partition into 5 communities (Figure 8.1B).
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To gain some insight about why the partition into 5 groups is not found, we plot in Figure 8.1B
the stability curves of the most relevant candidate partitions2. At the time the stability value
of the partition into 5 groups (red curve) exceeds the stability of the other candidate partitions
with more communities, it has already fallen below the 2 group partition (green curve) and is
thus never the best choice. From a dynamical point of view the reason for this behavior is that
the flow within the two main groups (the large clique and the set of 4 cliques) mixes relatively
fast, and as a consequence around Markov time t ≈ 1 both groups have already merged together.
Let us now consider the same example network using min. stability. As shown in Figure 8.1C,
using min. stability we can indeed find the ‘correct’ sequence of partitions. Note that in contrast
to standard stability for a given Markov time there can now be multiple partitions with exactly
the same quality. If at each Markov time we select the partition with the maximal number of
communities, we obtain the sequence of groups 32→ 5→ 2→ 1 which is clearly different from
standard stability, for which the sequence looks like 32→ 20→ 17→ 2→ 1.
8.2. The network as linear filter: an alternative view for dynamics
based network analysis
In the previous chapters we have seen how the stability method can be understood in terms of
the transient dynamical behavior of a diffusion process approaching stationarity. Here we will
show how this perspective ties in with classical results from linear systems theory, which will
allow us to derive further interpretations of our methodology. In particular, a (classical) dual
perspective to our transient-based interpretation of stability is developed under which stability is
shown to be interpretable in terms of the covariance matrix of a Gaussian noise process, filtered
by the network.
8.2.1. Preliminaries
We will study in the following the generic linear time invariant system description [53]:
x˙ = Ax+ Bu A ∈ RN×N , B ∈ RN×M
y = Dx D ∈ RK×N . (8.30)
Here A is the state matrix, which describes how the dynamics of the internal system states
x(t) ∈ RN are coupled to each other; B is the input matrix, which describes how an input
u(t) ∈ RM to the system will effect the state dynamics; D is the output matrix, which describes
how the internal states are translated into an output vector y(t) ∈ RK . Clearly all the diffusion
2We remark that the respective partition can still be recovered faithfully by considering the complete set of
recovered partitions over time. The 5-fold partition is also not found by using one of the correlation based
stability variants discussed beforehand. However, using a combinatorial Laplacian dynamics will highlight the
5 fold partition.
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processes we discussed in the context of stability may be readily expressed in this framework (or
its discrete time analog), with the only difference being that unlike before we use column vector
notation here, as it is more customary in this context.
More specifically, in our previous discussion each node in the network had an associated state
variable pi(t) describing the probability of a particle being present at node i at time t. Accord-
ingly, the system matrix A was defined by the diffusion processes, the input was zero at all time
u(t) = 0, and the system’s states were all directly visible as outputs, i.e., D = I.
In contrast to this previous formulation xi(t) may in the following not be a probability and we
will discuss scenarios in which the input is not identically zero. As we are interested in inferring
properties of the network, the state matrix of the system will however, as before, be still closely
related to the graph topology.
Before proceeding, let us recall one basic result from linear systems theory. Given an input u(t)
and an initial condition x(t0) = x0, the solution to system (8.30) can be expressed as [53]:
x(t) = Φ(t− t0)x0 +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ
y(t) = Dx(t) (8.31)
where the state transition matrix of the system is defined as Φ(t) = exp(tA) .
8.2.2. The input free case
Let us now re-discuss the input free case, but this time from a more general system theoretic
point of view. To facilitate the derivation we initially look at the somewhat simpler combinatorial
Laplacian dynamics of the form
x˙ = −LTx = −Lx. (8.32)
Note that this is equivalent to the combinatorial Laplacian dynamics in equation (3.27), apart
from the multiplicative factor 〈d〉. Alternatively this can be interpreted in terms of a consensus
dynamics on the network [150,151].
Without loss of generality let us assume that we start observing the system at time t0 = 0. We
assume further that we do not know the initial condition X0, but only that it is distributed
randomly with mean piT = 1/N . We know from the spectral decomposition of L [131] that:
lim
t→∞x(t) = limt→∞Φ(t)X0 →
11TX0
N
≡ x∗, (8.33)
where Φ(t) = exp(−tL) = ΦT (t). Hence piT is equivalent to the stationary solution of (8.32),
normalised such that ‖x∗‖1 = 1.
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Now let us compute the expectation of X at time t. Clearly, by linearity, the expectation
propagates through the system, i.e.
E[X(t)] = E[Φ(t)X0] = Φ(t)E[X0] = Φ(t)piT = piT . (8.34)
We can further compute the covariance matrix Ψ between the states at time t:
Ψ(t) = E[(X(t)− piT )(X(t)− piT )T ]
= E[(Φ(t)X0 − piT )(Φ(t)X0 − piT )T ]
= Φ(t)E[(X0 − piT )(X0 − piT )T ]ΦT (t) = Φ(t)Ψ0ΦT (t),
(8.35)
where Ψ0 = Ψ(0), which shows that the time dependent covariance matrix Ψ(t) fulfills a Lya-
punov like dynamical system.
It is insightful to compare the time evolution of this covariance matrix with the autocovariance
which underlies the stability measure for combinatorial Laplacian dynamics (see section 3.2.3
and equation (3.27) – note again that we neglect the factor 〈d〉 here, which corresponds to a
rescaling of time). Let’s denote this autocovariance matrix by
Σ(t) = cov [X(0),X(t)] = ΠΦT (t)− piTpi = Σ0ΦT (t). (8.36)
Here we have tacitly assumed that our initial condition is given by Σ0 = Σ(0) = Π− piTpi, i.e.,
that the state variables are again Bernoulli indicator random variables of a random walker as in
the original definition of stability. In contrast to this, using the same initial condition Ψ0 = Σ0,
we have
Ψ(t) = cov [X(t),X(t)] = Φ(t)[Π− piTpi]ΦT (t) = Φ(t)Ψ0ΦT (t). (8.37)
The difference here is the left multiplication with Φ(t), which is due to the fact that both
arguments in the covariance measure Ψ evolve with time. However, apart from a rescaling in
time both measures are in fact equal (Ψ(t) = Σ(2t)), as it is seen easily in this example:
Ψ(t) =Φ(t)Ψ0ΦT (t) = exp(−tL)
[
I
N
− 11
T
N2
]
exp(−tL)T
= exp(−tLT )
[
I
N
− 11
T
N2
]
exp(−tL)T
=
[
I
N
− 11
T
N2
]
exp(−tLT ) exp(−tL)T
=
[
I
N
− 11
T
N2
]
exp(−2tL)T = Σ0ΦT (2t) = Σ(2t), (8.38)
where we have used that L = LT and therefore ΦT (t) = Φ(t), and noted that L1 = 0 implies
that exp(−tL)1 = 1.
While due to the symmetry of the Laplacian this might not come as a surprise for the combi-
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natorial Laplacian dynamics, this result actually generalizes for all the dynamics presented in
this thesis (for undirected networks)3. This is a consequence of the fact that we have considered
only time-reversible dynamics on undirected graphs, i.e., for a time-reversible dynamics we will
always have Ψ(t) = Σ(2t). To see this, note first that the condition for a Markov process to be
reversible is given by [29,66]
piipi→j = pijpj→i ∀ i, j, (8.39)
which means that the probability to start at state i at stationarity and transition to state j is
the same as the probability to start at state j at stationarity and transition to state i (for any
i, j). This condition is also known as detailed balance [29, 66]. We may write this in matrix
terms in the following form:
ΠP (t) = (ΠP (t))T = P (t)TΠT = P (t)TΠ, (8.40)
where P (t) is the (t-step) transition matrix of the Markov process. This condition has to hold
for any given time. As can be checked easily this condition is fulfilled for undirected graphs in
all the dynamics discussed.
Let us illustrate this for the normalised Laplacian dynamics, which have served as our primary
example. In this context, we have Π = D/2m and
P (t) = ΦT (t) = exp(−tD−1L) = D−1/2 exp(−tL)D1/2. (8.41)
Therefore, detailed balanced holds:
ΠP (t) = 12mDD
−1/2 exp(−tL)D1/2 = 12mD
1/2 exp(−tL)D1/2
= D1/2 exp(−tL)D−1/2D 12m = P
T (t)Π. (8.42)
This can also be deduced easily by using the bi-orthogonality of the left and right eigenvectors
and the fact that Lvi = λivi, uiTL = λiuiT and ui = Πvi (see also section 3.2.2).
To relate this result on time-reversibility to our discussion on Σ and Ψ above, note that the
system matrices A corresponding to a diffusion process all yield a state-transition matrix of the
form Φ(t) = P T (t). Hence we always have:
Ψ(t) = Φ(t)[Π− piTpi]ΦT (t) = P T (t)[Π− piTpi]P (t) = [P T (t)Π− P T (t)piTpi]P (t)
= [ΠP (t)− (piP (t))Tpi]P (t) = [Π− piTpi]P (2t) = Σ(2t). (8.43)
Having gained these insights we can thus give two further important interpretations of the
stability measure.
3Provided of course that the initial condition for both dynamics is identical. Note the result is not true in general
on directed graphs as we discuss in a subsequent section.
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Stability in terms of a forward/backward random walk
As our discussion highlights we may interpret stability in terms of an iteration between a forward
and a backward (time-reversed) random walk. The dynamics underlying stability at time t are
thus equivalent to a random walk that moves for t/2 in the forward direction and is then followed
by its dual, time-reversed walk for t/2. Clearly in the case of a time-reversible dynamics these
two processes are identical. We can thus alternatively think of going first backwards in time
for −t/2 and then forward in time for t/2. A good community is again one that keeps the flow
under such a process well contained.
Stability as time-dependent covariance between network states
From the derivation of the stability formula for Ψ we have seen that stability may also be
interpreted in terms of the time-dependent covariance of the network states. To facilitate the
discussion let us for now assume that we have appropriately renormalized time by a factor
2. Each entry [Ψ(t)]i,j measures at time t how close (in terms of their covariance) two system
trajectories are, which have been initialized purely in state i and state j, with a weight according
to the (normalized) stationary system’s response. Alternatively, given a zero initial state, each
entry [Ψ(t)]i,j measures how close (in terms of the covariance) the system’s responses to a
(weighted) pulse at either node i or node j are at time t. Clearly nodes that have a similar
system’s response after time t, may be interpreted as having a similar dynamical effect on the
system (after time t).
As according to stability, good communities are groups of nodes whose entries [Ψ(t)]i,j are all
large, this means communities should consist of nodes who affect the system (at time t) similarly.
Optimizing stability can thus be interpreted as grouping nodes whose dynamical influence on the
system is similar over a given time-scale. This highlights again the dynamical importance of the
community structure – if there is a robust split into communities given a particular time-scale,
these groups of nodes may indeed serve as the basis for a simplified dynamical description of
the system.
Further implications and remarks
Covariance Ψ and auto-covariance Σ are not identical for directed graphs. As already alluded
to above, the result Ψ(t) = Σ(2t) is not true for directed networks, as the discussed Markov
processes are not reversible on directed networks. We will discuss further ramifications of this
in section 8.2.4.
The discrete time case. Note that the relation Ψ(t) = Σ(2t) holds also in discrete time.
However, as the Markov time is required to be an integer for discrete time systems we can only
give an alternative interpretation for stability in terms of a time-dependent covariance matrix
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for every second (even) time-step. In particular for the important case t = 1 which is equivalent
to Modularity there is no corresponding interpretation based on Ψ. While formally we could
allow fractional time-steps in the definition, this raises problems as the transition matrix is
not guaranteed to be positive semi-definite (even in the case of undirected graph) and thus
the square root of the transition matrix may not be defined uniquely. For instance, for graphs
that are bipartite the unbiased random walk matrix P = D−1A will have at least one negative
eigenvalue at λ = −1. Such negative eigenvalues are the cause of possible oscillations of the
stability measure, which necessitate the introduction of an additional minimisation over time in
the discrete time variant (see Equation (3.6)). As the covariance based measure is necessarily
positive semi-definite this shows that an alternative stability measure based on Ψ, which only
considers every second time step in the original stability definition, will not be affected by this
problem.4
Using Ψ(t) results in a stability variant applicable to general dynamical processes. Note that
in the derivation of Ψ we did not require that our states were probabilities (or non-negative for
that matter). Thus we may define an alternative variant of stability by replacing Σ(t)→ Ψ(t) in
our definition. We are thus allowed to take into account more general linear dynamical processes,
which do not have to be Markovian. Moreover, by extending this approach further we may even
consider non-linear dynamics. Although there will be no simple dynamical equation for the
time evolution of Ψ(t) in general, we may try to estimate the covariance matrices directly from
data and thus define an according stability measure. This would take into account the above
interpretation of communities as aggregated sets of state variables which for a given time-scale
evolve coherently, i.e., have a similar effect on the other nodes.
8.2.3. Dynamics with a noisy input – filtered Gaussian Noise
Let us now consider the case in which our system is subject to additional inputs, i.e., u 6= 0
(and B 6= 0) in equation (8.30). In particular we will assume that a noise process (second order
process) is fed into the system, e.g., Gaussian Noise. The joint density of our Gaussian input
vector U(t) is described by a multivariate Gaussian distribution which we will assume to be of
zero mean for simplicity. We further assume that the spectrum of the process is perfectly white,
i.e., the autocorrelation of the process is given as:
RUU (τ) = E[U(t1)UT (t2)] = δ(t1 − t2)I = δ(τ)I, (8.44)
where δ(t) is Dirac’s delta. Let us remark that because the process has zero mean, this is also
the autocovariance of U. As we have a stationary process, the autocovariance depends only on
the time difference τ = t1 − t2.
4This can also be understood easily by observing that the eigenvalues of P , which are all real, will only appear
with even powers λ2ni , n = {0, 1, 2, . . .} in the expression of Ψ.
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We start again by considering the case A = −L:
x˙ = −Lx+ Bu, (8.45)
such that the state transfer function is Φ(t) = exp(−tL). Note that this system is only marginally
stable as one eigenvalue of L is zero. As we have seen in several examples in the previous
chapters this fact is due to a conservation of flow in the systems. For different physical systems
this conservation may mean, e.g., that the center of mass of our system is not fixed (in case of
a spring-mass system), or that the baseline potential is not fixed (electrical resistor networks).
Recall that a filtered Gaussian process is again Gaussian, and thus is determined by its autoco-
variance matrix and its mean. We implicitly assume here that the process is stationary, i.e., our
state vector has been initialised at time t0 → −∞. The mean of our (now random) state vector
X(t) for a input given by Gaussian noise is
E[X(t)] = 11
Tx−∞
N
+ E
[∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− τ)BU(τ)dτ
]
= 11
Tx−∞
N
+
∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− τ)BE [U(τ)] dτ = 11
Tx−∞
N
≡ µ. (8.46)
Without loss of generality we may assume that µ = 0, i.e., that the initial state was mean free.
In the following we will only consider the fluctuations around the mean. Let us now compute
the autocovariance of the process X(t):
RXX(τ) = E[X(t)XT (t+ τ)]
= E
[∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− s)BU(s)ds
∫ t+τ
−∞
UT (ξ)BTΦT (t+ τ − ξ)dξ
]
=
∫ t+τ
−∞
∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− s)BE
[
U(s)UT (ξ)
]
BTΦT (t+ τ − ξ)dsdξ
=
∫ t+τ
−∞
∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− s)Bδ(s− ξ)BTΦT (t+ τ − ξ)dsdξ (8.47)
Using the sift property of the dirac delta we obtain two cases. For τ > 0 we have
RXX(τ) =
∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− ξ)BBTΦT (t+ τ − ξ)dξ =
∫ ∞
0
Φ(η)BBTΦT (η + τ)dη (8.48)
For τ < 0 we have
RXX(τ) =
∫ t+τ
−∞
Φ(t− ξ)BBTΦT (t+ τ − ξ)dξ =
∫ ∞
−τ
Φ(η)BBTΦT (η + τ)dη (8.49)
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Recovering stability as the autocovariance of filtered Gaussian noise
Let us now consider a particular choice for the input matrix B. We set
B = BG1/2, (8.50)
where B is the incidence matrix of the graph (see section 5.1.1 for a more detailed discussion),
and G is the diagonal matrix of the edge weights. Thus we have
BBT = BG1/2G1/2BT = L. (8.51)
Note that this choice of B has a particular meaning. First observe that the range of BG1/2 is
orthogonal to the null-space of L, as the nullspace of G1/2BT is spanned by the vector of all ones
1 (see also section 5.1.2). This implies that no input will contribute to the unstable (semi-stable)
eigenmode of Φ(t), which is precisely the all one vector. Thus the system state (and the output
y) will remain bounded for all times, in particular the mean of x will not change over time. To
see why this conservation of the mean arises, note that the E dimensional noise which is fed
into the system via BG1/2 will always effect two states xi (two nodes) in an opposite way, as
there are two matching ±1 entries in each of the columns of B. The weights with which these
opposing fluctuations are induced are proportional to the square root of the edge-weights and
thus associated with the graph structure as well. We may thus think of this input as Gaussian
fluctuations on the edges on a network, in which in addition a conservation of the mean of the
state vector x is enforced.
Inserting B into the previous equations leads to (τ > 0):
RXX(τ) =
∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− ξ)LΦT (t+ τ − ξ)dξ
=
∫ t
−∞
exp(−(2t− 2ξ + τ)L)L dξ
=
N∑
i=1
∫ t
−∞
e−λi(2t−2ξ+τ)vivTi L dξ
=
N∑
i=2
∫ t
−∞
λie
−λi(2t−2ξ+τ)vivTi dξ + 0 ·
11T
N
∫ t
−∞
11T
N
dξ
= 12LL
† exp(−τL) = 12
(
I − 11
T
N
)
exp(−τL)
= 12
[
exp(−τL)− 11
T
N
]
. (8.52)
Here the second equality is due to the symmetry of Φ(t), and the fact that it commutes with
L; the third and forth equality follows the spectral decomposition of L (Lvi = LTvi = λivi),
and we have separated the terms of the decompositions involving the zero eigenvalue λ1 = 0;
the next two equalities are obtained by solving the integral and noticing that by definition
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LL† = (I − 11T /N) is the identify on the range of L [71]; the final step then uses again the fact
that 1 is an eigenvector of exp(−tL).
Using an analogous computation for τ < 0 we obtain the following result valid for all τ :
RXX(τ) =
1
2
[
exp(−|τ |L)− 11
T
N
]
. (8.53)
which is equivalent to the (auto-)covariance matrix that appears in the stability measure for
combinatorial Laplacian dynamics up to a constant factor and a rescaling of time. The time-
rescaling appears merely because we have used A = −L as our system matrix, rather than
A = −L/〈d〉 as in equation (3.27). Now if we monitor the state vector under the prism of a
chosen partition, i.e., if we set the output matrix D = HT :
y = HTx, (8.54)
where H is the usual partition indicator matrix, and compute its autocovariance, we obtain
RY Y (τ) =
1
2H
T
[
exp(−|τ |L)− 11
T
N
]
H. (8.55)
Here we have used the relation that for any linear transformation of the observables Y = DX it
follows that RY Y (τ) = DRXX(τ)DT . This is (again up to a simple rescaling) just the clustered
autocovariance matrix used in the stability of the partition rCL(t,H) for combinatorial Laplacian
dynamics.
We have thus obtained an interpretation of stability in terms of the fluctuations of a stationary
Gaussian noise process which is filtered via the network. This relates our initial picture of
stability framed in terms of transients decaying towards a stationary distribution, with the
fluctuations around the mean of a stationary Gaussian process.
Normalized Laplacian dynamics
Analogously to the combinatorial dynamics above, we can derive an interpretation for the nor-
malised Laplacian dynamics. This time our linear system is of the form
x˙ = −LD−1x+ Bu where B = BG1/2. (8.56)
Note that again the choice of B will guarantee that our system remains stable, and in particular
that the initial (weighted) mean µ = d1Tx0/2m will be conserved over time. As before we
assume this mean to be zero and derive the autocovariance of the output y = HTx. in parallel
to our previous calculations we can compute (τ > 0; the case τ < 0 can be obtained analogously):
RXX(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
Φ(η)BBTΦT (η + τ)dη
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=
∫ ∞
0
D1/2 exp(−ηL)D−1/2LD−1/2 exp(−(η + τ)L)D1/2dη
= D1/2
∫ ∞
0
exp(−ηL)L exp(−ηL)dη exp(−τL)D1/2
= D1/2
∫ ∞
0
exp(−2ηL)Ldη exp(−τL)D1/2
= D1/2
N∑
i=1
∫ ∞
0
λie
−2λiηvivTi dη exp(−τL)D1/2
= D1/2
N∑
i=2
∫ ∞
0
λie
−2λiηvivTi dη exp(−τL)D1/2 + 0 ·
∫ ∞
0
d1/2[d1/2]T
2m
= 12D
1/2LL† exp(−τL)D1/2 = 12D
1/2
[
I − d
1/2[d1/2]T
2m
]
exp(−τL)D1/2
= 12D
1/2
[
exp(−τL)− d
1/2[d1/2]T
2m
]
D1/2
= 12
[
D exp(−τD−1L)− dd
T
2m
]
= 12
[
exp(−τLD−1)D − dd
T
2m
]
, (8.57)
where we have made use of the spectral decomposition of L (Lvi = LTvi = λivi), and noticed
that the eigenvector associated with λ1 = 0 is given by v1 = d1/2 = [d1/21 , . . . , d
1/2
N ]T , i.e., the
vector of the square roots of the node degrees; since ‖v1‖2 = 2m we have LL† = I−v1v1T /2m.
Now, using once more RY Y (τ) = DRXX(τ)DT gives:
RY Y (τ) =
1
2H
T
[
D exp(−|τ |D−1L)− dd
T
2m
]
H, (8.58)
which is up to a constant factor equivalent to the clustered autocovariance matrix R(t,H) as
used in stability.
8.2.4. Generalizations and differences for directed networks
The interpretations and relations of stability which have been derived in the preceding sections
hold for undirected networks, in which case all dynamics we used here are reversible Markov
processes. There are however important differences for directed networks, on which the outlined
diffusion processes become irreversible, as we will discuss in the following.
In line with the above discussion we will denote the clustered (auto-)covariance matrices that
have appeared in the different derivations by
R(t,H) = HTΣ(t)H (‘standard’ stability),
ψ(t,H) = HTΨ(t)H (‘covariance’ stability),
RY Y (t,H) = HTRXX(t)H (‘Gaussian filter’ stability),
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where the corresponding stability measures are just given by the trace of these matrices. It
should be intuitively clear from the definitions, that on directed graphs we have in general
R(t,H) 6= ψ(t/2, H) 6= RY Y (t,H) 6= R(t,H). Note the time-rescaling of ψ, in line with the
discussion in section 8.2.2. Since the Gaussian stability variant involves the additional choice of
an input matrix B, we will focus here on the first two measures (‘standard’ and ‘covariance’).
As we have already discussed in section 3.1.4, for directed networks Σ(t) will not be positive
semi-definite in general, which may lead to unwanted effects as we will see in the following. In
contrast, Ψ(t) is a positive semi-definite matrix even for directed networks.
Like the standard stability measure, which can be written in terms of a modularity by sym-
metrizing Σ(t,H), the covariance based variant can be written as the modularity of a graph
with a symmetric adjacency matrix. For the covariance based measure this adjacency matrix is
however given by:
A˜ = Φ(t)ΠΦT (t) = P T (t)ΠP (t). (8.59)
The degrees of the nodes are therefore:
d = A˜1 = P T (t)ΠP (t)1 = P T (t)Π1 = P T (t)piT = piT . (8.60)
Since 2m = dT1 = 1 this shows the equivalence to modularity (compare with equation (3.17)
in section 3.2.1). Thus, we can optimize the measure based on ψ(t) using any of the techniques
designed for modularity optimisation, too. In contrast to standard stability for directed graphs
there is however no interpretation of ψij(t) in terms of a random walker starting at community
i and being present in community j after time t (instead see the discussion in section 8.2.2).
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Figure 8.2. | Comparison of standard stability and covariance-stability on a directed ring of cliques.
A Top: Schematic of a directed ring of 5 cliques. Bottom: Adjacency matrix associated with the network. B
Stability analysis of the network using the standard formulation of stability based on an autocovariance. After
finding the correct split the number of communities suddenly increases sharply again around t ≈ 3 with a non-zero
variation of information. C Stability analysis of the network using the covariance variant of stability based on
ψ(t,H). Like in the standard variant of stability the split into 5 communities is revealed by a clear plateau. Note
that the number of communities is strictly decreasing with time, a consequence of the positive semi-definiteness
of the underlying covariance matrix. To facilitate a visual comparison with the standard case, we have scaled the
time in this plot by a factor 1/2.
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Let us now illustrate the differences of the two measures with some constructive examples.
First, consider a directed ring of cliques as shown in Figure 8.2A. To create a slightly more
asymmetrical network, the link strength between the different cliques is weakly decreasing as
can be seen in the displayed adjacency matrix. The stationary distribution of the unbiased
random walk in this directed network is thus not just simply uniform.
The analysis with the 2 different variants of stability is shown in Figure 8.2B-C. Note that as the
network is clearly strongly connected, we do not have to include any teleportation to create an
ergodic dynamics. Both variants of stability find the correct split into 5 communities. However,
while optimizing the covariance based stability ψ yields a monotonically decreasing number of
communities, this is not the case for standard stability, which displays a sudden increase in
communities shortly after the correct partition has been found.
Further investigation shows that this behavior is caused by the lack of positive semi-definiteness
of the autocovariance matrix R(t,H) on directed graphs which can lead to oscillating stability
values for a partition. To illustrate this behaviour let us look at a second example network,
which has been first introduced by Rosvall et al. [174] to showcase differences between flow-
based and structure-based graph partitioning techniques. The network is depicted in Figure
8.3A. Note that there are two partitions of interest in this network: the first partition groups
nodes according to retained flow, the second partition groups nodes according to link strength.
As the stability measure is inherently flow based, one would expect that the flow partition
should be preferred by our measure. As can be seen in Figure 8.3B, this is indeed the case
over a large Markov timespan. However, there is an apparent damped oscillatory behaviour for
the (standard) stability of the two partitions, and thus around Markov time t ≈ 5 the strength
based partition suddenly becomes dominant. Owing to this oscillatory behaviour the partitions
change rank order frequently thereafter. It is this effect of a sudden change in the rank order of
partitions that led to the sudden increase in number of communities in Figure 8.2B.
To avoid such complications in directed networks, when using standard stability partitions should
ideally be compared over the whole time horizon as discussed in the context of discrete time
stability (see Equation (3.6) in section 3.1.1). This may however cause additional computational
complications, e.g., in terms of larger memory requirements. These problems are naturally
evaded by using the covariance based stability measure (see Figure 8.3C). Indeed, the positive
semi-definite character of Ψ guarantees that the quality of any partition decreases monotonically
over time.
8.2.5. Edge-to-edge analysis from a linear dynamical system’s perspective
Our system theoretic analysis provides us also with alternative interpretations of the edge anal-
ysis measures presented in chapter 5. Let us once more look at the case in which a Gaussian
process is fed into the network and the system dynamics are of the form x˙ = −Lx + Bu. We
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Figure 8.3. | Comparison of standard stability and covariance-stability on a directed ring of cliques.
A Schematic of analysed network, highlighting two alternative partitions of the network: one based on the flow,
the second one based on the strength of the links between the nodes. B Standard stability curves of the strength
and the flow based partition. Note that the quality of both partitions oscillates. While the flow based partition is
preferred for most times, around t ≈ 5 the ordering changes and the strength based partition has a larger quality.
C Covariance stability curves of the two partitions. In contrast to standard stability the ordering of the partitions
remains consistent for all Markov times, due to the positive semidefiniteness of ψ.
are again interested in the fluctuations around the mean, which we assume to be initially µ = 0
as before. We now set the input matrix to:
B = I − 11
T
N
⇒ BBT = B, (8.61)
which corresponds to removing all the ‘drift’ terms in the input, i.e., the input is mean free
not only on average but at any particular time. Note that B = L†L is exactly the orthogonal
projection onto the range of L.
As ultimately our results will only depend on BBT , we could have also chosen the (weighted)
incidence matrix of the full graph with N nodes as input matrix B = 1√
N
Bfull, in which case
BBT has the interpretation of the Laplacian of a full graph with edge weights 1/N . This input
matrix corresponds to a scenario in which we are able to give opposite inputs to any pair of two
nodes. Intuitively it should be clear that any mean free input can be achieved in this way.
Substituting this choice of B into our equations for the autocovariance we have (τ > 0):
RXX(τ) =
∫ t
−∞
Φ(t− ξ)BBTΦT (t+ τ − ξ)dξ
=
∫ t
−∞
exp(−(2t− 2ξ + τ)L)B dξ
=
N∑
i=1
∫ t
−∞
Be−λi(2t−2ξ+τ)vivTi dξ
=
N∑
i=2
∫ t
−∞
Be−λi(2t−2ξ+τ)vivTi dξ + 0 ·
∫ t
−∞
11T
N
dξ
= 12BL
† exp(−τL) = 12L
†LL† exp(−τL)
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= 12L
† exp(−τL). (8.62)
By symmetry we obtain ∀τ :
RXX(τ) =
1
2L
† exp(−|τ |L) = 12
N∑
i=2
e−λi|τ |
λi
viviT . (8.63)
Thus the instantaneous fluctuations are governed by the spectrum of the pseudoinverse of the
Laplacian, damped exponentially over time according to the same eigenvalues. Let us now
chose D = G1/2BT to observe the fluctuations from the point of view of the edges, i.e., we
are interested in the differences between the node states. This corresponds, e.g., in the case of
a resistor network to the potential difference on the nodes. The choice of the weighting will
become clear in the following but is essentially a proportionality factor which relates the flow
on the edges to the difference of the node states. The autocovariance of the edge variables Yi
will thus be given by:
RY Y (τ) =
1
2G
1/2BTL† exp(−L|τ |)BG1/2. (8.64)
Let us look at the case τ = 0 in more detail. First notice that for unweighted graphs this is
exactly edge-to-edge transfer function matrixM as defined before in chapter 5, and trivially, the
diagonal of I−RY Y (0) is thus the embeddedness vector ε. This provides us with an interpretation
of the embeddedness in terms of how the (instantaneous) fluctuations of the edges are correlated
within the network.
For weighted graphs observe that M and RY Y (0) are related via a similarity transform (up to
a constant factor):
M = G1/2RY Y (0)G−1/2, (8.65)
which shows that M is indeed closely related to the propagation of fluctuations on the edges
in general. Note that in the context of resistor networks we had the relation i = Gv (Ohm’s
law) between the edge currents i and edge voltages v. If instead of looking at these classically
defined (dual) quantities, we had looked at the rescaled versions iˆ = G−1/2i and vˆ = G1/2v such
that iˆ = vˆ, we would have obtained exactly RY Y (0) = M . Irrespective of this choice, we remark
that as this particular similarity transform does not affect the diagonal entries of M , even in
the weighted case we have:
ε = diag[I −RY Y (0)] = diag[I −M ], (8.66)
which shows that the interpretation of the embeddedness in terms of a measure of the instanta-
neous edge fluctuations is in fact valid for weighted undirected networks in general.
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This thesis has discussed a broad range of topics considering the relations between structure and
dynamics (and function) in complex networks. As the chapters already included discussions on
the various topics all that remains here is to briefly recap some results and point out possible
direction of future research.
In chapter 3 we have introduced our dynamical perspective on community detection which has
led to the definition of the stability quality function for a graph partition. We have shown
how this measure ties in well with previously proposed heuristics for community detection, and
makes these methods interpretable from a coherent, dynamical perspective. Why a dynamical
perspective onto community detection and, more general, on network science is indeed useful
has been discussed in chapter 4: important features of a network may not be accessible when
considering its structural composition only. The functional behaviour of a system – which is
what we are ultimately interested in – will always emerge from an interplay between its structure
and the dynamics. Analysing these two aspects in combination may thus provide valuable and
novel insights.
This dynamical perspective has been taken up again in chapter 8, where we have shown that there
is a wide range of possible extensions that can be explored further. From an ‘algorithmic’ point
of view this includes studying how different dynamical processes may influence the community
detection process in more detail amongst other aspects, such as using different inference operators
to extract knowledge from the observed dynamics (see chapter 8 for more details). With respect
to the latter point, tools from information theory (using mutual information measure to infer
network properties from the dynamics) or Baysian inference could potentially be beneficially
employed in this context. As chapter 8 outlines moreover, there are a lot of connections to the
theory of linear systems and control which remain to be explored in more detail.
In chapter 5 we have changed our focus by considering the network not only from the perspective
of the nodes, but rather from the viewpoint of the edges. As we have seen this can prove to be an
insightful endeavor and highlight structural and dynamical features which are not accessible by
looking at the ‘node space’ in isolation. Such approaches can be extended further. In particular,
using tools from computational topology to look at simplicial complexes as models to encode
higher order connectivity structures and the corresponding dynamical processes taking place on
these structures, is an area with substantial promise for future research.
Chapter 6 and 7 have shown that network approaches have also a lot to offer in the field
of system’s neuroscience. Clearly, using simplified, high level descriptions of a neural system
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can only give limited insight into how a brain actually ‘computes’. However, network science
can contribute valuable tools that aid in the meaningful analysis of the vast amounts of data
generated in modern experiments and thus provide valuable cues which help to form more
concrete hypothesis on and decipher how particular biological functions are actually implemented
in a brain.
To conclude finally, let us remark that despite some of the recent successes of network based
analysis tools to understand and unravel the dynamics of systems ranging from genetic networks
to the power-grid and the Internet, the ultimate goal of fully bridging the gap from the individual
parts to the collective is obviously clearly still far from being within close reach. This should
however not be taken as an overly pessimistic conclusion, on the contrary: with the increasing
availability of detailed data about the dynamics and the structure of interactions in a wide range
of complex systems, the analysis of complex networks still holds great potential for the future.
“Da steh ich nun, ich armer Tor! Und bin so klug als wie zuvor;”
(Faust I) – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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